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FOREWORD

. , It was with considerable excitement and some trepidation that the Department of
Education undertook the Educational Telecommunications foL Alaska- Project in 1977.
The project was viewed with excitement since technology appeared to offer great
potential for solving some very diffiCult problems° facing public edu?ation-in the State. It
was viewed with some-anxiety because the solutions posed involved complicated and
.relatively untried technologies which presented edkators with strategies that were in
. part unfamiliar and mysterious. .

.1
, - . '

. .. .. . s ,--No other state education agencies were investing such a large amount of funding in
what sorne./egarded as a very risky venture in modern technology. However, the State
took the position that the Project, offered possible solutions to educational prolalems
where no _aiternative solutions -were- -known tolexist. It was regarded as a capital "'
investrnent that Could piy.large dividends for years to come. The systems- developed by
the Prdject were to- be thoroughly evaluated. Only ttiose alai .-,were judged 10- be
successful and to hold long-term potential for, im.Psovtng education in the State were to .

be maintained beyond the. term of the Project - -. ,.
- A-4`

h r . I

. o
.

..

In retroSpect it, is interesting 'that there was'such -a 'high degree of caution at-the. onset df the Project. The systems developed 6y the project aranow an integral part of the
educational delivery system in the State. They are used by a wide variety of educators
--State and local administrators, teachers, local support staffs, and, most importantly,
students in-many, many communities.,

. -. ...

1

The Project was designed to address three basic needs. These were as follows:
- The heed for faster', more efficient communication in . support of the ,

. .

administration of schools in thState.
, .- The need for quick access to'information about educational resources.

- The need for instructional support for rural high school students. .

Th
I
ree syste,ms were designed to address these needs:

.

1
.

- An administrative communication network (electronic mail system) that
interconnects the Departinent of Education with the 52 local school districts and
other AtidaTio-rialrg-enCieS in,the State.

- A computerized "Alaska Knowledge Base" containing inform,ation about a variety
, of educational resources and accessible via the'electrDnic mail system.

- A microcomputer-based rpethod for providing instruction to rural high school
students and 'a set of care courses for ninth and tenth graders.

oday 'much of thie time- critical written communication associated with the
stateWide-administration and support of local school 4aidtricts is transmitted via the
Adminisltative Communications Network. Teachers administrators regularly consult
the Alaska, Knowledge Base to locate educational resources to apply to problems they
encounter. Virtually all school districts in the State utilize microcomputers lor'akportion
of their instructional program' and students in small rural high Schools have available to
'them a greater, variety of high school courses because of the,Project:

4 .



The. Project has had a major intact oh the natureof eduCation in the Statq. In fact,
largely through the impetus provided bythe Educational Telecommunications fdr Alaska
Project, Alaska is regarded as a_ leading state in the application of educational
technology. The Department is very pleased to have received the support provided by the
Natibnal Institute of Education and the State of Alaska. We inticiRate continued work in
educational technology in the years to come.

§ .

Successful institutionalization of the Educational Telecommunications for Alagka
Project is documented in a- set of four final reports; one covering each of the three
educational systems and ,an Executive Sirrimary. This volume contains one Of those
reports.

In fulfillMent of its commitcrient to the National Institute of Educatidn, this-set of
documents is submitted in the sincere hope,that the reports will also provide insights
and information useful to other's in their efforts to improve the quality of public education
in the future.

*ft

-

0

MARSHALL LIND
Commissioner
Alaska Department of Education
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The Educational Telecommunications for Alaska (ETA) Project-.ha ffected numberof.
significant changes in edudational administration and instruction in-Alaska. These changes
remsent improvements in the quality of public education in the State. The Project involved
highly' complex applications-of modern technology to identified educational needs. However,"
the complexity of coordinating the effOrts of .many individuals and groups was by far-the most
difficult problem addressed by,the Project: The success of this Project was dues- therefore, to
the contributions and willingness to cooperate on the part of a large number of oersohs.

Throughout the term of the PrOjec1 the support Of .the. State Board of Education, the
Governor's Office, the Alaska Legislature, and the National Institute of Education has been
paramount. Without thiS support and the endorsement of the Commissioner of Education,
Marshall Lind, the Project.would not-have been 'possible.

The design of the Project was developed in 1976-1977 by a team of individuals ted by Ernest
Polley, then' Coordinator of Planning and Research for the Department Of Education. Polley's
continued support during the term:of this Project was essential.

The Educational Telecommunications for Alaska Project was managed by a core staff of
Alaska Department of Education personnel. The staff were located first in the °Vice of Planning
and Research and later in a neW Of ftceof Educational Technology and Telecommunications
which came into being largely as an outcome of the Project.,The ETA Project director in DOE
was William Bramble who in July, 1981, became director, of the Office of. Educational
Technology and Telecommunications. Ed Obie served as assistant Project director until Ally,
1981. when he was appointed Project director for the remainder of the Project term.
Professional staff at DOE assigned to the ETA Project included Paul Berg, Rosemary Hatevig,
and Be-Tindell. Other individuals in DOE who contributed to the Overall Success of various
components of the Project included 'Alexander Hazelton, Eula Ruby, Saricira Berry, and Dan
Boone.

Assistance in the development of the Project design was provided by the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL). Upon approval of the initial giant award from NIE in
September, 1977, and, with the cominitmenf of NIE and the Alaska Legislature to support the
multi-year effort, NWREL became the Design and Implementation Contractor for the Project.
NWREL designed, developed, and pilot-tested the major technological systems included ih the
Project, In addition, NWREL producgdthe computer-based courseware for rural high schools.
he overall NWREL effort was administered by Torn Olson and, later, Ethel Simon-McWilliams..

NWREL staff who Contributed to basic systems design and development included Judy
Edwards, Hal Wilson Stuart Brown, and Ralph Van, Dusseldorp. Ann Murphy, Kathy Busick,
Craig Copley and many others from NWREL contribtited to the development of computer-based
courseware.

Key suppOrt for the installation of the data corfimunication8 network was provided by two
other State agencies.qhe Division-of Data Processing, Department of Administration, provided
for the procurement, installation, and operation of data processing elements required for the

\electronic mail system anIteducational data bases deVelOped by the Project. The'contributions
of Elavid RiCciO and,Stan Hamlin were critical in this regard., The data communications network
established foi. thiS system was implemented by the Division of Communications, Departrr4nt
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Of Transportation and Public Facilities, with considerable input from Walt Pierce of 'that,,..
4.- 2---;°

... -0-
.agency.. \i .- .

,.. .$ . ., : ' .- - .
Tdivo -intermediate

.

educattc!ri agencies performed .impertant functions related to pilot ,...,.

testing andicnplernenting thk,,42ystems developed by the Project. These'were the South EastQl,
,Regional Resf3urce Center in Juneau and the South Central Regioral ReaourCe Center. in"'
Ahthbrage.: Tfie contributions of Alan Barnes, Luanne Packer, Linnel McCrumb, and Jane
Harrington were especially noteworthy. .

Other indiViduals Or agencies .contracting to DOE or related State agencles made
substantial.cOntributions to the success of the P'ryject. Transafaska Data Syaterns'installed and
maintained microcomputers at sixty locations in the State. Karen Parr developed instructional
material's and provided training for the computer-baded eduCation courses- developed by the
Project. Glenn Cowan and Janeiie Cowan contributed additidnal training and support for these
courses. Computer prOgramming support was ProNiided, to the Department by Mike Noel and
Charles Dockery. The evaluation of the computer-based instruction courses was conducted by
Education Skills Development orLexington,Kjrituoky, with contributions from Emanuel Mason,

.'Timothy.Smith, and Fria.nk Gohs.

Extremely important to the success of the'systems and the particular product's developed
by the Project were the many contributions of administrators, teachers, aTid,ofher staff of local
school districts in Alaska..These individuals served to keep the Project on trac,k in design and
development through participatidh on numerous design, and advisory tearTistha1 existed during
all phases 6f the Project. Additional individuals too numerous to include assisted with pilot
Jesting acid implementaijon.ofathe Project components.,By the conclusion of the Project every
one of the 52-school districts.in'Alaska had participated. Noteworthy too was the involvement of
several hundred students in Afiska *schools who participated in pilot teats of instructional
materials. Students in public schools, of course, are the ultimare beneficiaries of the Project. It
is fitting, therefore, that the_participation of these students.should result in educationagains
for all the childrenof Alaska for yedis to come.

viii .
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PREFACE

The Educational TOete'rnmunications 'for Alaska Project
/addresses the needs eof three distinct user groups: superintendents/
administrators, school staffs, and students.'As such; they are the
tracksihat at times, coincide but, in_ the main, followeir owN

, . evolutionary course. Thus, each of the components, Administrative
pdmmunications Network, Alaska. Knowledge Base System,, and

Studj, by Telecommunications,-has been developed as'a
stand- alone.volome for those who are particplarly interested in one but

'perhaps not the otheecomiSonents. The Executive Summary ties the
entire-Protect together by providing an overview of all 9omponents.Ilk ,

Included iii each volume iea historical perspective detailing
Alaska's prior experltence.with satellite ,technology and the Alaskan
educatiiinaland geographic contexts -- Wh.i'ch shaped the Prolect
as it was proposed toithe Natibnal Inst.itutof Education in 1977.
Without trtfs per§pectpie, a great deal of understanding of the driving
forces involved would be lost. Thus, the reader will find that several
intioductory7 sections -are repeated in each volume.' .

4
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.1-11ST6FA-Y OF ALASKAN
INVOLVEMENT WITH SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS ,..

, .. . ,

Ther'Educational Telecommunications for Alaska (ETA) P.rojedt is
'the result of years of planriing 'and experimentation with
communication 'satellites by the State of Alaska. The first cautious
probings were 'conducted With the ril'atiolfil Aeronautics anal Sit,ace ..
Administration's (NASA) itCdvanced Technology Satellites, ATS-1 and -6,
beginning 1-1-'-'1 .1970 and-Continuing -through 1975. The experiments
included both voice and full-moti6p, video for -education, in support of
health care, and. for -reaching, ouf tom all people with a need for., informa.fron. that alfeOted their. lives. Exparimentation'with.the% new

ntechnology'yvas driSensly the necessity to prciv,ide a lirge vaileti of-

- services. to. all Alaskart,' whether ;they lived in Cities or in -the most
isolated ateat. TheSe tepeative explorations demonstrated to theState

7

. t. that, communication sstellites' were an essential element in meeting
. * future needs'foriziucation and other publicserVioes.

$ .
. 1 .

-' The proCes:g,pegan in 1968- with the establishment of a Satellite ..

Task Force whose to determine the totat re irementefOr
-t. all com'municons services existing and proje.cted. , 6 1 .

_ 4 , .

: to late 1969, g formal propost.was Submitted td NASA for two-way
,,,, . audio,dxperin:ientation on the ATS-1v satellite. The firs/ demonstralions

4' -.began in 1970, transmitting public radio. orkgrammingbetweeri KUAC in14

Fairbanks ands igtions iii thelOW-erf,48 stat-s. , . . ,--.. .4
2 '..." .' "t -; . ,

A joint Uniteck.., qatioks, Educational,. Scientific and Cultural
> ..Organization (UNESCO)-Alaska National Education Association .(NEA)

.rJ. t team in '1970 investigated She feasibility of liS i n g latelHtes to alleviate
; oducaiiOrial problems Of the

Alaska,
The ,tgam ,concluded, in 'part,. `,,

"Satellite,comreuiniCatius for Alaska, as part of an.qvOrall long-range
.. educational communications. systell, are not only -feesible, but

necessary for improved comniunicatiOns in-the State.!," , -

I
J

:In mid-1971 ii1`°41aska EduatiOna-1 lecommunications
Consortium (AETC) was creetedto guide*ATS-11 projects (two-way voice).

0 And to ,identify technical solutions to help solve rural educational
problerns..Over.the Succeeding two years, more than 25 villages with no
existing telephone or teleViaidrirskvice were involved in the interactive
project. Programming was varied, ranging from health-aide training to,
Native legends; teacher; administrator;-and classroom exchanges; and
direct village contact with lit2rary services. As withmaryi innovative

'approaches, This project was initiallV plagued with many problems
'involving technical factors and frequent schecifjle , Changes.' Tile)
weakest link, howeveP, was the. lack of direct teacher involvement in
designing programs for classiroOm use. 'The most successful

(
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*applications were in villages where someone, usually a teacher, tV5k
responsibility for involving the community. The study concluded that
experiments should continue with more emphasis on evaluation of
impact between, participating schools and non-satellite schools.tv:,

Educational experimentation became very infrequent: but
continued through 1975. Emphasisduring this.period shifted to detailed
studies of educational needs. The TelecOnsult study, submitted.to theDepartment, of Health, Education and ,Welfare (DHEW) and NASA,
included exploration'of persistent educational needs',,suggestions ofspecific rogramming areas, and _establishment of priorities to meet
those ne s. The focus remained on a,udie and visual materials

meant,distribUted v a variety, of meant, including commercial satellites.
Priority prograMming areas included Native culture, bilingual news
programs, and on-going teacher in-service training!'

In 1972, the Alaska Educational Broadcasting Commissio(AEBC)
submitted to the U.S. DHEW "A Proposal to Develop a Plan for Alaska'sUnique and innovativ'e,IgatIcation Demonstration Employing ATS-F."
(The letter designator is assigned to NASA experimental satellites prior
to launch; in orbit the satellite became ATS-6.) This satellite, the most
powerful ever to be launphed at that time, could relay video as well asoaudio tO small, inexpensive earth stations. The proposal was
subsequently funded.

While attention focused on satelliielsupPorted educational needs
experimentation, an Executive Order created the Office. of
Telecommunications (01) within the Governor's Office in 1973. OT was
'created to provide the State with a- focal point for communications

13
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(--
policy development and to ensure adequate devel pment of cost-..

effective communications techniques to serve all St to residents. in
March of that, year, OT assumed responsibility for laska's ATS-F

, Demonstration.- Plan. In AuguSA, 1973,' Federal sup rvision of the
national educational ATS-F demonstration program, the Education
Satellite Communication Demonstration (ESCD), 'became the
responsibility of the National Institute of Education (NIE). Planning
objectives for the Alaskan educational portion of the ATS-F
demonstration were:

to gain operational experience with cornrriuniCastion satellites;

to apply the experience gained on ATS;1 and to extend that
experience so that the.users themselves would generate service
requirements. (it was felt that it was better to obtain knowledge
through experience before planning was completed rather than
after a system was installed.)

0
From the earliest planning stage, close cooperation between OT

and the Alaska Department of Education (DOE) resulted in project focus
on two instructional concerns: first, the, desire to establish two-way
communications- betven participating educators that approximated
,face:to-f ace commbnieations as closely as possible; and, second, the
opRbrtunity for "h4rids-on" expqrience with live video/audio
communication, bt a variety, of users, to be utilized to make sound
planning depistons. ,

In 1974, with a portion of the funding received from NIE, 15
communities whose average population was less than 250, were
equipped with small satellite earth stations. Consumer coffimittees
were formed from persons nominated by the.participating villages and
Native regional. corporations. They met regularly ,and _were responsible
for input to and approval of 'all program designS. Programs in health
education and:language development were designed and produced.
Each program included teacher manuals and was followed on-air with
an'interaction session as well as on-camera teachers to reinforce the
lesCons. Teacher in-service Araining, coordinated and developed by
DOE,.-was broadcast weekly.

° ", Other aspects of the $1.7'million project resulted in 100 hOurs of
origirial television programming being designed, produced, and

, broadcastAnsttuctional programs were made available to 1,200 K-5th
Grade rural school children and 150 rural educators. Additional
programming was accessible.to.9,000 Alaskan village residents, young
and old, as well as thousands of students in.fairbarikS. At the end of
one year the. Demonstration came to an end. ATS-6 was moved in its
orbit out of sight of Alaskan earth stations-and toward'India for their
use. However, the results of the NIE-sponsored evaluation of ESCD had
a. strong influence on the direction that the ETA Project
eventually take. Key recommendations were:

.1.4.
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Undertake telecommunications demonstrations in rural, Alaska-
only when there are resources and commitment for putting
aspects of the demonstrations which users deem successfOl
directlyintc operation.

Undertake satellite television operations only when-the,y can be
justified on the basis of cost - effective, timely access to
programming

°

Use audio interaction without video prograrrglin soon as
there is satellite telephone.

Decide separately commitm,ent to broadcast material and
commitment of resources to new programming. The commitment
to new prpgramming must be preceded by a survey of available
programming.

Take as the mandate for telecommunications in .rural Alaska:-
solution to the "high school problem." Three.alternatives for
augmenting the village high school curriculum are: materials
distribution of already existing programming; teacher-sharing via
audio presentations and supervisied interaction; and 'new
programming on Alaska Native history.

t
The momemtum generated by the ATS-6 experiments convinced

Alaska educators and OT to make anp-depth assessment of an
operational communications-supported stem td meet the identified
needs of itlaskan education. The result was a planning grant
application submitted to NIE in Warch, 1975 the goal of which was a
cost-effe.ctive model for technological application inlIgrated with
educational needs. The grant was recek9ed from NIE in Nmember, 1975.

15
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It was at this juncture that the Alaska DOE accepted lead responsibility
for the planning grant and future activities growing out of it.

Concurrently, commercial ite-tecirntrg as. a
viable e ing Alaska's telecommunications needs, In 1975,,
the State and RCA Alascom (the Alaska communications carrier)
reworked RCA's original plan for facilities and services to serveAlaska
through 1980. The State Legislature appropriated $5million to procure
100 small (15-foot) earth stations for' rural communities and, in July of
that year, it was agreed that Alascomi would install and operate therh. In
early 1976, RCA launched its second satellite (F -2) which would carry

,Alaska's'IOng-distance intra- and interstate traffic.

By early 1976, therefore, an excellent base had been established
from which Ap launch an earnest assault.on the problems that:had,
continually plagued rural Alaskan educators: the, DOE had practical .

experience with the techniques associated. with telecommunications-
supported education; OT had hands-on experience With satellite
telecommunications hardware and operations; rural Alaskan villages
had participated in "learning at a distance" and were supportive of
further experimentatiorr, and RCA AlaScom was begihning to install
rural earth stations subsequent to the launching of F-2.

. In 1976, decentralization of ruraleucation through disbanding the
Alaska State-Operated School Systerh (A' SS).9ave a sense of urgency
to DOE's plans to implement innovative a cost-sffective means 'for

all Alaskan children. Dissolution AS SS resulted n the
creation of 21 new 'rural school districtS with elected local chool
boards -and community advisory, committees. Supervisory
fragmentation, so lbng a fact of educatiOnattife in. Alaska, was ending,
and .DOE became the key administrative and ,technical assistance
office to support the State's 52 separate school districts.

Irr M'ay,.1976,.the sense of urgency Was further heightened when
the State Board of Education adopted new regulations that stated that
school districts mpst.prcrVide an elementary school in each community
whiCh had eight or more (children available to attend and,-unless the
loCal school committee'requestpd otherwise, must establish a

\ secondary school in every community with *one of more available
secorKlargeidehls. The implications df this ruling/were staggering

required. to provide a full .and meaningful educational
experiepce for students where they lived. To do so by conventional

`,peens- COuld not be ecqnomically supported, even if there were a
'eufficient-nurder of qualified teachers. It Was imperative that new and
'innovative mechanisms be explored to provide ouaiity education to
rural Alaska.

II A DOE-led task force began preparation of a proposal in July, 1976,
to be subinitted to NIE. It was made possible by an $85,000 grant from
the Alaska Legislature. The essential outcome of the proposed effort
wels to (\be an operational; user - supported system. The intensive

7
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.. planning effort by the DOE task' force__was,to_developt-wotrrajor--------=planning
of, needs; and (2) an analysis of

.- technical alternailves to meet the specifically defined needs. The*,
particAants included:

-.
',DOE responsible fot management. and -development of the

overall proposal and determination of needs;
.

Design Team - a working group responsible for providing design-
parameters, directiOn, and pertinent information to the design
subdongactor;

Vs'er's Group - a representative group of Alaskan educators
responsible for readting to the proposal as-it was developed and
for paying particular attention to consumer control mechanisms;

IEduCa ional Laboratory)- responsible for producingthe required
-Fir osal. Development Contractor (Northwest Regional

1

. drafts f the proposal.

/ Based on ,this intensfle, effort, the prOPOsal that initiateq.this_.
P'roject,, entitled, "Ettucatjonal Telecommunications for Alaska," was
prepared and submitted to NIE in January, 1977.

17
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E CONTEXT OF EDUCATIONAL
NEEDS

The. Educational Telecommunications for Alaska (ETA) model has
been shaped by identified needs. The needs'thernielves werethe result
of the Alaskan environment and the philosophy of the Alaska
Department of Educatidn. An understanding- of the baGkgrdund and
context in which the Project functions is essential.to understanding the
value of ETA itself. The fallowing narrative has been adapted from two
DOE documents: "Educational Telecommunications for Alaska Project
Proposal," January, 1977; and "Operational Plan Educational
Telecommunications for Alaska Project," 1979,

DEMOGRAPHIC CONTEXT

Alaska is the largest state yet contains the smallest, total
populatioN,More than 280 communities are- widely scattered over
586,412 square miles (16 percent of the total area otthe United States).
The population in 1977 was estimated to be 411,211 (less than 0.5'
percent of that of the United States).

Population density statewide is less than one person per square'
mile with 60 -percent of the inhabitants liVing in or near three ,cities
(Anchorage, Fairbanks, and Juneau) that are in boroughs that contain 2
percent of the State's total land. An adjusted density ratio indicates
that outside these three urban areas, the denSity ,approaches one
person per four square miles.

5

T . . The State is regionally divided Is shown in Figure ,1. The most
populated region is Southcentral, whith includes the largest
community,- Anchorage. Forty -four percent of all;Alaskans live within
the Anchorage Borough. The Interior region ranks 'second with 21'e
percent. The population of this region is reduced to only 7 percent of tlfe
State's total when the second largest city, Fairbanks, is excluded. The
Aleutian Chain and Kodiak together contain 5 percent of the population.
One-third of all Southeasterners live in the State's third largest city,
Juneau, the capital. The remainder of the State's people live in 150
communities (ranging in number from fewer than 25 to more than 5,000)
distributed throughout the Southeast, Western coastal and Interior-
areas, and, Arctic North.

;4
About one-sixth of the inhabitants are Eskimo, Indian or Aleut. Ttie

major cultural groups are Inupiat Eskimo in the Arctic and Northwest;
Yupik Eskimo in the Western and Bribtol Bay region; Aleuts in the
Aleutian Chain and Kodiak; Athapascan Indians in-. the Interiocand
Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian Indians in the Southeast. Alaska;ha4ix

18
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major languages other than English, with more than 50 significantly_
different dialects.

Figure 1

ALASKAN REGIONS

4
ALEUTIAN-CHAIN'

The total, populkion- has grown more-than 34 percent since the
census count in_1970, due mainly to heavy' migration related to pipeline
and construction-industO activity. Since total school enrollment diving
the 1975-76 period increased only 18.5 percent over the 1969-70 period, it
is concluded th`at,the population 'growth due to pipeline activity has not
impacted on the vast majority of the'schools in the State.

GEOGRAPHIC CONTE*r

Forty percent of all Alaskans, and 60 perceri of all schools, are
located in communities of fewer than 1,000 people. Isolation is often a
fact of life, frequently by choice. The major factors Centributinglo'
isolation are geography, weather, the distances between communities
--factors' that create consistent problems in providing educational
services and support.

.19
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Alaska's ,terrain can be visually dazzling while Rosi, ng 'formidable
barriers. The fjords of Sbutheast and the Alaska Range in Southbentral
are continuations of the coastal ranges in the northwe t United 'States.
The broad valleys and basins of the Interior are an e tension of the
desert plains between .the Rockies and coastal mountai s. The Rockies
extend into the Brooks Range in northern .Alaska. The' rctic 'coastal
plain north of the.Brooks is flat ttnidra with thousands of hallow lakes.

The State's mountains contain hal \ the world'sgla iers, with 19
peaks of more than 14,000 feet. One-third of the-State is north of ,the-
Arotic CirCle. Throughout Alaska there are more than three minion lakes

_larger thari 20 acres, and 10 rivers more tharv300 mites.lo g.

The climates imposed by this topography create a \diversity of
, . environmevts (Figure 2). Fierce, long winters have nights 2 hours longs,

The2,000-mile Aleutian Chain is wet, foggy, cold, and frequ ntly windy,
year-round, Temperatures in the Interior region vary dras ically from
winter to summer (-50 degrees F. to +90 degrees f,). The moss
temperate region is Southeast, where the warming Japan se Current
meets cool mountain air and jresults .incmore than 100 inches o
precipitation a yearoin some areas.

CLIMATE aiNES IN

Figure 2

ALASKA

ARCTIC.

Average July temeirature = 39.1°.F
Average December temperature = -11.2°F
Average annual precipitation = 7 inches
CONTINENTAL.

Average July temperature = 58.2°F
Average December temperature = -7.7°F
Average annual precipitation = 15 inches

CONTINENTAL TRANSItIONAL
Average July temperature '= 58.2°F
Average December temperature = 13.5°F
Average annual precipitation = 17 inches
MARITIME-

TRANSITIONAL Average July temperature = 52.3°F
Average ecember temperature = 28.4°F
Average annual precipitation = 65 inches

A
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Distances in Alaska de vast (Figure 3). From its west to east
coasts"; Alaska stretches the distance. from California to Florida. The
northernMost community, Point Ba'rrow, is 1,500 miles from the
southernmostcity, Ketchil<an; Point Barrow is 'as.far from Fairbanks as
MinNauke is from Kansas City; Bethel is 400 miles west of Anchorage
- approximately the same distance as San Francisco is from Los
Angeles. These great distances *contribute substantially to a sense of
isolation and remoteness. The extremes of vpnter weather limit activity
and .contribute to Alaska's high alcoholism rate and in otherf w'ays
adversely impact daily life. .

11.

Figure 3

DISTANCES BETWEEN SELECTCITIES

BARROW

JUNEAU

KETCHIKA

UNALASKA

L.

The effects of thislsolation can be felt by Alaska's rural teachers,
many -of whom are not indlgenous to the State. One teachers' group in a
small, -;rural negotiates into all contracts a yearly trip to
Anchorage fbr an annual "teacherS' conferencel and .considers- tke
expense Worfhwhite investment. in ment.a4- heatlh. and needed
prOfessionirdontacts not available in the village.

. ECONOM lc- CONTEXT

The :dii-;:tiron-tnent and variables in, resources a
.

. . ettploytterittti.ghly seasonal. Many. industries -_-.cOns

r.
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logging -- ar'hbittr-clive in,the winter, when the weather makes outdoor
work and tr 4elcIpleult,.if not impossible;Depending on the time of the
year, regio rittIftd.u.stryinernployrrlen1 rates fluctuate by elector of
three. Btafie and'; iI0K(..filtrnployment insurance payments for
DeCemberfilfou'Ohfitaxtrilk be double, even t.fiple, the clainis paid in
June (hroljg N4,.t-:i,C*4:1/-s ,

*4t'::,44,,,,, -..' : '
Many isolateti vtital4i:4740vitli rather depressed incomes still rely

to some extent o V ce,o.hunting sand fishing. While. health,
education, and other.se(yAc re Ore readily available tiv large Native
villages, subsistence` . lftin:ph ..inikt 0nipete for fewer avilable
resources. The .situallorfAi, "ocinctly described by the following
passages from "2 (9) FleiViitt. gaeral Programs and Alaska Natives.

4,
*"...In recent Yderfithas become apparent that all rural '

Alaska villages'arVeiaan economic trap because of thee-
. transition from slipsiStenc.e to Cash: They are .unable to
return to a cornplgte subsistence life, nor are they able to
earn enough cergh to buy, food: 'supplies, and services
required to live confortabkin the larger communities.

"Despite ttlis, subsistence hunting, fishing, and ,
i . gathering still .plk a Critical part 'in the livess of rural

villagers. OProughly 4,50 Native villages of less than 300
people, subsistertbe ,ctivity is estimated to provide at
-least half ofthe daily calorie intake.

"Temporary, seasonal 6mplOymebt,may be available to
. prcOde some income, but also takes men away from the

- villages at times when subsistende fdods can be Most, #
easily obtained. The available cash usually goes for
materials and equiperienNtrat are vital necessities today
in subsistence activities:rifles-and ammunition, snow
mitchines andoutboard engines, and gasoline.

.
. N

"As subsiMence life becOmes more expensive and
. difficult, people must increasingly depend on Vore-

bought groceries and.gopds. ',Own. people returning to
the village from bgarding schools who have not learned

- the- subsistence skills must live more and more in the
.

cash economY,.", , 0 -

The establishment of tchocis in some areas of the State-has beep. .

a major'contributor to the growth of large(' stable, primary N.ative
communities. The highfi nomadic Eskimos In the Brooks Range.'
established the permalOt village Of Anaktuvuk PAss because of,the
reqUirement that children attend spool-nine srfonths of the yearT The, -
establishrrient of more permanent residences, has generated' the need
for services suited 40 community living. As a result, electrical power
became 'a necessity for village' residents'..yirtually all schools in the
State ,hve electricity, supplied either by. -*opal utilities, school or
're,derally-owned generators, or the Alaskan Village Electric. Co-op
4AVEC), In some villages,lhecohstruction of a one- or twb -room school
was accompanied by the introduction of the first generator.

22
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TRANSPOR-TATION CONTEXT
ap

Power, fuel, and other goods and services are very costly because
of The limited market and because of transportation costs. Whether by
road, Water, rail, or air, thg cost of travel and freight delivery is.high.

In 1970, Alaska had 7,000 miles of road, only 3,000 ofwhich were
paved. 'There has been no significant increase in roads since. It is
_interesting to compare access in Alaska with ,several other sparsely
populated Wes.tern states:

Acres of Land
tate, Per Mile of FiszW

Alaska. 52,212
'Arizona 2,203
Montana 1,295
Wyomihg 891

Alaska may well have mbre communities and schools Nat are not
onant road system than the rest of the States combined. More than 150
rural schools ate not on any connecting road system at all. The primary
road network links Anchorage, Fairbanks, ajid Haines with connections
to the 'Kenai Peninsula, Valdez, and many of the smaller communities
in-between. But even this land link is :lost for Many villages in the winter
when -many arterial roads are not 'maintained and arci therefore
impassable.

. :

m
.$1

AlaSka's railroad network,' is even ore limited. The 540-mile
Alaska Railroad links Whittier, Anchorage, and Fairbanks, running daily
in the summer and twice weekly in the winter. In southeast 'Alaska, a
110-mile narrow-gauge railroad runs irom' Skagway to Whitehorse in
Canada's Yukon Territory.

Goods are delivered to Southeast, Southcentral, and thInterior by
a combination Of sea, truck, and rail. Commercial freighters and barges
travel regularly between the lower 48 states; Anchorage, and some
larger coastal communities. State-operated ferries carry passengers
and freight among principal communities in Sdutheast and among
communitiet'on Peinbe Williams Sound, Cook Inlet, and Kodiak Island.
Occasional service is provided to villages on the larger rivers by
commercial freight boats. Usually an entire winter's supply of goods,
ordered six months previously, is delivered in the fall.'

`Travel by air in Alaska is disproportionately heavy; in many areas
there is

in
means of transportation. Alaska ranks first in' the

nation in number of private piiots and *planes, and in passengers and
cargo tonnage flown annually. Anchorage and Fairbanks are served by
several-internatronal.carriers; five carriers .serve most: regions of the

.State on a regularly scheduled basis. There are numerous smaller lines,

23
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flying'to virtually every village on schedule, (weather permitting) or by
charter. "Freight to "bush" villages (meaning, generally, those
inaccessible by road) is commonly delivered by small dwin-engine
planes in the winter, but the costs are very high.

f

p.

t
1 .
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I NTERATIONM.
AIRPORT

Air travel, although the most widely used means of transportation,
can be very expensive as well as time-corrsuming. For escampte, the
1,500-rnile trip from Ketchikan to Point Barrow requires four st ps, two .

changes of airlines, and takes nine hours: A compakble 1,5 0-mile
journey between Bostorkand Miami is non-stop' and t s less than
three hours.

The difficulties and costs or travel plague laskan -educators-
continually. r instance, Atka's representative on the regional schoOl
district board chosen to represent the board at a statewide
conference to be held Fn Juneau in June, 1976. The school board .

member left on a tug for the 100-mile, six-hour trip to Adak, then
chartered an eight-Seat, twin-engine aircraftlfor the-600-mile flight from

'Adak to Cold say. Fro-rn Cold/Bay, she then flew to Anchorage by
commercial prop-jet, spent `the night in Anchorage, ane13acte-
connections with a commercial jet flight- tb Juneap, the folltrwing
morning. The 1,760-mile trip to Juneau took approximately 30 hours and
cost $2,600, one-way (1976-dollars)!

COMMUNICATIONS CONTEXT .

The geographic barriers, environment, and vast distances that
contribute to isolation and the high cost of goods and transportation,

24
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VAIL SERVICE

TELEPHONE

have also contributed to Alaska's labk of extensive communications'
networks, especially in rural' areas.

Virtually every community with a stable, year-round population
(and eve.A, community with.a school) has a post office and mail service.
In smaller communities, deliveries May be only weekly 'or even monthly,
almost always by small plane and barge. n

Mail service ha been the most relied upon 'means (*statewide
communication among eduCators. But weather is a major cause of
unreliable bush service; if the'river, is freezing, or a storm hits,"the mail
plane cannot land. It has not been uncommon for a rural administrator
or teacher to receive a request for information or notice of a meeting
requesting a response, with the response due two days, defor:e the
notice was received and.three weeks after the notice was mailed.

In 1971, RCA purchased the Department of Defense-operated.
Alaska CommuniCation System (ACS) consistingZof terrestrial links in
the interipr and Southcentral regions. A subsidiary corporation, RCA
Alascom, was then established as Alaska's .comMercial long-lines-
carrier.-IRCA Alascom also began leasing portions of the U.S.-Air Force-
operated White Alice Corrrunicatiqns System .(/vAcs), using the
combination of microwave troposcatter, landline,' and, marine cable
'HOS to provide long-line communication to some areas of the State not

_,, otherwise served. In 1973, RCA Alascom provided the, first it erim
satellite linkS with' landlines and microwave circuits throup leased
channels on the Canadian satellite Anik II, with a transfer to Western
Union's Westar II two years later.

COMMERCI L AND An estimated 95 percent of all Alaskans can receive at least one
PUBLIC RADIO AND ,

radio broadcasting statiop. Nearly a dOzeri radio stations, are publicly
TELEVISION .' owned, operating under tne'auspicesof the AlaSka PuDlic Broadcasting

,Commission . (APBC) with the DOE. In 1978, .a private non-profit41

corpwation was established to interconnect all existing public stations-4
in sharing-local and national programmipg, legislative new_ s,:and other .-
public affairs programming., - .

,
.

Some type Ofieleiigion- service is'also available to approxithafely
,45 percent of the State's population. There are 'seven -commercial
television broadcast stations' serving Anchorage, Fairbanks, Juneau,
and Sitka and providing direct or trasalator reception to approximately
60 other communities. The State haseaSed a full transponder on A'S
F-JI satellite to Meet commercial needs in Alas. . Satellite transmissions 'Originating in Pe'nnsylvania"and California are-f received in Anchorage and Juneau for real-time broadcast' or for

.-

0 taping and'cielayed broadbast. Resl-time broadcasting needs n ,others
Alaskan bides :ate , met through -a terrestrial translator system#
connected to Anchorage or Juneau.- The APBC i1 ceiving earth station in,

.Anchorag4 tapes the interstate' satellite transmissions, and re-
'Proadcasts to non-commercial stations in the State. APBC then
submits a video cass --of its programming to °a State-contracted

-('
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facility which dubs thec ssettes and distributes them through-the mail
to mini-TV stations-throughout Alaska.

The DOE, through its Instructional TV (ITV) Project,' as used
satellite time not used for ffiHate and bush entertainment feeds to
provide instructional televisi to' a ntimber of village sites. As a result
of modifications ..ot select r ceive-only earth station's through the
Satellite Demonstration Project, sponsored by the Governor's Office of
Telecommunicatibns,,instructional televigiOnhasecorne available to a°
larger number of communities. is accomplished by using a.10-Watt
broadca'st transmi4er\p_serve eaChcomnrunity equipped with ihe earth
'station: A number of communities have cable telefrision offering
.programs taped-in Seattle and circulated throughout the State -in .

distinct separate litribution loops- Programs are de,ayed from one
five weeks, and ttVoSt-of cable services ranges from V8.00 to $50.00
per month.

ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY
PUBLIC SCHOOLS'

LIBRARIES_

,

;,'
i.

ATIONAL TONTEX elTi.
\

.

'40976i-241. AlAsi-aricomm'unifies ttad at least on schOoliThirty:
five-perCent of ail schools were located 'ithin the Southdentral region ;-1.
.and-,sefttI 57 percerrt..of- all enrolled tudents. The Interior' region
COntainen8 percent ofika1.1 schools an students. Southeast- tiad a:. .. , . . . 3

,t?.bstanliat...nur.nber of-smaller -"urban" gmthunities' in addition to op
scattered ROI:communities, This 'legion , ontained 15 percept of the -\
schools and 1 .5 percentpf.t e state's stu ants. The rgmaining regions ,(---
',Wereprynatil rural, wLth s call school enro lments. The Western region \
containgd 4 pereintsof total enrollment an 11 percent otthe schools,
followed by orthwest with 3 percerft of th students and 8 percent of

4

thd Schools. f3riStol gay Id 2 p,ercen of total enrollment, 7.jiercent of.

:j
the schools.

Sixty-one percent.of all elementaryl'schoOls and 71 percentof all'
secondary, schools have, enroilnidnts of fewer than 100. Of these
seconAry schools, 46 percent have fewer than 50 students and 36

,
percent have 10 or fewer. /

' There are approximately 30a public; schobl, university, andepecial
libraries in .Alaska. The' Statq .Library, within DOE, coordinates
statewide services and assisfs individuals, who lack access to a Ictil
library. '

Mail service the usual means Of materials distribution and inter-'
Library communication; The State 41.:Lbrari.providds direCt assistance

-.and/ training to librarians and circuiftes close to 100,000- items by
mail eac arttio community libraries, schools, other institutions,' and
individUals, c'

The Alaska Health Sciences Information Center services requests
for information by health sciences personnel statewide;-,. The Center

17



operates from the University of Alaska Library in Anchorage and
provides Med line computer searches of the National Library of
Medicine holdings.

t

Material searches are facilitated by an extbnsive inter-library loan
network. Telex and, More recently, the EMS, link major facilities in
Juneau (EMS), public libraries in Anchorage (EMS) and Fairbanks, the
University of Alaska libraries in both cities, and the ,Pacific Northwest
BibliographiC Center at the University of Washington, Seattle. Service
requests fr6m outside these centers are sent to Juneau, Anchorage, or
Fairbanks.

The Juneau State Library facility also contains the Educational
Resources Information Center-(ERIC) microfiche clata Dank (ED sbries).
Fiche copies,are distributed by mail. In addition:the State Library's film
centers in Anehorage and Juneau are a major source of 16mm films and
video tapes for Alaska's schools and public libraries. In 1978, more than
45,000.films and tapes were circulated from thei16,000 titles held. The
State Library also operates special service for blind and physically
- handicapped people.

-1-11SToRICAL CONTEXT

Isolation bet' een schools and school districts, coupled with the
multiple agencies that have historically managed the State's school6,

27
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has long precluded the delivery of comprehensive and equitable
support to Alaskan schools.

Until June, 1975, there were city and borough school districts
governed by locally elected boards; schools outside organized city or
borough boUndaries were operated, by the. Alaska State-Operated
School System; and a number of village schools were operated by the
Bureau ol Indian Affairs (BrA). Schools in rural, predominantly.Eskimo
or Indian 'communities, were divided between ASOSS and BIA
according to no geographic or cultural design..

- In June, 1975, the Alaska Legislature decentralized the ASOSS and
placed governance of rural schools.in the hands of regionally elected
boards. -Twenty-one new Regional Educational Attendance Afeas
(REAAs) were formed. Boundaries were drawn taking into consideration
socio-economic, linguistic, and cultural similarities and nikural
gedgraphic barriers. While reflecting the strong commitment of the
DOE and the State to placing as 'much control of education in local
hands, decentralization increased demands upon the Depa'rtment to
provide adequate technibal assistance. The DOE had to assist 52 rather
than 31 school districts. Further, with the creation of the new rural
school districts, there was increased likelihood of the transfer of BIA
sChools outside an REAA to the REAA district, thus continuing the
move toward a single system of education.

In May, 1976, the State Board of Education took another step
toward localizing'control of education. It adopted new regulations that
required the governing body of the State's school districts to provide an
elementary school in each community which had eight or more children
available to attend and, unless the community's school committee
requested otherwise, to establi&h a secondary school in every
comilfunity which had'itne or more available secondary students.
Dramatic changes occurred almost immediatelin 1974 -75, when most
villages were sending their adolescents to boarding high schools, there

-were;28 high school programs (not riecessarily through 12th Grade)
outside incorporated municipalities. In the two.fiscal years ending June
30, 1979, 109 villages received funds for construction of high school
facilities; nearly all of them were new buildings.

Greater local, control 1 and greatly expanded iedUCational
opportunities increased' the need for DOE 'support services and
statewide-resources to address the unique needs of rural students. The
DOE initially responded by drawing,together all known resources under
a project/ called SystematiC ',Planning Around Needs (SPAN). SPAN
gathered and -organized information about -a variety of human sand
information resources such as a statewide talent banit of resource
persons, national and in-state validated best prtactices, bibliographical
data and abstracts of agencies which offer -services to school age
populations,, These materials were to' be requested and then made
available via:ttle U.S. Postal Service.
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To further meethe resource needs of all districts, the L:egislafure
created six Regional Resource Centers (RRCs)s in 1976. These.Centers
were designed to provide locally chosen means to fill lo'cally identified
gaps in essential support services. In additionthe legislation permitted
school districts to work jointly to provide cooperative services which
would otherWise not be available because of the high cost of
establishing all edUcational services in a single district.

. Thus, telecommunications, d its application to education in
Alaska, loomed ever more promising as a tool to create management
and information channels that would help DOE provide the range and
diversity of services demanded by localized control and also to provide
quality education to students in- rui'al areas. .

ALASKA The Alaska Department of Education (DOE) is charged with the
DEPARTMENT OF responsibility to:

Q

EDUCATION
' exercise general supervision over the public schools of the State

except the University of Alaska;

study thf conditions and needs of the pOblic schools of the State
and adopt or recommend plans for their improvement; and

- establish,. maintain, govern, operate, discontinue, and/or
combine area, regional, and special schools.

The executive head of the Department is the State board 'of
Education, a seven-member body appointed by the Governor and
confirmed by thelegislature. One student is selected as an eighth (non-,
voting) member. The Commissioner is appointed by the Board, subject
to approval by the Governors

/ The Department's main facilities are inJuneau. Housed there are
'the executivft administration, including the Commissioner, Deputy, and
social assistants; Blan%ng and Research .Office members who
concentrate on research,: systems developmeInt, and student
assessment; and staff 'members, who provide information- and
distribution assistance for pUblications pr9pared for virtually every
section of the Department.

--Three commissions ?have been established by State statute,
regulation, or federal law, all with operating program's, staffs, and
separate annual budgets. The Alaska Public Broadcast Commission,
with -staff in Anchorage, regulates e '. e oplic radio and television sjations;
the Alaska Rural Teachers Trainint' orps, also supported by staff in
Anchorage, adminiSters a post-secondary degree program designed to
prepaie Native teachers' living in rural Alaska who are remote from
existing campuses; and the Post-Secondary Commission, with staff in
Juneau and Anchorage; reviews all post-secondary in'stitutidns,
program offerings, and budgets, making funding. and legislative
recommendations. This Commission, also ladrQinisters the student
scholarship financial aid program. /
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In addition to these .Commissions, the Alaska Department of
Education functions through five major divisions. Each.jof these
containsia number of sub-groupings and programs: (1) Management,
Law and Finance Division; (2) The Division of Education Program
Support; -(3) the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation; (4) The State
Library,'ifs branth units and State Museum.; and (5) the recently created
(July.1, 1981) Division of Educational Design and lmplementatrori. I
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EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
ASSESSMENT

'The components and con pt of the ETA Projeth were selected and
designed to be responsive to a number of the educational needs as
identified by the "Department of Education Planning and Evaluation
Survey" (Spring, 1976). The basic implementation approach was
consistent withthe findings of the "Telecommunications Alternatives
Survey" also conducted in '1976 and subsequent to the Planning and
Evaluation Survey.

.

DEPARTMENT QF EDUCATION
PLANNING AND EVALUATION SURVEY

This Survey consisted of 69 Linker items and two open-ended
queries on a questionnaire distributed to more than 2,000 Alaskan
educators. Respondents were asked to ate the importance of specific
areas within four categories of concernN/hat services should the DOE
provide? How should the DOE provide services? What problems have
you had in working with the DOE? What areas should poE support? A
total of .36 'percent of the mailed questionnaires were returned; the
majority, about 77. percent, were from teacherd and the remainder from
principals and principal-teachers and specialists. Although the
respondents were dominantly teachers, the conclusions were generally
supported by educators in, other categOries suiveyed. The study
concluded that the DOE should: --

provide leadership in establishing and
goals, needs, and priorities;

identify and <disseminate educational
resources, and Promising Practices;

aintaining statewide

information,

examine and improve certification procedures;

-media

provide in-service training, especially through regional sessions;

investigate alternate means of funding schools;

improve communications (with local schools, both forthal and
informal);

maintain support and emphasis on the basic skills areas,
especially reading,;

develop new programs and curricula and disseminate
information abot.it them (especially programs in-Careers,- thinking
skills, and special educjiin for the gifted),



SURVEY VALIDITY

The percentage of total returns' in each geographical area closely
approximated the percdntage of the total population of educators in
those areas, except for the relatively small response from the Interior:

Area Percent
Southcentral 61.0
Western 8.0
Northwest 4.4

. Bristol Bay 3.4
Interior 3.0
Southeast 19.0
Aleutian Chain 1.0

The percentage of total returns from each of the four districts
approximated' the percentage of the total population of educators in
those districts:

Distildt
Anchorage
1,000-9,000 persons
400 -999 persons
1-399

Percent
. 30.6

39.0.
11.3
19.1.

The percentage of total returns from each of the four occupational
.groups closely approximated the percentage of the total population..of
educators in.,these groups:

Occupational Group Percent

Superintendents . 4.7
Principal or
. Principal-Teachers 14.3

Teachers 77.7.
Others 3:4

School supbrintenden.ts requested that DQE:

provide program consultation;

provide management assistance;

develop a student assessmentprogram;

provide an assessment 6f educational statutes;

sponsor statewite conferences.

Principal or principal- teachers expressed a need for the DOE to:

conduct in-service training;
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coordinate services through Regional Resource Centers;

provide knowledge of whom to contact for services;

develop special programs for educators.

Teachers expresged a need for the DOE to:-

design and conduct in-service training;

regrOnarize its services;

coordinate services through Regional Resource Centers;

prbvide program adminiStration guidelines;.

o.

provide a listing of whom to contact'for specific purposes in DOE;

develop special education programs.

Persons classified as "others" (specialists, etc.) encountered
problems with:

calendar deadline conflicts;

inconsistent responses from DOE staff;

reaching appropriate DOE personnel;

lack of knowledge of legislative ameadmeiiits and, new laws.

A copy of-the Survey instrument and a detailed analysis of-results
are T included in Appendix A.9,, to the report entitled, "Results of
Department of Education Planning Survey" in the "Operational Plan:
Educational Telecommunications for Alaska Project.," Alaska
Department of Education, December 1, 1978:

THE TELECOMMUNICATION
ALTERNATIVES SURVEY

. Two basic.ptrategies of data collection were erpployed:

A tabloid, "Telecommdnications and the Future ,of Alaskan
Education," an associated respopse sheet, and a video tape were
mailed to6,000 Alaskan educat4rt. The tabloid and video tape
explained the telecommunications altrnatives available
present pd some possible telecommunications solutions to
educatibnal problems and asked the educators to rate and
comment upon the importance of telecommunications in
proyiding solutions to educational problems they encounteredi

0 Presentations wereMadd-before local boards of education and at
a number of meetings of Alaskan educators. The tabloid and
Jesponse sheet were distributed for later comment while remarks
made at the meetings were recorded.for immediate analysis.
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Because the information content of the distribution material was
high; requiring heavy concentration and appreciable time; and siitice the
subject matter was new .to many, few responses were anticipated. (The
main intent of the mailing was informational.) Seventy-five responses
were received, however, and the data culled from these are surrrmarized
in Table 1. 6The percentage of responses is noted in each of the five
ofttegories (from high to low priority). The items receiving the highest
ratings were those concerning individually initiated instructional

":'resources (as opposed to required), staff development, informal
information exchange, increasing input and information on State
guidelines, and forms and computerization of reporting methods. These

findings were very much in accord with the results of the "DOE Planning
and Evaluation Survey."

L

TABLE 1

COMMUNICATIONS APPLICATIONS (MAIL RESPONSE)
MEAN RESPONSE ( %)

HIGH
PRIORITY

LOW
PRIORITY MEAN

'5 4 -3 2 1

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES

For Getting Resource Material 37 19 , 17 17 10 (3.58)
To Expand Courses and Curriculum 39 28 14 7 12 (3.73)
For Getting Research Findings . 25 19 .32 13 11 (3.31)

,STAFF DEVELOPMENT

For Earning Recertification Credits ; . 16 27 10 23 (3.09)
For Keeping Recertification ReCords

.24
. 17 6. 27 15 35 (2.54)

. For Providing Training Opportunities 43 28 13 4 12 3.86)

INFOBMATION EXCHANGE
.-

. To Informally Exchange Information and Ideas 21 32 37 0 10 (3.52)
To linprove School Board Communication 17 22 .33 17.. 11 . - (3.16)
To Distribute Department Information In Media 12.5 12.5 50 25 0 (3.13)
To Increase Public Input to Departnient 16 42 26' 11 5 (3.52)

MANAGEMENT

. .
To Arrange Meetings on Short Notice 15 16 25 ' 16 26 (2.78)
To Increase Input, and Information on State''-Th

Guidelines and Forms 18 29 '27 10 -16 (3.22)
To Offer Computerized Reporting Methods 27 16 37 B 12 (3.39)

SELECTION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ALTERNATIVES FOR THE. ETA PROJECT
TO MATCH IDENTIFIED EDUCATIONAL.

NEEDSaV

Both the DOE Planning and Evaluation Survey and the
TelecOmmunications Alternatives Survey provided considerable-input
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-af tfie-directiOn being - taken- by -the ETA proposal,.
important :needs. that gcuid.- be significantly

0-.4-4-t--.teT#901-TIFtirttcatibh and coMputer technologies were the

E 7 _

establish an __admtrItS:te-ativ instfiibtional- '
teractives.capagitY,:::
ffectiOnes:
rapidly accessing

variety of instruAtional -materials_ and
reWe*gotinit-id-n--- .

a

..3.ohlt-ctkinFeatgols-network charapter1zed15,y,
- .fijiffittatort=Site SUOpoil-p7er-sdrili-e-t,40-d- jeo

:N.-tt.r.5 --#2:f- 1:6-----:;4-0 j.gia.---:-Oioli-od fo

. ,-- .....__. _.

i NEED-. #3: To, provide_ah?:tiVidual"-student- diagnostic services,
-j-Eiin- reading-and---esp.ecr he areas-pf cOmpUtational skill's; and

_

. _ -

_teitio;:*,ciyaii.',a§-rieeded_basi8.- -2 c- . a

-. , ..._

e-.NTEED.744: To- provide .diredt instriictional support in thosef,
teacher..situationsyvherelOited:staff required the t to, serve in the

roie.orfacifitator rather than teacher, per se:,
'4,

-.NEED #5: To provide ,.teacher `in- service training and teacher
support in a manner that does not always require physical

. 31

relocation of the staff.

To meet thee needs, the entire range of transmission alternatives
from one-way audio to two-way video Was considered. The
telecommunications formats evaluated were:

Audio-simplex (one-way) - (1)

Audio - duplex (two;way) (2) .

Radio-- (3)'

Corriputer information and data - (4)

TelevisiOn - (6)

Televisicin,and two-way audio 47)

Television and teleconferencing (interactive) - (12)

-The numbers in parentheses indicate the ,comparative satellite earth4'"-
station and satellite transponder 'costs. When these ',even
telecommunications f9rmats were compared with the five educational
needs, the two-dimensronil matrix of Table-'2 resulted.,

The selected formats are indicated by an The selections were
based on the following two criteria:

Thelelecommunications medium selected to meet each need
must' provide a technically appropriate solution to the need and
be acceptable to the ultifnate users of the system_end -

Where alternative media cfould be brdught to bear on the solution
of a particular need-, thg- moist effective alternative affordable

-would'be chosen.
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TABLE 2
g

TELECOMMUNICATIONS FORMAT

-..

Educational
Need

Audio
Simplex

,...

Audio
Duplex

iiadio
.

Computer
Information

andData

.

Television

.

^

Television
and Two Way

Audio

Television
and Telecon-

terencing

I Administrative
Communications

..
X x

. ,... ,
.

2. Resource
Identification
and Transmission

x .
0

,.

,
3. Student Diagnosis X X

.

(4 Classroom
Instructional
Support .

X

.,

X °

.

e
X

0,
1

. V

.

5 Stall Training
and Support X X X

,

.

The selected transirrission formats were all narrowband (requiring
small amounts of frequency spectrum). Each was widely used and took
maximum advantage of what was already in place. None of the last
three telecommunications formats. W'as selected. The reason was
economic -- it was too expenSive.to upgrade the earth stations, pay the
yearly cost of a transponder, and purchase, install, and maintain the
necessary televisidn-associatel equipment for full-motion video.
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FEDERAL AND STATE COMMITMENT

The Educational Telecommunications for Alaska (ETA).Project was
designed to address several of Alaska's critical educational 'needs
Through the judicious applidation of telecommunication and computer
technologies. The 'educational needs were determined by the Alaska
Department of Education in its comprehensive survey conducted in
1976.

.

.Recognizing that to develop,. test, and begin to institutionalize a
technologically supported educational system was a long-term effort,
both NIE and the Alaska DOE 'agreed on a four-and-one-half year
Project. To ensure continuity, Letter% of Agreement were exchanged
between the two organizations committing resources, over that period
of time. The funding was to be heavily Federally_ supported at the onset
with the burden shifting to Alaska during the later years.. By the end of
the Project, two-thirds was to be supported by DOE. Beginning in
January, 1982, total responsibility would be borne by the State.

. In. July, 1977, DOE formally submitted a letter to the NIE
Contracting Officer stating that the Commissioner was committed to
seeking funds to support the ETA Project auording to the following
schedule. Federal and State support -by Project Year is shown.

Project Year 7, Federal Support State Support

9/77 - 12/78 $ 1,600,000 $ 225,000
-1/79 ..12/79 900,000 583,000
1/80, 12/80 -600,000 _ 958,000
1/81 f2/81 300,000 945,000
1/82 - 6/82 0 - 345,000

Federal support,officially termirfated on December 31, 1981. The
$34000 shown commencing in January, 1982 is estimated to be the
yearly State-supported maintenance level .cost. Other costs will be
covered by the user communities.

"AY
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INDIVIDUALIZED, STUDY BY
TELECOMMUNICATIONS PU SE

ETA PROJECT-60AL AND OBJECTIVE

'
The educatignal needs are a, direct outgrowth of problems

associated, with distance, isolation, climate, and sparse .Population.
Modern telecommunications, primarily satellite communications,

no geogradhi or weather barriers. It is relatiyely,
inexpensive and experience has shown that interaction via
.telecommunicalions can well substitute for many businessAnd social
exchahges, even many where it-is deemed desirable to have face-to-.
facemeetings. .

The recommendations of the DOE "Planning and Evaluation
Survey" and the OT's "Teleconimiirications Alternatives Survey" were
analyzed and resulted in three 'fundamental needs that could be
addressed by the technology:-

4

to establish an administrative and instructional support
communications network characterized by interactive capacity,

' On-site support personnel, and cost effectiveness;

to b gstabish a method for rapidly.accessina-repositories of a wide,
variety of instructional 'materials°, resources, and. related

. informatiot;
0'. . 4

to provide direct instructional and teacher support to rural
secondary schools in those situations wheie limited staff
requires the teacher to,serve in' the role Of facilitator of learning
rather' than., to provide direct instruction in the conventional
sense.

Based on-these needs, the Project established as its overall Goal,
educational telecommunications ',network installbd and operating

statewide,4Whicii is responsive to AlasRan needs and proVideSequality'
of access to quality educational programs and support services."

;
The Project's-immediate Objective, to be achieved in the fouf-and-

one-halt years of Federal and State Jointsponsorship, was: "A. model
educational teiecommunidatigns network developed and implemented
containing user accepted, proven, affordable, and 'effective
-components." The three CompOnents Comprising the Project yihich
directly support this Objective pre:
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Administrative Communications Network; ,

Resource Identification and Retrieval System (later renamed the.
"Alaska Knowledge Base System"); and ,

Individualized Study by Terecommunications.

This report ddcuMents the implementation, evolutioh, and
in§titutionalization .procesS for the. IndividOalized Stiidy- by
Telecornmunications..

AST EXPECTED RESULT

Policy statements by the Alaska State Board of Education required
that clearly 'stated ;\goals, with regularly 'retorted progrekss toward
specific objectives,. be incorporated at all educational. levels. The

)
increased.eMphasis placed on educational management by objectives
created a greater demand on the time and resources of the classroom
teacher and school staff in the areas of student di49nogs and record
keeping. This increased demand was accentuated in small rural-School
settings-because of their limited staffs.. Further, the emphasiS of pre- '.
service training for secondary teachers is focused on:group instruction
which often heaves the fur* teacher, unpreplged for individualized
instruction. Asistance in student ,diaghosis and individualized
instruction then becomes 'critical. Poor; 'communications,, .Iiing `''
dittances, restricfed means of travel, and a lack of readily available kt?"
resources hinder teacher attempts to acquire that asgistance. Thus, -

ETA's emphasis on telecomsnutaations and teducaf nal JechnOlopy
was ideally suited to suppOrt schoOl personnel in t areas of Student
diagnosispand instruction. ... i

. i.,
-, < - ,.

,

Prior_tp 1976, high School ..sti,idetits were,sent to boarding schools:
both within and Outside Alaska because it Was not possible to provide
adequate housing for the nurnbet of iteabhers equired to praiiide a fullit
curriculum, nor was it cost - effective to do so. It'was further maintained.
that, .the 'centralization achieved \bY Moving students to. boarding
schools would ,result in' greater efficiencies and economies of
operation. With the sParseness of ,pcipulation, distances involved,and
difficulties of communications-and transportation, this modelprovpd to /
be inappropriate for Alaska: The ,negative S\Clcial and personal
cottsequentes of the separation of secondary 'tuden -rorn theiriifamilies tand communities ett:tremetidous. Bas d on ye s of
experience and the deireot Alaskans for eqUality and loca,Lcontrol of
education pgisrafio.n'_was pasted which decentralized 'the/ State-

,/ , , operated sksterrf of rural schools. Though implementation of rural
:secondary programs yaried throughout the State, the problemsol
providing at Comprehensive secondary program withiiiinited staff 'and
facilities in rural and isolated communities were similar. Therefore, the.. .

',
4
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.need for a cost- affordable means to provide quality education,
regardless of student location, became a priority of the ETA Project.

7.!

COURTESY OF ALASCOM

Like the other two components of, thejroject (the Administrative
- Communications Network and the Alaska ,Knowledge Base Systlem),

1ST waS designed to be a microcosm of an eventual statewide system.
Thb purpose was to tesland evaluate the elements of the model-so that
expansion throughout the State,couldproceed, based on a testbedof
proven OrforMance. The following Expected Result was established for
the 1ST:



:

."Equal educational opportunity will be achieved in the
pilot villagesfor 9th_and 10th grade students through a
comprehensive telecommuniCations-mediated instrud-
tional program."

,
v

Associated with this Expected Result were a series of Verifiable
Indicators to be used as measures. of the model's success. These
Indicators wore graduated by year in ascending order of
accomplishment. Thus, they formed the basis for periodic forrriative
evaluations designed to identify for management the problem areas to
be rectified and strengths to be 'emphasized for the succeeding phase.
Successful accomplishment of all lndicatoes marked achievement of
the Expected Result and the end° of the NIE-State supported
eXperinieht. Atthat time, the State /user- supported operational system
would begin. Verifiable Indicators specified were, by year of expected
accomplishment:

' BY 1980

-audio materials in two subject areas available to schools;
Corriputer-Assisted/Computbr- Managed iCAl/CNII) materials in
two subject areas available to schools; /

-computerized and prescriptive testing in two -subject areas
available to schools;

. ,

-a telecommunications-based in-service workshop for managing
1ST instruction available to Alaskan teachers:

BY 1981

-audio materials in seven subjeat areas available to schools;

rt
-CAUCM1 materials in seven subject areas available to schOtils;
- audio and/or CAI materials used iri at least 15 schoolk
-computerized diagnostic and prescriptive testing in seven
subject areas available to schools;

-80 perdent of teachets.completirig fhe 1ST workshop adequately
trained to manage 1ST in the classroom;

-75 percent of -teachers completing the 1ST workshop satisfied
with the training they received during the workshop.

BY 1982
, ;

-audio materials:ihil2'Sqbject'areas available to schools;
-CAI/CM1-materials-in 12 subject areas available to scho,ols;
- audio and/prCA1 makerials,used in a,t least 22 'schools; `'

- at least 75 percent of the .teachers using' audio and/or CAI
matcals expresssatisfaction.with them; / - ,

,
. .

. -- computerized diagnostic Sand .prescriptive testing in 12 subject
areas available to.slioolS;

.r '' 0.
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-student achievement for rural Alaskan students under 1ST
instruction comparable to that expected from rural students
under the conventional urban model of, instruction;

- local administrators devoting local resources to ere the
continuance$of 1ST instruction in at least 25 rural high schools;

- the 1ST courses completely operated by State, regional, and
local agencies; and

- teacher 1ST workshops carrying .college credit carried out on a
self-supporting basis by colleges,'and/or Regional Resource
Centers. .,.

It is important to noje here thaT the extensive testing of the 1ST
from' the time of its introduction resulted in a vastly difiefint
implementation from that originally envisioned. Therefore, the Vls were,
in practice, met or exceeded, althOugh with major change in format.
Specifically:

- Full-year:core curricula cours es were developed for 9th and 1041
Graders rather: than radio-delivered audio and/or CAI stand-

.. alone components of courses. CAI and audio became integral
p4rts of each course.

- Diagnostic and prescriptive testing was integrated into core
courses where appropriate Separate testing was determined to
be of little or no value over the pencii-and-paperjest being given.

-Training was condUcted on:site in the main, and video tapes
were employed for the introduction on use-arid maintenance of
the computer.

- Eight full-year courses were developed instead of select
audio/CAI modules for 12 courses.

-
, It was recognized from the outset, however, that there were factors

beyond the cpntrol of the Project that could adversely impact
achievable performance. Therefore, selected "ASsumptitfeir were
tracked 'along with accomplishments in Order to evaluate pe'rftirrnance.
This is an essential element in-the judgment of the introduction of any
innovation. The ,"Assumptions" associated with the 1ST were:

-critical personnel,can be recruited and retained in Juheau; .
.looal and long-distance intrastate line quality is suffiqient for the_

development oflequired telecommunication links;

RCA Alascom tariff' rafe structure does not eXceed budget,-

i'

I
limitations;' ..

1 ,
eriptnent isfrugged.enou7h to opera le reliably in the Alaskan

. .....
e vironment;

?the telecommunications program at the National. Institute of
Education or ,alternate Federll agency is viable'Vor the term of
the Project; ..



A

Federal funding is available at the designated level and on
schedule;

the comprehensive secondary school-program envisioned for the
Project is perceived by others as contributing to equal
eacational opportunity;

tekchers accept an instructional support system which calls for a
changed role and reduces the necessity for outside travel;

existing schobl physical plants andpower systems are adequate
for .the technological delivery system;

the use ofothe technology as it is implementethis acceptable to
local administrators and staff, parents, and others.

users reach consensus on the definition of a comprehensive
program; and t

,

the,Project can develop cost feasible instructional systems and
maferials.

To assist management in tracking and providing direction for this
'component of the ETA, detailed performance networks were developed
similar to PERT charting. A simplified (key events) performance network
suitable for use by the NIE Program Manager is shown in Figure IV-1
(foldlout at back of Volume).-This network, as well as the one for the,
Administrative Communications Network component, Was designed to
display. key events leading toward educatimal-objective achievement.
Thus,. the performance network, and the Expected Result and its
Verifiable! Indicators provided. the basis for integrated Project
management, evaluation and manpower and financial resources
were developed to meet the educational objective as enunciated by the

xpecteciiflesult and its performance network.
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PROJECT DESIGN
PRINCIPLES

a

4- 38

o

EVOLUTION4OFTHE'IST

INITIAL CONCEPTS

The introduction of the- IST into the educational life of Alaska
represented a large gamble on the part of the DOE - a gamble which, if it
paid off, would make equality of educational access a reality -at an
affordable price. However, the concept Was such a departure from the
normal way of doing business that the 'risk of .,failure was high.
Therefore, introduction of this innovation anti its proper nurturing
throughout the four-and-one-half year period of its evolution is worthy of
detailed study. This report, then, is a record of the introduction of an
educational innovation. It is presented for others to learn from and
adapt what has been learned td their own situations and
circumstances.

From the outset, the philosophy, not only for the 1ST but also for
the entire ETA Poject, was to accommodate tooth the educational and _

political realities of the Alaskan environment. Therefore, certain guiding
principles .were established. When viewed objectively, it will be noted
that they are independent of any particular, project and provide
excellent guidance for-projects concerned with the introduction of an
innovation: These guiding principles were succinctly expressed by Dr.
William Bramble in his paper, "The Edubational Telecominunications
for Alaska Project," published in January, 1980:

"the probability of success with innovation requiring
behavioral changes is inversely proportional to the
amount of change rpquired. A strategy involving
relatively small incremental steps is optimal;

."16 implementing a change in behaVior of a .given
magnitude, a reward of relatively equal magnitude must
be provided or innovative behavior will not be sustained
after the novelty wears-off;

J'Successful changes in 'process' or techniques in
education are more probable than, in 'content'. ApeMpta
to change both simultaneously signifrTantly diminishes
the.ovprall prcibability of success;

"Any technologically based system must be as failsafe
and user-oriented as possible.. Also, the technological
Sub-systems should not be so interdependent that the
failure of one sub-system causes the whole system to
fail. Technical training 'requirements for the use of the
technology should be held to aft absolute minimum;
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INITIAL
ORGANIZATION

"The probability of continued use of ,educational
technology is directly related to the degree of
compatibility and support of the,environment in which.
the technology is to be used. In the design of systems
and training procedures, the environmental factors need
to be taken into account."

V

1!.

ti

fFirst steps toward development of the Project were taken in 1976
when school personnel at all levels responded to the detailed
questionnaire issued by the Alaska Department of Education. In
addition, a number of face-to-face presentations were given to
administrative and other school personnel to elicit their advice on
specifiC needs. Thus, from the very beginning, concerned field
personnel were involved in the conceptual process -- an essential step
toward gaining acceptance of the innovation.

The Project management structure was established for purposes
of implementing the three components of the ETA Project:
Administrative Communications Network, Alaska Knowledge Base
System, and Individualized Study by TeleoommAications.- Policy,
utilization,, and implementation decisions were vested in the
established `operating user agencies: State Board of Education, State
Department of Education, and the 52 school districts. Technical support
for de-sign, ,eduction, and installation were the responsibility of two
types,of agencies:- .3

. a Design and Implementation (D & I) Contractor under super-
yrsion of the DOE; and

'FA>

t+t
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p
Regional Resource Centers (governed by participating districts).
(As :.the Project matured, more and more organizations with
spedalized expertise were brought in, considerably diminishing
the roles of both the D & I Contractor and the Regional Resource
Centers.)

It is important to differentiate betWeer the policy, utilization, and °
implementation deCision-making factors and the teChnical aspects in
order to rnaintain',. the concept of "user-driven" development and
utilization, thus forcing responsiveness of -the technology to priotity
userneeriq.-

,The overall structure is shown in Figure IV-2.

Design &
implementation

Contractor

Figure IV - 2

OVERALL STRUCTURE

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

State Department
of Education

1
L_

P

Project Advisory
Board

Governor's Office
of Telecommunications

1 52 School Districts, Supported by RRes

.

tate Board of Education - ensured that Project policies! and
procedures were consistent with statewide p,olicy and priorities
and approved annual and long-range scope of work plant.
State Department of Education - responsible for overall Project
planning, monitoring, and system evaluation. Based upon advice
from a Project Advisory Board, the Governor's Office of
Telecommunications, and the school districts, the 90E set
priorities fOt: types of utilization and implementation ,06des,
development of annual and long-range scope Of Work plans for
State Board approval, and evaluation. Design of The'evaluation

wasihrough interaction with the D & I Contract& and district
personnel: Data acquisition was the respOnsibility. 6f the D &
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Contractor and analysis, a joint responsibility with the DOE. In
addition, DOE was responsible for -maintaining statewide. )
inte gericy coordiriation, communications and support '.
me hanisms, and legislative liaison.

Local School Districts - responsible for the following activities:
provide to DOE input regarding types and modes of utilization,
provide system protocols for 'determining levels of utilization,

determine levels of supplementary local support to maintain the
system, determine the role of-the RRCs in system Utilization, and
provide formative and sumniative evaluation data to the D''& I

Contractor. t

The locdl school districts involved in the 1ST were responsible for
Droviding decisions rega'rding Content priorities and secondary
edUcation programming efforts, for utilizing . the Student
Diagnostic module, and making staff available to support testing
in the field.

besign and Implementation Contractor (Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory) responsible for design, development,
and testing,ETA components and products as well as conducting
evaluations in th%qeld.

The ETA, Project was comprised of three components with
,, s differing reqvirements for expertise to properly supervise and control

their development. Thtis, it was decided. at the outset to staff ,the
Project "Office with a small com ement of personnel with key

ot* z specialties. The special knowled was to include managern.ppnt
expertise, project design and evaluation, and the Alaskan school
system. It was also'deemed important that key project' management be
known, and respected by the° school. district administratdrs and
teachers. t ,

Because of this small 'specialized siOf, f, the Project was organized
along functional lines. This mahagement, struCt6re was 'selected
because functional goalS Could be clearly-def ined, the DOE is organized
along fuhctional lines, and .the /1-.) & I Contractor tasks could be- well
defined and subject to standard Management by Objectives

O

tecitiques. The structure is-shown in Figure IV3. The D & [Contrator
responsibilities are listed along, the bottom row.

The 'Contractof was to be equipped With; system componen ts
'Similar to those',at_user sites and was to remain inconstant contact
with all ,parltoipating sites. Thus, problems' wouicL be detected
immediately.

. I I

Part--,z-of the- managemerit:dicisicin process Involve d forming
advisory -boards macKkip of professional staff, school board members,
Comfnunity members, and students.. Programs produced would be
developed using script review so that user input to program production .

. would begin with conceptualization of need and continue through the '("
technical aspects of program development. All courseware produyl
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would be subject to quality standards set by pibfessionals and ratified
, by users. A detailed procedure was to be set up for testing in the field'

and for evaluating effectiveness.

Figure IV 3

FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATIONAL -STRUCTURE

I

Engineering

ALASKA DOE

I

ETA Project
Director

I

a

1 Public Information

Field Service
& Utilization

Programming Evaluation

F
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Although the formal evaluation documents were issued' in
September, 1978, portions had been used as the guiding instruments

i.from the beginning of the Project, approximately a year earlier. TWo
*documents formed the basis for all evaluation designs, data collection,
and analysis throughout the4our-and-one-half-year life of the Project for
all-three components. These doCuments; the "Evaluation Desigrrfsr the
Educational Telecommunications for Alaska Project" and "Surnfnettive
Eyaluation Design for the Educational Telecommunications Atgakan
Project" were both prepared by th,e Alaska Department of Education
and the': Northwest Regional Educational LabciratOry. The portionS
applying to the 1ST areitsummarized here.

FORMATIVE EVALUATION DESIGN

The 'Evalua tion Desig_n for the Educational Telecommunications
, for Alaska Projec t" set forth the guidelines for continuing formative
?evaluation; i.e., its purpose was to provide adequate`and apprOpriate
information in a timely manner in order to assist management in
informed decision _king. The three primary elements, of the
conceptual plan were:



documentatiqn of program activities, events, incidents, and
progress to serve-as a data base fcy evaluation activities;

ideritification/prioritization of prbgrarn issues and needs
requiring intensive analysis;

studies of high priority items deemed important by Project
management. '/

An operational evaluation design was constructed each year,
based on the-global conceptual design presented here. The operation'al
evaluation design was subject to ongoing = review by Project
-management to ensure that it was continuing to provide useful
information. If it did not Meet management's needs, it was modified and
a "revised plan constructed.

o

Six areas were used as the model for t Yearly operational
evaluation designs:. , a -

CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE EVALUA-
DON -
- Policies andoConstraints

- Expected Results

-Activities and Verifiable Indicators
'1--- Suggested Area to be Asseseed

-- User cceptance .:

User. Meedi
A

6" Timeliness!
Cost

Technical Systhms

Training ,z..

Performance O,t Involved Agencies

- Groups to be Served" by, tne,Evaluation
-eriteria-.for Decision-Making- 7

COLLECTIONbF INFORMATION
:SOurces of Information
=- Written Synopses .

Records

Qrationnaires
IntervieWs.-

Financial Records
-- Observations

-- Performance Indicators .

-- Studies on Specific Activities'

43
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- Design of Instruments and Methods for Data Collection
-SamplinProcedures for Collection of Information
Conditions and Schedule for-Information Collection

ORGANIZATIONOF INFORMATION

ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION

REPOR.TING OF INFORMATION,
-Audience to Receive Information
- Means o Providing Information
- Format for information Dispersal

-- Weekly Newdletters via the EMS,
Quartdrly Newsletters or Brochures

-- Documentation Repprts

-- Executive Summary/Final Report

-Schedule for Reporting

ActININISTRATION OF-THE EVALUATION

- Evaluation SchSe
Staff Requirements and Rolei

- Budget Requirements

- Scope of Work

SUMMATIVE EVALUATION DESIGN

The summative evaluation design, as presented in "Summative
Evaluation ,Design for the Educational Telecommunications Alaskan
Project," followed the same outline as that of the formative evaluation.
However, its purpose was to determine the overall effdctiveness of the
Project and its component parts.

From the outset, the concept was to design the IST model with as
many of the elements of the eventual statewide system as possible. The
purpose was to test the model and to expand it as new knowledge was
gained through 'periodic formative evaluations, retaining those that
pasd the test of user acceptability, expansion potential, and cost
effedtivity. Initially the 1ST had two primary gopis: ,),?to design 'and test
a computerized diagnostic system for Grades ;08; and (2) to design and
test a 9th and 10th Grade rural secondary education curriculum'and
delivery system.

In the original proposal to the National Institute of Education
(1977) the Bristol Bay Region was selected as the statewide microcosm.
It, was selected on the basis of havinemet seven criteria that were
significant in'the makeup of the State itself:

First, there was strong evidence of interest and dakport fr4rn the
superintendents and b rds-whose four districts form Region 4.



.ta

0- They represented a diversity in background and opinion and had
the respect of their peers in other districts. The latter is important
to any statewide diffusion effort.

Second, the four districts represented the total universe in terms
of variety of forms of local government. The Bristol Bay Borough
School District was based on a borou,gh form of government
-controlled by a borough assembly elected areawide. The
Dillingham City School District had a city council form of
government. The Southwest Region School District and the Lake
and Peninsula School District were two of the newly created (July
1, 1976) school districts which had their origins in thedissolg,tion,
of the State-Operated,. School System. There was no local
contribution to funding as was the case in borough- or city
schools. Each had an elected areawide board which was backed
by community committees which supplied local village.input to
.questions of governance and policy.

Third, the four districts -- while basically rural -- represented a
fairly broad range of social environments. As a consequence,
there was a wide range of students' backgrounds, from small
village Native youngsters to middle:class white children who may
have spent a number of years' in larger cities in other states.

Fourth, Region 4 had elected to form a Regional ResoOrce Center
(RRC) designed to support cooperating districts. The RRC
included a variety of educational experts whose functions were
to prdvide educational services to their sponsors covering a wide
variety of management and ,instructional efforts. Tele-
communications could have- a significant impact on the variety
and manner Of delivery of these educational services.
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Fifth, Region 4 offered a wide range of communiCation's, and
power-source alternatives. These variations were important in
terms of gaining field-based data on the environmental
sensitivity of various uses of the technology itself. As an
example, village poWer systems are notoriously undependable in
terms of reliability and consistency of output. Factors such as
these play a significant role . in determining the fele-
communications software and hardware mixes suitable for
different operating environments.

. Sixth, the' four distrat offices were loCated in two areas which
were,, in turn, close to one another in terms of relatively
inexpensive flights by charter or regularly scheduled aircraft.

.:-

Seventh, Region 4 met the criteria of need, both in terms of
existing communications syStems and educational programs.
The provision of a comprehensive secondary eduCation program
within the village school was difficult because some schools had
only one or two teachers. It was extremely unlikely, therefore,
that there was the range of educational knowledge and skills
necessary to provide the variety of quality offerings required.
Further, needed materials and resources were likely to be
unavailable.

Of the 32 locations to be involved,_links to nine locations could be
provided by local telephone companies. Earth stations, already in place
or tentatively scheduled .for installation prior to December, 1977,
allowed for line installations to 16 locations. The last seven locations
were linked to the outsida world via VHF radio. -

*

The communication links involved for the 1ST were to be two new
networks. These were (1) a 'dedicateq=line network and (2) the "mail
drop" and computer-access network developed for the Administrative
Communications Network and the Alaska Knowledge Base System, the
other components of the ETA ,Prdject. The dedicated-line network was
to consist of a voice/data line primarily using the Bristol Bay Area earth
stations and the RCA communications sajiellite. A variety of one-way
and interactive instructional programming was-to be made possible by
the system. The second communication network, the "mail drop" And
computerzaccees network, was to link the. 28 Bristol Bay Area schools
with the Regional Re.sOurce Center in Dillingham, the ,four district
offices .located in the Bristol Bay Region, and DOE /Juneau..

-COMPUTERIZED DIAGNOSTIC . SYSTEMS FOR -GRADES ONE
THROUGH EIGHT ,

.. -
. , i,

.

As initially envisioned, this element of the 1ST, when fully
implemented, would operfte as follows:
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At the beginning of the year, the teacher subrhits status-related,
numbers from each student folder into the Computer
requests the basic skills profile for each student.

The printout reveals that lour of the students have 'never 'been
luated andthree -others have not been evaluated in more than

six months. For these students, the teacher requests a "canned''
diagnostic Instillment covering a wide range of objectives and
the microcomputer prints copies for immediate use. Post
instructional testing Neill be done with each student interactive
with the micro, /hereby ensuring a file up-date.

. ,

Via the terminal,',the teacher requests a student grouping report
4 by skill objective in terms of failure to achieve on an objective. In

addition, the teacher also receives a printout referencing local
materials for each objective.

Each student given a copy of the skill objectives (in modified
form).,which he or she is expected to work toward during that
school year. ,

Wheneve they desire, teachers prbvide narrative input making
suggestions for improvement of the system. This input is placed.
in the "mail drop" file belonging to the Department of Education
manager for Student assessment. Of particular interest WOLlia be -

validated instructional modUles focused on specific objectives.. ,..

NINTH AND 'TENTH GRADE RURAL SECONDARY EDUCATION
CUIVITCULUM AND DELIVERY. SYSTEM e

:S

Conceptually, the scenario preesented below describes how this'
element would function in the operational mode: 4

Pre-taped one-way audio segments for -critical course areas
would be broadcabt. These would be seleqled from commercially
available products in some content areas buCmore often, would
be constructed by curriculumend production specialists to fit the
needs'of Alaska's rural secondary students (reflecting local input .

from the educators of the region).
. _,Interactive audio sessions would follow which allowed Students

enroltediria particular course region-wide access to outstanding
local instructors irk secondary course areas.

Computer-assisted instruction would be provided in areas where
rote learning of materials is emOasized and where
individualization of instruction can be provided in its most

--complete-form-

In addition, a wide varietif of self-instructional correspondence44
materials adapted to the system beihg implemer,tted would be
made atonable, thus providing access to other eduCational areas
not addressed by the project.\

1p

4
1000,

I
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One-way and two-way instructional programming and seminars
for the rural teachers of the area r to assist them in
implemenletion of the project at the classroom level would also
be priovided:

The central _principle governing the design was -that of a." er-;
driVeh" development ?node!. Representatives of the four district% in he
Bristol Bay Region were to be full partners in the development proce-Ss.
The, mechanism for this partnership was to be a subcontract with the
Regional Resokce Center: ThiS subcontract would provide support to
the four districts by 'providing staff materials required tot implecnent a .

series of decision'ProC'esses related to the development effort.

The first step in-,,this process was or/ user representatives to
assess existing program offerings and to pridritize the ninth and tenth
grade program areas requiring initial development and testing. Based
upon these user-defined priorities; a component of one program area
would then be selected for,initial prototype development. c

A design contractor, working with staff representatives of the four
districts, would define specifications for the prototype instructional

. module. These specifications would .include the desired learning
outcomes, learning activities, mode,. of delivery and eyaluation
questions and procedures., Technical Staff working with !user
representatives would-design and test an initial prototype with teachers
in the remote villages in-16e Bristol Bay Region. A review sesSion-wolild

. be held upon completion of the prototype test. Purpose of this session
would be to determine 'revisions needed in the prototype as well as

,.effectiveness of the development proceSs.
sco.

iTh sequence in designing and testing a prototype would achieve
two purposes. First, it would afford user representatives initial "hands-
on," heavy, but lOw risk involVement in a systematic development

.procest. Second, it would result in a visible curriculum product iwhiCh:
had'beenolutually designed by ,lOcal users and-."experts" from the-
Design and implementation Contractor's'staff. The,end result wdtilne
an identification of,neeged revisions.in the developMent procedures, skill
development n ?eds on the part of the users, and a set of decisions and a

.plan for revision of the prototype.,
-

Technical project staffewould assist the users' representatives in
s analyzing proposed areis for development in terms of .cost,--

development, time" fequired, kamount of teacher / retraining,; and
availability of existing resources. Based upon this' an'alysis, decisions
would pe made by the *Users, regarding an overall .plap with

: developinental priorities,,, event sequences, and responsibilities of
) technical staff ancl'USer representatiVeS delineated. =, 4',

, .
4074'

_;,,.1

,

7

, ,-
. .

INSTITUTIONALIZA- -An essential dement of institutionalization is'early dissemination

TI 0 N CONCEPTS of information about .the program. and its intended purpose., The
-Electronic Mail System component of lie ETA Project was thejdeali

-:
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vehicle for providing continuing communications about the,Project's
progress to all district administrators, the DOE and others, and for
providing an efficient and continuing user feedback mechanism.

A second feat,ure was to be a "capacity building"' effort. The initial --
site for thiseffort'w'M to be in the Bristol Bay'-pilot region. This capicity
building was to hOe two dimensions. First, stafif of the four districts
and the Regional Resource Center in the Bristol. Bay Region would be
full partners in the design, development, and testing/ of the student
diagnostic system and the aim' ninth and tenth grade curriculp and
delivery systems.- Through' ;MS effort, local skills in curriculu and
instructional development w:ould continue beyond the four-and-o
Years of Federal/State Project support The second dimension of the
"capacity- building " effort was the briefing of representatives of the

461 other Regional Resource Centers during the first two years of the
Project, followed by Project-supported- preparation of staff from the.
Alaska Center for Staff Development (CSD) and the South Central
Regional Resource Center (Anchorage):

The Alaska-Center for Staff DeOlopment is located in Anchorage.
Its primary responsibility is to offer short-term, .highly intensive skill
training to professional educators. Workshops are organized on the
basis of local, regional; or statewide demand and often involve local
funding.

Duringhe thirdand/or fourth years. of the Project a staff member
fr5bm CSD and the SOuth "Central RRC would be located at the
'Dillingham Regional Resourice Center (Bristol Bay). The South central
RRC was selected becauSe it served the region- ,in which initial
replicaliork and diffusion Was most likely to occur. fAs such, it was
important that this .RFIC .have as much contextual background as ,

possible. By working with the Dillingham RRC and Project team the
Anchorage staff member could provide valuable input on the issue Of
exportability of products.

As product development occurred; the CSD staff Member Would,
within specifications established by the State and under the
superi/ision of the Contractor, develop user training packages for each
majo rockict or utilization module. These packages could involve
training , or board members, administrators, teachers and students.
-Except for students, the focus would bon the validation of-need vis-a-
vis the appropriateness' of a telecommunications alternative, ,specific
user protocols and expectations (the focds of student training), and
internal manag'ement and evaluation]

On a continuing

The State would establish policy and provide funds for product
development: 1. . , .

The CSD would design, with external contractor assistance,when
required, training for telecommunications ystems installations

49
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and serve as a trainer of trainers and install and mairitain the
capacity -for training in one or more Regional ResOurce Centers.

.

RRC staff would train local districts and gather user information
and, as a general Staff skill, have the capacity for assisting
districts in product adaptation. In the instance of a need for
significant modification, the training package would be cycled
back to the GSD. Should there, be a complete absence of an
appropriate package, the request for development resources
<would be made to the State.

Districts which had already experienced installation would serve
as a talenit-bank `resource for those contemplating installation.

Because the Project was aimed at avoiding highly e-Xpensive uses
of telecommunications, the 'products selected for diffusjon would be
well within the capacity of local and State resources to cover the costs
of implementation and maintenance.z

A third key feature would involve Project demonstrations and
"conferences involving Users frorrf across Alaska -- providing.,"hands-o?"
experience in system utilization.

Finally, evaluation of each of the 1ST elements would result in a
detailed analysis of cost-utility and plan and policy recommendations
for State and local financial funding beyond the-period of NIESupport.

FORMALIZINGIST INSTRUCTIONAL
NEEDS ,AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN'

The initial needs assessment by the DOE two years earlier did not
delve into the 'specific curriculum courses most needed tb support
secondar'y educatiorii. Further, the initial 1ST implementation concept
was based on the maximum use of the selected technology. In early
1978, therefore, a series of conferences and studies ,(ivere undertaken to
pinpoint precisely the courses to be developed and the specific ways
the technology, should be used in support of students and, of the

leachers in their roles as managers of education.

Instructional needs to be met by telecommunications and
associated technologies were the subject of a user needs assessment
conducted in Ma'rch, and April ofs,1978. On-site interviews were carried
out at 14 schools which were chosen As representative of Alaska's
ethnic and geographiC milieu and schbol size. Among core course
areas, English received the highest priority rating for early development. l

,In addition, several non-cove subjects were identified as areas of need.
Career/vocational educatibn and drug- and alcohol-abuse education
were p'erceived as the high priority areas. Since the decision was made
early On that ETA would concentrate primarily-on core courseware, the
English course was identified as among the first to be developed. /-

5 7: /
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Concurrent with activities designed to select specific courseware
for development and appropriate technology applications, ETA Project
management, along with the NIE Program Manager and the
Implementation Contractor (Northwest Regional Educational.
Laboratory), met to define the decision-making/ model td be used
throughout the life o the Projept. This wa's a key conference for it
established the basis for the, detailed evaluation methodology to be
used to implement the formative and summative evaluation de-signs
developed earlier. The model adopted, and presented below, was used
in conducting analysis of: instructional alternatives; performing cost
comparison among technological and other alternatives; feasibility;
user acceptance; effectiveness; and methods for choOsing between
state-of-the-art techniques and instruction modes.

Figure IV -4, -Generic Decision-Making Model," views three major.
areas for Project decision-making. It covers the strategy involved in the
use of both formative and summative evaluations. Key decisions,
identified during initial Project design and generated by management
as the Project progressed, were fed into the model. Each decision first
entered Decision Arena I which involved the initial contextual analysis
in terms of the critical -needs facing the 1ST and documentation of the
initial Project design, Le.:}documentaiion included_ in the original
proposal.

r The second stage of Decision Arena;1 involved systematic analysis.
'and forecasting of intended perjormance based on the Expected
Result, Verifiable Indicators, Asumptions, and schedule. Based on this
input analysis, the decisiog, was made as to what elements were to be
tested in the field, i.e., p'gssed on to Decision Arena II.

10 -
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Figure IV . 4
S0,

GENERIC DECISION MAKING MODEL

START
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Yes } ; Nor
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1-*
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t
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Solution Strategies

b. Forecast Plan.)of Work
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b Abbve

tt

f
Decide to Test Defined

Components

No

ires

Policy Recommendation
for Implementation

Decision Arena II

Design aid Test Defined
Components Using Design
and Test Documentation

System

In Decision Arena ll, the design and test 'phase was initiated.
Detailed design and test documentation was developed which allowed
for a tracking of performance*I'sforecasts, limits of tolerance for
acceptable performance, and constraints and conditions throughout
the developmental cycles; Design and test was envisioned as five major
developmental stages. (The number of stages employed depended upon
Project management's assessment of the'-amount of evaluation
information- 'needed to mold the element into its operational
cRnfiguraton,) The five stages were:

I, Design

Exploratory Test

Pilot Test

Field Test '43'4'

Sum mat i,xe Fie..12orti ng
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The Exploratory and Pilot Test represented the basis for
formative evaluations, i.e., relatively short trials to gather information
about the workings of the components under development to determine
changes necessary to form the operational configuration. By the time
the Field Test was run, the vast majority of bugs had been corrected and
the elements under test were very nearly that of the operational
configuratibn, i.e., the form taken when the IST was turned over to users
and user-support agencies for management and funding.

Decision Arena-III entailed the actual testing. At any point, if a
component failed to meet the established criteria, it was recycled to
Arena II for reformulation and tbence further testing. When the
component met pre-specified intended outcomes, it was at the stage
where the Project Manager could make policy recommendations
regarding its institutionalization into the statewide.educational system.

One of the two major focii of the 1ST was to be diagniostic testing
of .students in Grades 1-8. Therefore, in June, 1978, a group of experts
was gathered in Juneau to discuss and shape the form this element
should take. Specifically, the subject was how the Alaska Objectives
and Item Bank (AOIB) could best be handled,,by computers and
accessed by teachers. The AOIB includes objectives and items In
Reading and Computational Skills for Grades 1-8. Individual items could
be eelected by teachers to 'construct cudtomized,, tests particularly
suited to the needs of their studentS.

After intensive discussion, conference participants concluded that
, terriinistration of AOIB test items bypomputer would produce little or
no gain in efficiency or utility over the pencil and paper version.
Conferees expressed some concern that there would be, in fact, a
.danger of information loss because of the graphic and audio limitations
Imposed by those computer terminals or microcomputer systems that
could be obtained at-areasOnable cost: It was concluded, however, that
diagnostic testing should be incorporated as an integral part of the
overall design of the instructional (ninth and tenth grades)portion of the
1ST. Thus, although diagnostic testing was dropped as, a stand-alone
element, the conference (decision) resulted in incorporation of a
diagnostic -aspect in the testing component of the 903-10th Grade
support eleMent.

The conceptual student instructional component of the ETA
depended very heavily on the use of audio and the computer to realize
the individualization of student learning. Thu, it was important that an
extensive literature search be conducted in order to identify how ttiesq
techniques could be most effectively used. 'Specifically, two studies

I were conducted; the audio study and report were produced by Dr. Lorne
Parker, University of Wisconsin, and the CAI /CMI study was conducted
and produced by Dr. David. Thomas of the University of Iowa. Each
report addressed whether there was existing evidence of how, and
under what conditions, instruction deliverk by the technique under
study Was at least as effective or more- effective than traditional
in'stru'ction.
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This section details the importlpt findipgs of the study, "The
Effectiveness of Comptier-Assisted Instruction," as it applies to high,
school students. Emphasis was on the use of computer-assisted
instruction in five ways: (1) drill; (2) practice; (3) tutorial programs; (4)
simulations; and (5) problem- solving programs. Evidence of
effectiveness was categorized according to achievement, attitude -
toward the computer d CAI, time reduction, retention, and cost. No
attempt is made her describe the situation or location, or to credit
the authors of the num rous studies that contributed 4o those findings.
This is found in the body and bibliography of Dr. Thomas' report. .

ACHIEVEMENT

Students who use the computer in language arts, reading, and
mathematics have been shown to realize greater achievement
gains than students who are more conventionally taught.

*Computer*simulations of various careers resulted in-enhanced
gognitive achievement and awareness of careers on the part of
students.

The use of CAI in a biology program showed, on the basis of post-
test scores, a significantly higher level of achievement for CAI

.,:Y Physics laboratory simulations which supplemented laboratory
sessions resulted in a high level of problem-solving siFills and
higher content examination scores. Thjs study also showed, and
was borne out by other's, that supplementary CAI is valuable,

,rwhereas stand-alone CAI may not be.

4'2,4
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Use of CAI in a beginning typing course shbwed that bAlled to
higher "production" typing scores, but to lower scores in a "five-
minute timed ,typing test."

-In conclusion, rarely 'did controlled testing show. that CAI-
supported learning was inferior to the more traditional teaching mode.
The evidence overwhelmingly supported.CAI as a viable instructional
,alternative. 4 ..

ATTITUDE.

CAI-exposed students have been shown to ha 1;ce the same or
higher levels of good feelings toward their instructional situation
than non-exposed students.

Student attitudes have been shown to be more favorable when
measured by-increased, motivation and interest in mathematics.

One study found no difference in study habits, study attitudes, or
study orientation between students in a CAI glass and a non-CAI
class.

It was_found that CAI students had higher attitudes toward CAI
and mathematics, but lower attitudes_ toward self and school.

TIME REDUCTION

In a time - trial- related unit in mathematic6, it was found that high
and medium ability students were able to complete the unit
quickly, whereas low ability students were not:

In a typewriting program, a significant reduction in time for
completion was attributed to CAI.,

In a particular training unit within an industrial arts program, a
. significant reduption in time for completion Was attributed to

CAL

Time reductions were reported by several investigators for
courses in accounting and biology:.

In conclusion, the literature showed conclusively that CAI study
reduced the time-needed for students to complete a unit. In the worst
case reported, students took somewhat longer, but had more data-to
work with. 'Even sp, the difference has not statistically significant.

,. .

RETENTION
t,

There was little in the literature..on this subject and that available'
dealt almost exclusively with grades below the secondary, level. On the,
basis of available evidence, however, it appears that retention levels for
students are comparable for CAI- and non-CA1-taught courses.
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ha _

This is an extremely cidfficult_measure since the cost varies with
the type of equipment used, courseware selected, maintenance
associated with the particular machine (and this does va y considerably
between machines), local situational variables, an host of other
things. However, a number of examples showed CAI, used in the *per
situation, was equal to or less costly than co6ventional teaching
methods. In a particular Title I program the cost was approximately half

I programs. (As the cost of microcomputers
number of students per machine increases, the

eness of CAI will increase.)

that for other r
climes down, an
relative cost effec

This section details the important findings of the study, t`The
Effectiveness of Broadcast Akio and Two-way Audio Instruction for
Distant.Learning," by Dr. Parker et a/. As in the summary of the CAI/CMI
report, no attempt is made to be cSmprehensive or to credit the authors
of the numerous''Studies that contributed to these findings. This is
covered in the body and bibliography of the report.

In the report, Dr. Parker analyzed two aspects of the use of audio
techniques; ratio instruction and teleconferencing. To clarify the terms
relative to radio instruction, the National Association -Of Educational
Broadcasters' Radio Task Force adopted certain definitions that are
useful in the study of adaptation of this technique to the Alaskan
context: -.4

Instructional Radio - systematically presents materials for the
benefit'of astudent who is working to achieve a specific learning-
objective.

Direct Teaching - refers to an instructional presentation that
specifies lesson plans, conducts drills, '-'and gives tests. This
formatogeneraily follows local curricula.

Supplernentary Radio Programs - covers only a portion of Ahe
curriculum and is adapted by the teacher/instructor of indiyidual
students for select learning applications.

Enrichment - uses radio instructiclk to bring resources to the
classroom that would not otheewiS'e be available.

The autthors found sufficient supporting evidence to conclude that
there, are numerous advantages, to radio instruction for students.
Specifically:

Comparison studies indicated that students learn as much as
students by other instructional modes.

Radio instruction motivated Students to learn by bringing in
special, outside resources.

Radio instruction allowed personalized communications
.4Tbetween students and teachers.
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Radio, coupled with a telephone link,orlthrough use of another
radio link, allbwed interaction among students or between
students and their instructor. ,

Radio treated' an efficacy ,of its own, transmitting a sense of
ittmediacy and involvement in the programming.,

Advantages to the instructors were also found:

A comprehensive radio instruction program could make sparing
among educaticw1 institutions possible and economical.
Instructor-sharing allow's schools to offer more complete
education and permits outstanding, teachers to reach %..1.1t to
students attending different schools around the State.

With minimal training, radio programming could be used in
Conjunction with or instead of classroom instruction.

Radio could be supplerbented.with other media.

Radio programming c
educational needs.

uld be adapted to a wide variety of

7

It was concluded that the special berref its that would accrue to the
Alaskan situation by the use of radio instruction were:

J

Economies would be realized sjoce participants or faculty would
not have to travel significant distances or spend inordinate time
away from occupational or teaching responsibilities..

It Provided the ability to reach isolated professionals who would
\ otherwise be in an educational vacuum.

It would offer tangible evidence that the Educational
Administration _is vitally concerned with the problems of students-
and .professionals.

The teleconferencing 'portion of the report considered several
modes of.interaction in reaching its conplusions.The interactive modes
studied are defined as: 4

felelecture - IS a pre-arranged contact (u"sually telephone) from
a classroom to a resource person to-enrichregular classroom
instructbt provides students the opportunity to ask questions
and to comment on topics under discussion.

Teleteaching - enables a sick or handicapped studenf at home to
participate in class activities through use of two-way telepftqne.
The disadvantaged student indicates by a sigrigi when he or he
wishes to speak or answer a question ar
Teletutoring - gives a student or students the means for getting in
touch with a teacher or tutbr for individual help. It is used mainly
in correspondence education or other types of independent
study.
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Telephone-based Instruction - uses a system that-acts as a huge.

":part'y line" where all groups and individuals can hear au]
interact with each other.

,ex'?

Telewriting - enables an instructor to transmit hand-drawn
graphics to participants-This is used rto-supplement audio
teleconferencing. (Since this report was undertaken, devices
have been peltected that permit transmission of picttkres over
telephone line4

The Advantages, enumerated by the authors, of two-way
interactivr/eleconferencing and instruction were: .

. It was shown to motivate students to learn; it also proved to be
ego-satisfying.

It provided a means to meet the needs of students in rerriW
locations.

Comparison studies indicated students learned as much via a -

teleconferencing instructional system as by 'other modes of
instruction.

It allowed persOnalized communication
r

between teacher: and
student. . - . .

It allowed student-to-student communication -- an essential
ingredient to learning.

The advantages that would accrue to instructors were:

The technique enabled faculty sharing, thus making it possible to
offer a more complete educational program.

After initial training, tetbconTerbncing instruction did not impose
-any additional workload on instructors:

The technique could be used as a break-in medium to help
student instructors overcome nervousness during initial training
experiences.

Special benefits that could accrue from telecoriferencing to
schools in the Aliskan environment were:

It offered flexibility in planning and 'scheduling by- accom-
modating taped program's as well as live lectures.

It pr=ovided access from any point in the network and thus
permitted coping with emergencies.

It allowed class offerings for limited numbers of students in
many remote location's simultaneously.

It eliminated the need for many trips and saved instructors' time.

4.
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AUDIO
INSTRUCTION
CONFERENCE

INSTRUCTIONAL
ALTERNATIVES
ANALYSIS

-0

It permitted institutions to share costs and thus to offer high
quality educational programs to all student..

It could be used for administrative purposes when not being used
for instructional purposes.

Bebause of the important role planned for audio instruction in the
conceptual design of the *ST and the encouraging results from the
state-of-the-art report, a conference of leading experts in the field was
convened-In August. The purpose was to discuss all aspectsk0 audio
instruction in the light of experiences and successes of the attendees,
and to,;define specific applications of that information to the
development of audio courseware within the Alaska context. Two major
questions were addressed by the'conferees. These were:

HOW COULD AUDIO TELECOMMUNICATIONS BEST BE UTI-
LIZED?

to provide instruction for entire courses?
- to provide instruction for specific course units?
- to supplement regular courses?

to support extracurricular activities?'

WHAT 'MEANS OF AUDIO TELECOMMUNICATIONS FOR IN-
STRUCTION WOULD BE MOST EFFECTIVE AND FEASIBLE?

one-way radio?

two-way radio?

- one-way telephone?

- two-way telephone?
4,0

-a mix of radio and telephone?-
. .

,
The major 'Conclusion reached was that

,
it was not feasible to

produce full-length audio courses in 'core curriculum areas within the
time frame, gcope, and budget of the Project. 11 was recommend,
however, *hat shoit audio modules be produced to supplement othbr
forms of 'instruction:

/ The purpose of the conferences, state-of-the-art reports, visit's to
major CAUCIvil sites, interviews with school administrators' and
,teachers, and extensive literature se-arches was to amass the basic
information necessary to perform an instructional alternatives analysis.
This doc,urnent provided guidance for installation'of the initial 1ST (now
dedicated totally to the support of 9th -lOth Grade curriculurh) in the
field. The study considered -the cosi/benefit of several technological

- and methodological approaches to fulfilling the 1ST objective withiri the
constraints. of rural educational- realities. The major elements
-addressed in-the analysis were:

,the best use of thQmedlaz

the time fr ?me for development;

6
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availability of `shelf" materials for feasible adaptation;
hardware requirements;.

total cost of develOi3Tnent;

staff expertise required;

,identification of ,user capabilities
ment; and

degree of useownership.

vcillele11

for participation in develop-

Ground rules for the analysis were that cost 'figures generated
were for- 94 secondary schools with a population of 100 or fewer
students and for one complete course of 120 houreof instruction to be
delivered to all 94 schools. (There are 140 secondary schools with 100 or
fewer students if K-12 schools are included.) °The fundamental
techniques investigated were radio instruction, CAI, and CMI. Four
variations of each Of these. basic techniques were analyzed: (1) use of

woof f-the-sli.elf materials and/or programs that could easily be adapted; (2)
in-house development of programs by 'ETA staff and conS'dltants; (3)
mutual adaptation which included development of programs by ETA
staff in cooperation with Alaskan teachers, etc., and; (4) local
development of programs by, Alaskan school personnel with some
technical assistance by ETA staff;

It should be noted that actual costs are of little importance to the
reader contemplating implementation of any such modes. Rather, the
factors considered- in the analysis and the relative costs are of
significance.



RADIO
INSTRUCTION

'Conclusions are detailed here with explanatory notes sufficient
only to, ensure understanding of the figtires and conclusions reached.
Furl, explanationsmare detailed -in the "Instructional Alteillatives
Analysis" by H.A. Wilson, September 1, 1978.

be noted in-the accompanying tables, IV-1; IV-2 and IV-3, that
provisions were included for commercial radio br'oadcasts even though
costs Were high. The reason was that only 38 of the target schooks were,
able to receive Alaska Public Radio (APR) broadcasts. Of the remaining"
schoolS, 50 were not able even' to receive commercial broadcasts:A,/
possibiesolution considered was the use of satellite transmission, but
this was prohibitively expensive. An alternative for schools beyond both
APR and commercial broadcast reach was the-use of audio cassettes.
The full course delivered to all 94 schools would cost only $21,600. In
light of the data Sho-wn under "Radio: Total Costs of Development Plus
Five Years of Implementation," it was determined that *interactive
modes would be viable alternatives-to cassettes followed by classroom
discussion only if very large cognitive and affective 'differences were
found during actual field testing.

Table IV 1

DEVELOPMENT COSTS FOR FOUR MODES OF
DEVELOPMENT: RADIO INSTRUCTION

.

..

.

Of fTheShelf
..

InHouse
.

E. . ,

Mutual Adaptation
Loaal**, -,

(Probably. Unrealistic)

Staff Expertise.
Required\

'

-Administrative
Curriculum
t$pec ia I ist,.

Administrative
Curriculum Specialist
-Radio Production
Specialist

Administrative
-curriculum Specialist
Radio Production
Specialist .

-

Admrhistrative
Cuuiculum ,
Specialist

-Racflo Production
Specialist -

, ..-

Hardw re Dollars

-

None (1) , None (1) None (1) None:(1)

Staf oilers 0 - $21,600 (2) :$216,000 (3) $ 65,700-
v :,.

$3,600 = $9,000 (6)

Travel & Other
x

Dollars None $ 12,000 (411,
,

$ 91,250 (5)
. ,
$1,000 - $2,000 a

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT
COSTS i.:;,70 - $21,600* $/28,000

.

$156,9
.

-
,$4,600 -'$11,000

,

NOTES:
.

1. No hardware casts.
2. Requires a CFiculum specialist fo develop or adaptjeacher guides.

;the range is related to the.amount & quality of material accompanying pro
gram tapes. .

3. Lesson objectives, scripts, teacher guides &-pr6gram prbduction for ea>
15 minute segment completed in 2 weeks on the average.

4. Talent 4 production costs are $400' per segment.
5. Travel for teacher orientation c'onferences; EMS messages; teathers'time;

talent & production. r
.

like
:V x

6. ETA instructional staff in an advisory & minor editorial role.
..dProgranacquistion costs not included.
VNot of compaiable quality to other alternatives.
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Table IV 2 .

' IMPLEMENTATION-COSTS FOR THREE-
MODES OF-INTERACTION: RADIO INSTRUCTION

:. .

No Interaction

2-Way)
Telephone
Interaction

EMS -
Interaction
' .

Expert Instructors $67;200 (3) $25,000 (6)
,

Hard Ware $9,400 (1) 547.000 (4) ,
_,' ?

$282,000 (71

Delivery .

(Communication) 0-$72,000 (2)
. .

5184,880 (5)
533,440 -

$1Q5!840 ( )

Maintenancd 'i ../. ^ .... -..

Site Modification .... ....

Software s ....
%"'

TOTAL IMPLEMENTATION
COSTS - "'

.

$ 9,400
S81,400 $299',000/ 712;840

,____ _,$ 0,840
'

. NOTES:

1. 94 radios.
2. Range due to difference between, delivery by Alaska Public Radio, APR, (no

charge) & 6 commerical stations for 120segments.
. 3. Assumes maximum size for a discussion grOut, is 25 students, 700

student's recitiires-28 grqupi and teachers.
4.,Daront Model 610 (speaker + 2 microphones) at each of,94 schools:
5. Average RCAdaytime rate to nodal city (location of message concentrator

equigMent)plus cornmedRal broadcaSt costs
6. One instructorlultthee to respond to questions from 94 schools.,

. 7. One microcomputer with disk & printer at each school.
8. EMS communication cost to EMS plus commerical broadcast cost.
, Assumevall micros only used for this purpose (worst case).

N

Table 1V 3

RADIO: TOTAL COSTS OF DEVELOPMENT
PLUS FIVE YEARS bF IMPLEMENTATION*

fx 51 topoy

4

-

-No Interaction
-

. .

Off- The -Shelf ''-71n4louse
Mutual

' Adaptation

,

Local

9 - 391 ;,'
.. .

231 - 597 - la 526 14 - 380

2 Way Telephone 947 -'1,329 1;175-71,535, 1,104- 1,464,

'EMS - 571- 937 799 -1,165
...

728 -1,094. ' ...

NOTES:

*Five years was selected becaule it was assumed that this was the
nocnIal life.of atlinptrisctional program before revisions became
necessary.

r

r
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Considering the four modes of development (Table IV-1), the "in-
house" mode was very expensive; the, "bff:the-shelf" mode, although
less expensive, suffered from unavailability of sufficient suitable
materials. "Local" deyelopment did not include costs at the district or
school levels -- they were considered prohibitive for a full 120-segrfient
course. It was more realistic to considethis modesfor'developmeht of
smaller units to meet local 'interests. Thus, the "mUtual adaptation"
mode was considered the most viable alternative for large-scale audio -
instruction production.

.Tyrning to the question of the desirability of k full 120-segment
audio course, it was found that the compelling arguments advanced for
broadcast audio instructionswere low cost, immediacy of,the medium,,
and widespread reception. It has already been noted that widespread
reception In this instance was impossible. Immediacy has limited value
in the normal curriculum, being confined to such things as current
events in social studies, for b'xample.' Finally, experience has isKown
that full-length course lectures via tape are inappropriate at the grade
level's under consideration. Rather, short dramatic episodes, music,'
quiz shows, etc. have been found to better maintain motivatron 'and
attention over extended periods

.
In cohclusiOn, the -analysis conducted indicated' that audio

cassettes containing -short units of material should be used in
conjunction with othermedia, CAI /CMI for example. This type of usage.
would Minimize the rigidity of any broadcast schedule add allow the
teacher"flexibiliWin usage and scheduling... .

. .

It is clear from Table IV-41hat cost aloneelirninated the'"in-house"
development of full CAI courses. Although somewhat cheaper, the
"mutual adaptation" mode was still extremely expensive and, therefore,
not worth consideration unless a -compelling need was identified 'at
target schools that could not be met wittrexiSting CAI programs or
other media.' On the other hand, the "off- the- shelf" mode was found
viable if implemented on a lese'elaborate brasiS han PLATO:*- -.I

V 1'
Some large Courses and many smaller mo ules were found to be

readily available. It was also noted that small units of drill and practiCe .

'as well as simulations could be developed in either the "in-houSe" or
"mutual adaptation" Mode at reasonable cost wtiere there was existing
material. The srnall-Module approa9h had the advantag of allowing
flexibility of choice lot/teachers to meet their individualized needs.

, .... . .. .

i
. .

Cost estimates' tor implementation; Table 1V-5.wqre basdd on,
.

vendor prices. The high-end_ prices represented'-the fully .interactive
PLATO system. The low-end price represented downloading appropriate

':,Curriculum segments on a daily basisio microcomputer systems in the -,
schools. It was evident from rable .IV-6 that use of micros and
downloading was the only effairdable alternative. ,("Downloading on' a
daily basis" refersito the technique whereby all.prograrns are contained
in a:centikal cornputer and each. day the' portions to be; used 'are
transmitted to the local.sc ools.)
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Table 21

CAI DEVELOPMENT COSTS FOR FOUR
MODES OF DEVELOPMENT

.
Off-The Shelf'* InHoUse Mutual Adaptation

. _
Local

Staff Expertise
Required

;-

.

1Administrator
.(118 time)'

1Programer

1Adminrstrator(1/4 time)
1Team Leader

(design) Full Time

1Subject Matter Expert
6-Writers
2Progriammers

1-Administrator (114)
1-Team Leader
2Programmers-

.

. .

Local Development
Not Expected for Fuli
CAI Courses

'9 ,
..

Hardware Dollars
o ETA Data
Processing

System

. `
ETA Data Processing

System
.

ETA Data Processing
System

_.

,

Staff Dollars 53,600 (1)
.

S540,000 (3) 5241,920 (5)
A

'

Travel & Other
Dollars

SO - '7,000, per mo. (2) $15.opo (4) $116,800 (6) 4

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT
COSTS

53,600 (one-time)
57,000 per month

...

I

$555,000 $358,720

NOTES: -

1-Four weeks of programmer time to adapt an average.CAI package.
2. Cost range is due to-the fact that mAy CAI programs are available for only

the'cost of tape reproduction. Atthe high end of the scale, some programs
can cost $75 per month per terminal.

3.Assumes 200 hours of development for each hour of instruction.
4, Assumes consultants brought in for design & review cbnferences.
5. Assumes 3 staff for two years.
6.Assurnes 4 FTE teachers . 32 trips for 16 teachers % EMS messages.,

r;

/Table IV 45

CAI IMPLEMENTATION COSTS

Hardware 0) . )5188.000 PurChase °- $1.000.060-
Per Year Lease

. .
Delivery (2) ,- .''
(communication) 533,840 - 51.351600

.
Maintenance 588.704. /

...

Site Modification \ None
.

Software ,
r ,

None

TOTAL IMPLEMENTATION , -
COSTS: , , 5221,840 - 2.353,606'-'

NOTES:

1. The low estimate is for one microcomputer )4th disk in each of 94 schools
The high estimate is for PLATO terminali.

2. The low estimate is for EMS communications. The high estimate assumes
online communication with PLATO.

,

1
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Table

DEVELOPMENT D FIVE YEAR
IMPLEMENT TION COSTS

(x $1J000)

, .
- .

Off-The ,Shelf In-House Mutual
Adaptation

full Interactive . i
(PLATO) 12,025 12,577 12,381

4

Distributed -

(micro with .,

.
. ,

'downloading) 360 913 716

. - I I

The costs shpWn in the accompanying tableslIV-7 IV-8, and IV-9)
considered that the microcomputer was used for only CMI and for only
one_CMI course becauSe the development-cost was based, as the other
'courseware, on producing a single,120-segment full-length course. It
should be -notedthat the CMI development cost dOmpared,favorably
with audio and was only 23 percent of the coshof developing a full CAI
course.

. -

In s. many, then, the following mix of courses and,,methods was
redom ended for I§T: .

-audio cassettes and broadcast for short courses and modules;

0

CAI,for use i

- in drill and 'practice to 'accompany a _computerized version of
upper level diagnostic testing-and remedliation;
in full courses for basic subjeCts such as English- and,
mathematics; , 4

-in a 'large array of short drills.and simulations_to be delivered
-upon teacher request.'"

(- CMI for use cf. . .,

as a model and a process for remote-teacher interaction in the
. production and monitoring of ,CMI courses;

- as a teacher training course fgt new noires as an instructional
, manager;

,,, . ( ,, - ,,,

- in conjunction with' other courseware developed. for the ETA
,

Protect. . .

d r ;
,t.

1.44

;
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Table IV 7

CMI COSTS OF DEVELOPMENT-

' Off-The-Shelf In-Housj Mutual Adaptation Local

Staff Expertise
Required

Not Applicable (1)

.

1-Administrator (1/4)
1-Team Leader
4-Subject Matter Experts
1-Programmer

I

1.Administrator (114)
1-Team Leader (112)'
1-Programmer (1/2)

..

Not Applicable(5)

1

Elapsed Days 175 \ 365
.

Staff Days
a

750 350

1

Hardware Dollars' ETA System ETA System

Staff Dollars
..71

S135,000 (2) 563,000 (3)
.

.

Trail)! & Other
CV ars .:.i \ . .... 49,040(4)

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT
COSTS

,

S.135,000 $112,040

f

66

(

NOTES:

1.Existing CMI courses are specifically tailored to their local curriculum &
text & other media resourses used at the particular location.

2. Assumes 50 hours per hour of instruction.
3.Inckides only ETA project staff & not local district & school personnel.
4. Covers a 12-week summer workshop for four teachers.
5- Unlikely that local schools & districts have the resources to produce full

CMI courses.

Table IV 8

CMI COSTS OF 1MPLEMENTATION

Hardware $282,000 (1)
i

Delivery
(Communications)

.
33,840 (2)

_

Maintenance . 88,704 (3)

Sitte Modification None

Software 10,000 (4) ,

TOTAL IMPLEMENTATION

COSTS: , $325,840

NOTES:

1.Assumes a microcomputer with disk for each. of 94 schools.
2. Assumes same costs as for CAI case.
3. Assumes same costs as for CAI case.
4.1t was found that purchase from some vendors cost the same is a year's,

lease from others.
PLATO has not been considered because of the excessive costs
associated with it.
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READER
CONSIDERATIONS

Table IV 9

7,7.------7 CMI: COSTS OF DEVELOPMENT AND FIRST YEAR
IMPLEMENTATION VS FIVE YEARS OF IMPLEMENTATION

(x $1,000) .

Implementation

DEVELOPMENT MODE

In-House- Mutual Adaptation

First Year 461 . 438)

Five Years
.

596 573
_

What is of great importance to the reader are the conclusions that
may be drawn from this study as it relates to his/hpr own plans for the
use of the media:

MODES OF4DEVELOPMENT

I

Usei acceptance mpst be a strong criterion in considering
development modes.

Target users (in this case, teachers)should be involved in product
development.

Off-the-shelf materials should be carefully reviewed by a panel of
users .o maximize acceptance:

In-house- 'development should be used only when absolutely
necessary, and reviewed by a user Fnel:This is indicated by cost
analysis. .

.

Names and affiliations.of members of the.development team and
review panels should be Prominantly,displayed with any product
to be placed in the field.

METHODS OF DELIVERY

Cassettes should be considered as an alternative to lengthy
broadcasts.'

Time constraints of broadcasting on teacherscheduling must be
a strong input factor when considering this mode.

. Short broadcast segments, on irn. portant topics should be the.
rule.

I.
4
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CAI

, Dedicated, fully interactive CAI, systems and large-scale CAI
course development are usually not cost- effective.

Microcomputers .with curriculum downloading is an "attractive
- concept that can be affordable.

.

Off-the-shelf courseware was plentiful for the larger computers
. (Mainframes) but was pot yet available in quantity or quality for

the small microcomputers required in rural Alaska. However,
since.publishing.houses and others were entering the field, it was
believed that, in a reasonable time, sufficient courseware would
be available in quantity, cost effective, and affordable.

The advantages of short modules over full-length courses re
availability, ease of adaptability to teaching styles, and
flexibility afforded teachers in selection and use within lar er
courses.

Higher user acceptance can be anticipated a large selection-is
offered which allows teachers to select programs as needed.

Acceptarke may be greatly aided by' teachers' -review of
courseware modules so that they. cap recommend those to be
offered to the schools.

CMI

Its greatest virtue is providing teachers a tool for management of
individualized instructional programs.

It utilizes, all instructional media to meet the desires and4.
. requirements of educational institutions using common criteria

..,oi and therefore, in' the main, is not transterapreeisewhere.
I

. lt does not involve design of materials; but rather\ the detailed
design for utilizing materials in the instructional process.

The use.of familiar; materials usually makes this attractive to a
1, wide range klf, teacher ta6les.

ss.Maximum advantage is realized when the CMI is used to meet the
individual needs of a wide range of student abilities rather than
the average needs of the class. .

Optimum use of CMI de'Mands serious involvement of the

68

Cost of generatjng a CM,I course is, in most cases, equal to or
less than the cost of/other media.

1ST MODEL
.

The resul of the alternatives study very clearly showed that no
single techn' ue would be cost effective in realizing ETA's instructional

N__
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goals The major roadblock in achieving cost effective production would
be to design courses totally from the ground up." Therefore, a search-
was made of courses already designed for "long distance education."

maisstalAwilisMaS.

k. I 3 3 PI

TL

For the initial courses, Alaska History and English, corres-
pondence courses met, the need for thorough design, having been
tested and tailored to Alaskan needs. Further, they were in use and
accepted by the Alaskan educational community. The 1ST model that
Was fielded initially, therefore, combined proven audio and computer
technology, a telecommunications network, and existing printede
matrials. It also provided teachers with maximum flexibility in helping
them to meet their indiVidual needs. (ft was found for the remaining six
courses, however, that commercially available texts provided the basis
for more mprehensive study than did correspondence zourses.
Accor.dir j, texts became the core of succeeding courseware.)

The time, effort, and monies devoted to studies and conferences
more than paid for themselves, The initial conceptual model contained
two elements: diagnostic testing for Grades 1-8 and support pf 9th and
10th Grade curricula with maximum use of broadcast radio and,
telecommunications, and computer technologies. What survived the
Alaskan environmental filter was a single-element 1ST and .a mix of
various technologies with reduced emphasis on broadcast radio but
heightened focus on audio cassette and computer. This change of
emphasis resulted in .a "new look" to the field model. The new 1ST
consisted of five major components:

basic course materials;

audio;

CAI/CMI;

supervising teacher (local); and

Taster teacher.

69
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Telecommunications was to provide the glue tying together .the
five components.

BASIC COURSE MATERIALS

The basic course materials were to be drawn from the Alaska'
State Departinent of Education Centralized Correspondence
Studies and the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Independent.
Study High School in the Division of Continuing Studies. These
materials were to be modified to meet Project requiremerits
where necessary. (As noted. earlier, texts were found to be more
satisfactory for later courses.)

AUDIO

The audio component was to consist of a set of recorded weekly
lectures by the master teacher, based on the basic course
materials. Dramatic segments were to be included where
appropriate. The audio component concept was altered to allow
for delivery either by radio broadcast; radio broadcast followed
by two-way telephone or Electronic Mail tstem interaction; or by
a Set of pre-recorded audio cassettes (ne element) delivered at;.
the beginning of the school year: When delivered by radio
,tbroadcast; the audio component would reduce the supervising
teacher',s

CA

'The CAIICMI component was to direct each student's.progress
through the course according to the syllabus and assignments
from the basic course materials. Tests would be administered
individually by the mputer in a computer-assisted mode.
Criteria for each were to be set such that, if the, criteria were
met on the t pass through the test, the,tUdent would be
assigned the next study unit, If criteria were not met on the first
pass, the student would pe given a review assignment followed
'by a second test. This second test could serve as a tutolial, with
the progiam either displaying correct responSes to items.missed
or providing the reason that an incorrect response was .

unacceptable and an opportunity to tryagain. -.,

Drill and practice modules were to be developed to support the
learning tasks of the basic course materials by providing drill in
necessary facts and skills. Simulations and games were also to
be delivered at appropriate points to reinforce and enrich the
learning experience.

deports of student progress' and test scores were to be
produCed by CMI and delivered on-site to the supervisirig teacher
and over the EMS.to the master teacher.,

SUPERVISING TEACHER

The supervising teacher was to be furnished by the participating
local school and would be directly responsible for tile daily
instruction. of participating students.

is
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The role of the supervising tea:14 -r, although given a little more
flexibility in class format, was s II basically one of instructional
manager rather than' traditiorial s'upervisor in. normal
correspondence study .courses, since a major function, that of
test administrator, was to be carried out by the computer. The
supervising teacher would focus primarily on providing student
psychological and emotional support and on expediting the flow
of communication between the student and the master teacher:-

MASTER TEACHER At
.

Master teachers were to be selected based on their high level of
knowledge and expertise in the subject matter addressedand, in
addition, would have several years of experience in teaching the
same or similar courses at the secondary level.

Master teachers were to be drawn from the pool of Alaska's
secondary teachers and could reside anywhere in the.State that
was served by an earth station and a reliable telephone lirik.
Identification of master teachers would be made through
nominations by the DOE, district supprintendents, building
principals, and the Alaska National Education Association. In
addition to subject-matter expertise and teaching experience, it
was desirable that the master teachers have considerable
experience with education in rural AlasRar

The role of the telecommunications network was to proyide a rapid
and easily accessible communication link between the students and
the supervising and master teachers.Reports and test results were to
be transmitted over the EMS.,Sludents' written assignments were to be
forwarded by acombination of EMS and facsimile deices. This feature
would minimize the time lag between assignment c pletion and the
master teacher's feedback. The time lag in corr pondence study,
using the postal services, was usually measured in weeks.

0

. ,if, 0 /,

Questions and probierris encountered during the course.of study
by. either the student or the supervising .teacher were , to be
'communicated to The master teacher t any time over the EMS. This
would serve to strengthen the inte/ ctive bond between the three
partied involved in the instructional' essl

. .

By .utilizing the existing body of correspondence study courses
developed by the Central Correspondence Studies of the DOE and the
Univerdity of .Nebraska-Lincoln,Division of 'Continuing Studies, the
numberisYf courses made available could be substantially expanded
within ;the lifetime of the Project. Twelve 1ST bourses were to be-
produced and tested by 1982. It would be impossible to produce. this
quantity of course material within the limitation of Project ime.and
resources if each course had to be designed and developed Ln foto.

An advisory panel of superintendents, privipals, teachers, and
local, school board members from .a representative sample of target
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schools -was to determine priorities for developing 1ST programs,
making selections from existing audio materials and recommending
modes of delivery. S6parate advisory panels of teachers,: skilled in
particularsubject areas and drawn frOm the target schools, Were to be
established to assist in the development-cif each separate 1ST course.

. The 1ST model, as conceived, would produce highly reliable
courseware. Tempor'ary equipment failure in either the audio, CAI/CMI,
or EMS components would not have a catastrophic effect on student
progress. It would be possible as a backup strategy for a student to
complete a course even if all technological componeNts failed
completely. A fail-safe design is essential in any rural- area where
equipment failures are common and can extend over considerable
periods of time. ' °

Finally, the 1ST model provided a mechanism for 'f urthee course
/development and delivery by the State and local- districts at an
a4tforcable cost after Federal support of ETA was ended. The University
of Nebraska-Lincoln catalogue listed approximately 150 semester-
hength courses; many more were available ,through other university
extension divisions. Once thdevelopment and delivery systems for 1ST
had been designed, tested, and refined by ETA,. their continued,
application by the State and local districts would be a fairly routine'
process.

AUDIO EXPLORATORY TEST

- A fief trial was planned to explore some of the concepts about the
use of audio and broadcast radio which had such central roles in the
conceptual design of the 1ST. Specificallp three methods of instruction
were to be investigated:

radio broadcast, followed by classroom discussion;,

radio broadcast, followed by two-way telephone interaction
between students and a 'master teacher; and

radio broadcast, followed -by interaction between a class and a-
1 master. teacher by means of facsimile equipment, i.e.,

worksheets and tests would be sent for correction and returned.

It. had- .been originalli, intended to use the EMS, not facsimile.
How.ever, site surveys conducted Prior to the test showed that although
local radio reception was excellent, but limited:the telephone links in
many rural communities were marginal. Thus, it was felt that the signal
format fransmitfed by facsimile would retain its integrity better than'the
EMS signal. It was concluded, therefore, that facsimile transceiver's
should be substituted. Since the end results were similar either via
facsimile or EMS, it was decided that the substitution.would have little
effect on the exploratory test's validity in this area.
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The variables of interest were studept _cognitive gain, affective
rating, of the three methods, and student and-teacher reactions
variety of audio formats including narrative, -quiz shows, drama, etc.

The subject selected for the field trial_wasAire prevention. It was
pertinent, because Alaska has the highest number of deaths from fire
-per' capita in the nation. Further, t was generally not included in the
curriculum, 'and considerable support could be gained from .the villages
themselves as well as from the Fire Marshal's Office. This was an
excellent vehicle for introducing,the ETA Project into communities upon
whose acceptance the survival of the Project depended. ,

GUIDELINES . Guidelines for the Audio Exploratory test were developed from the
numerous studies perfor'rned and, especially, from recommendations of
the Audio Conference held in August. Specifically, the following'items

7t,
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,TRAINING

were included:

Multimedia were used'for the instructional tasks.

r Materials were ,designed in modules of one-Week each day's
segment could stand alone as an instructional unit.

Audio segments were kept short, less than 30 Minutes, in order to
:retain student interest.

Professionals Were used, e.g:, actors, to:achieve maximum
stUdecht motivation and retain their interest.

Materials for teachers were easy to use and consistent with their
rolesas instructional rhariagers.

Materials from 'the Fire Marshal's-Office were used to the
maximum extent to ensure a realistic experience in the,Alaskan-

, c:ontext.,

Different segments of the community and teachers, within, each..
region were heavily ir?dived,during the course development.

Programs were carefully` designed io' increase cross - cultural
awarengs and to be sensitive to cultural and sex stereotype's.

,Native reviewers were used-to ensure compliance.
.

High-quality equipment and production techriiques were used to
ensure that these extraneous elements did not interefere with the
message. 7

a

Interaction was designed via dial-in -tb local radio stations.

Tight management control was exercised in order to ensure a
, high-quality product and to resolve produCtion/instruction

cpnflicts:This role was assigned to the instructional designer to
be sure educational qualities held highest priorities.

Training was designed p,rimarily to be conducted on-site and to
involve the participating supervising teachers and students in the test..
However, fdllowing the concept of keeping everyone informed, prior to

, ,
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on-site training, the principals from the involved schools were visited
and the Audio Exploratory Test explained to them.

A manual was developed containing detailed instructions for the
teachers. It was structured to provide timely information in a weekly
format:

General Section -_ontained-information to be used throughout
the three-week period including:

- the three instructional modes to be tested;
procedures to tiie f011owed during the four days of instruction;

- procedures fOr sending and receiving facsimile documents;

simple troubleshooting procedures.

' Weekly Sessions'. contained:

directiong covering follow-up activities after broadcast;
- daily log of activities conducted,

- evaluation packet containing weekly quiz and attitude-
assessment and teacher:sdriey'instiuments:

47

c.
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The teacher training was intensive and in great detail, coVering"the
items listed above. Although training was successful, it was dif,ficult t2
contend with the fact that.teachers could only be "worked" for 15-20
minutes at a time beCause of other duties. in addition, time had to be
found at eachsite to4ve classroom presentations of about 20 minutes'
duration to studentS'who would be involved. Student topics covered
included a gehgral overview of the Audio Exploratory Test, sample
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AUDIO
° EXPLORATORY

TEST
METHODOLOGY

LESSONS TO BE
LEARNED

segments of the broadcasts, and an, explanation of equipment' to be
used: Then the students were given hands-on experaenceto. b6come
familiar with. the facsimile and- the telephone teleconferencing
equipment (convener): -

Three test sites were chosen so that in any week all three
instructional, methods' were used. Each week the instruction mode
was changed so that, at the end ohhe -test, all sites hacj expeVenced ,

each of the methods.to be evaluated.

Th' format followed was a radio Broadcast of a short (usually 15
minutes) segment followed by three methods of student/supervising-
teacher/master, teacher, interaction: classroom disdussion;
teleconferencing; and facsimile transmission. This was done for fOtr
days of eacti,w-eek; the fifth day was devoted to- testing cognitive
achievemenignd affective reaction. Thus, at the end of thehree-week ,

exploratory, testing and affective reaction were obtainedlrom all sites.

Test items were developed, concurrent with the program-Ikriting
process and were organized by week of instruction. ThissseSuled in
selection of thI:ee weekly 20-item tests. Along with the test items,
attitude survey.instruments were developed. The test population was 60
students from the 9th 'and 10th Grades chosen by higli school
administrators as representing a heterogeneous sample.

Problems encountered during administration of the Test involved
missed radio broadcast schedules, difficulties in establishing suitable
times for classes to "meet" with the master teachers, and local' site
scheduling. Further, bepausg of the small sample sizes, both of
students and teachers involved, the results obtained should be used by
the reader as good indicators of potential problem and success areas
and thus, as guidance within their on contexts:

Caution must be exercised in producing courses that have
different meanings\to different groups, either because of culture
or location (e.g., 'urban vs. rural). In rural villages, for example,
many houses are heatedwith wood-Stoves; also, there are no fire
departments. To refolve such problems, persOns with broad
experience must' be used to assist in the instructional dbsign.

Committing too short a time frame in the production or
courseware containing_ material subject to differing
interpretations may be harmful to the project.

X

!Scheduling at parti&pating schools may be a difficult problem,

when the. broadcast lie are rigidly set. Because of other
commitments, a number of students and teachers may miss
parts or all of certain sessions.'

More time (perhaps even days) should be allowed for teacher
training than the actual subject 'matter would require. This is
particular,ly pertinent in small schools and communities where
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teachers are called on to perform in a numbeF of different roles.
Removal to a more fOrMal setting may be one answer.

-
The technology already in place that must be used in conjunction

with the innovation to be introduced may present a_,problem.
Existing equipment e.g., local telephone, especially in rural
areas, may behotoriously unreliable or inadequate in ways such
as audio quality.

4 Where the communications links are adequate;*facsimile can be
more attractiveto the master teacher than teleconferencing, in
that it-provides the opp.ortunity to obtain additional information.,
making the. responses to student problems morecomplete and
well thought out.

.
Teleconferencing, like facsimile, can suffer from poor tele.phone
links. It appears tot4e popular, however., with both students and
teachers when working, properly. The master teacher may find it
lesS satisfactory than facsimile because of the lack of time to
prepare answers to questions. .

Students! will probably be more favorably inained- toward
teleconferencing than either facsimile or clasSrborn'discussion.

Indicatione gained from achievemient data collected are that
teleconferencing could be somewhat more effective than
claossrbom discussion or facsimile transmission perhaps
because of,a motivational factor,

0.-reacher'sicari be very positively, inclined towards (audio
. instruction if the ,content is relevant and is presented objectively

and in a varietysof formatS. Audio programming must be carefully..,
talloreein areas of "localness" and if it is dedired to hold student
attention for periods' beyond 15 minutes. /
StudentS tend to be favorably inclined towards audio instruction.

«for well-prodUced segnieh , students appear not to nave heavy
preferencejor one presentation forrnit over another -(quizzes,
dramis;'documentaries, etc.). However, avarietY of formats may
be neCessary,to hold-students' 'attention.

, ,,
Students prefer t egmerq to which they can experightially relate,
ratherfthaksegpierris dealing -w ithInOre bstnact concepts,,(e:g.,

. .

hoW to escape from you? burning hom was preferred-to the13.

classes ofliresff ),

NO, Major. differences in mean achieVement scores should per
anticipated asthe retUltofiradiottrOadcasts followed by any 'of
the three interactive ModeS tested'.

,c
-

The rhajpr conclusion drawnIfrom' the AUdid EicpldrkOfy Test Was
that ai,diO is 5n effective inStructionalmediumif carefully designed and
well produced. Large busigetary _,expenditura4,--for':1-two-way
teleconferencing were not ,Warranted: in fermavof7-steldent resItlfe.

lachieved or the potential sacrifice'-of,rellably- reaChing- all ,
.
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schdols with the complete course .materials. Audio cassettes can
achieve almot equivalent results. Thus, in this instance, audio-
cassette delivry was incorpbrated'into tha 1ST model early in 1979.
Again, the reader is cautioned to look carefully at the interfaCe with
existing technology before finalizing on the nstructional model-to,be
used.

1ST DEVELOPMENTAL CONFIGL4ATION

With the completion of the Audio, Exploratory Test, all majors,
questions relative to configuration, instructional formats, and delivery
mechanisms were sufficiently in-and to begin the next phase of 1ST
development. That phase conSisted of' developing the actual
courseware and computer-software so that-the entire 1ST concept, its
-hardwareHmplemftntation, and courseware could be 'evaluated as a
system in" the schools of rural Alaska. At the threshold of the
experinkentalphase,- all major components wIre,in place; managerial
and tennical:

. Since the Major activities tb be accomplished in the experimental .

phase required large commitments to content 'development, software,
programming; and 'field evaluation, it was advantageous, to basically
continue the ETA- staffing4iattern established at the Project outset. The
staff, therefore, consisted of 'a small number of individuals highly
knowledgeable in courseware production, rural school. concerns,
operations, trainIng, and evaluation. Their majorlasks were tooversee
the activities of Icocnoetent contrattors engaged in clavelopmeht of the
actual materials and software; to participate closely with the
contractors indeveloping'field test design, evaluation, and training; and
to maintain- constant contact with' the districts and schools: It was .,
important to ensure that the "field" was fully aware of and participated,
in major decisions. concerning' tile courseware and operating
prOcedUres. The staff was also committed to early-on involv'enient of ..-

those agencies Of the State with operational missions Soihat handoer
of the:proven; elernents-wotild-be,a6 sMoOth"-a's-possibre:

.
I

.
. Toward that end, the Division of Data trocessing, Departmetit of

Administration, was brought in fo provide o ersight of those activities
involving .involving -data -processing i.e., procurement, installation and
maintenance of the microcomputers and-their associated software. Iii
=addition, the -staff was supported. by a variety,* of agencies and

;.-organizations acting in an-advisory capacity including: -

-
.,,

4 local- schqe districts to assist in revieW,I5C1 -development of
,.

courseware; arid ,:.
-

_..-. I

'''','User-AdVisory.ComMittees to partiCipate in course_ selection and
developmental . , ' ,r,.

.

, .

. .
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1ST COMPONEN:rS:- C'ertai'n criteria were established for the Selection of the
nicrocomputer to be used at each school site. These criteria included:

. ,
,

THE
MiCROCOMPLOER

Ate.,.

affordability by the schools;

durability;

proVen record of customer satisfaction;
° ,

ease of use and maintainability;

quality of the softwarerandat thisstage language capability was
1' most important;

availability of instructional programs from other .sources
... (important for cost containment); and ,

the ability'to be up-graded.

The, microcomputer selected was the_ Apple II with 48K RAM
1 (random access memory). using three ,disk drives for storage of

'I programs, and management inisIrmatIcirir a black and white television
monitoF, and an internal clock associated with drill and practice_-:,

,funCticins.

.

INSTRUCTIONAL . Based- on results of the Audio Exploratory Test, certain changes

_ COMPONENTS were necessary to the IBT model thif.was developed as a result of the
. state-6f-the,art studies and conferences. The.ref ore, the developmental

phase was-begun with the same instructional components but with a
.. somewhat different allocation of duties to each..

78 - -

AUDIO COMPONENT

The audio component consisted of cassette tapes to fulfill-specifici
instructional needs for lessons within each course. It was determined
that the'audio would be used to fulfill many of thelfunctions usually,
perforthed by the supervis)ng .teacherior Other courses. Hence, they
were used to:

-

motivate and provide bachroundinformatiorm

introduce vocabulary and terminology;

fridicate key questions which serve as.advance organizers 'to
guide reading of-text materials;

introduce and provide primary instructionbon concepts and

directjons for.acti*fies;

provide answer and explanationp for activities

proVide enribtin.eM and extension of concepts;

repeat ink oral fCi'm infbrmation which students might find

;
rdifficult to react., I
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CAUCMI-COMPONENT` *:

The CAI portion of each course contained actpi,ties de'veloped for
the followingpurrses:

driII on facts;

appiicatibn of concepts-1-

presentation and 'drill on vocabulary;

development 9f problem-solving skills;

review of facts and concepts;.
testing:'

t?

proyision of-s"help screens" containing )information directly
related to specific questions; e.g., instructionetex-t or ppoblem-
salving steps;

motivation.

The CM' `portion used student records to control the sequence of
computer activities specifically for each student by:

( providing access to the complete record of student computer
activity (CAI) progress;

4,00/07-
making available_to/eachers information on test scpres, mastery
of objectives, arid portion of the course completed;

4/. managing ,ptudent CAI sessions and(ensuring that when the-
.,

stiiaent returned at a subsequent time,,he/She would restart at
the proper place.

From the information provided, the supervising teacher was able,
to modify individual progrestbrOugh the course material.

a
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WRITTEN COMPONENT

This:component was comprised o f printed material from revised
, correspondence study courses and/or commercially obtained materials

as well as 1ST-developed student and teacher materials. The written
materials:

. .t I

I

t
DEVELOPMENTAL
1ST SCENARIO,

C.

- served as the core-of 1ST courses;

included student worksheets, guides. for audio and hands-on
activities, and readings to accompany computer activities;
provided teachers- with detailed',-Apurse explanation and;
rationale, instrKtions for use of the course, teaching strategies,

optional activities, and copies of all student materials.

Prior to,the Exploratory Test,(fiist level .of testing in the field), the
operating elements of the 1ST were considered the studentand his/her
rnicroco-neuter (terminal), the master teacher and his/her
microcomputer (terminal), and the host computer-act the DOE in JuneAu.
These elqments are schertiatically shown in Figure IV-5,.,,

. c.

DISPLAY.

° 'Figure IV 5

INFORMATION FLOW

STUDENT TERMINAL

DRIVE .1:

Supervisory Diskette Containing
Student Records;
Item Response Data for Day
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C.
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IST Curriculum Software
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,MASTER TEACHER TERMINAL
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STUDENT RECORDS '
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= -, . TAPE FOR LATER ..,
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DISPLAY

INPUT
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. .

IThe 1ST micro at the -student site Would. performi CAI And CM,
ftinctioos... With each drill, simulation, ,.test, a'nd 'review, the student
response data would.be 'accumulated., -Unit test gcofe8 and course

er
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completion records would be maintaitd at the local site and used to
control the sequence of progress through a course by each student.,In
addition, reports and comments generated during the day would beem
stored and later sent to the master teach& via his/her EMS mailbox
located in the host computer. Thus, the master teacher would observe
students' performance by monitoring their progress. Cpnversely,
comments and reports from the master teacher to particular classe's
would be sent by the EMS to the school sites via' their own. mailboxes.

-CAI functions could invalve substantial period% of
communications time if_ provided' from a central host computer on
student demand. Therefore, it was decided that simulations, Orills,_
tests, and reviews' should be stored locally on diskette's that could be
put into Me second disk driv(e (the curriculum floppy) as shown in Figure'

This represented an even more cost-effective change of concept
than was proppsed for the earlier 1ST model. At that time, downloading
to local microcomputers from the host was considered a cost-
affordable approach as opposed to direct student interaction with a
cerarql CAI computer.

. An additional step considered, to make Use of the 1ST model
simpler and more cost effective was to fix the courseware formk so
that it was Compatible with a standardized -management Isoftware
package stained on -site. Thus the student microcomputer, would
work with any course properly constructed. Each course would be
divided Into modules, each containing one pr more units of instruction
'small enough to be stored on one diskette. When the student "signed
.on," the student management system (part of the CM!) would specify
the course/unit/lesson and sub-lesson, to be performed based on the
student's history thus far.

.1
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COURSEWARE DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS

Concurrent with the 1ST model development wag the esign and
production of courseware to take advantage of the model.
Developmbt of a full-year course is a long-term process requiring
several years from concept to final acceptance in classroom curricula.
Early in 1978 as the ETAPr9ject got underway, the process began with a
needs assessment conducted to determine the most critical courses to
be developed over the life. of the Project. At that time, there were 140
rural high schools with enrollments of fewer than 100 students. Of the
140, approximately 60 had enrollments of 10 students or fewer. In many
of these schools, almost any addition to their curriculum would have
been welcomed. It was decided, therefore, to develop both full entry- ,

level courses as well as elective courses in core areas. Guidance as to
the courses to be developed was obtained from the,needs:assessment
which, in part, concluded:

Math courses were not uniformly available to students at all
sites.

A great disparity existed between the number of science
offerings and the availability-of such offer Trigs. to 9th and 10th
Grade students. 5,.

&School staffimembersmost frequently indicated that English and
vocational education were not covered well in high school.'

Siudents indicated that English, history, science; fAysical
education/health, and mathematics were not cdvered well.

Community representatives most frequently indicated English
a'nd mathematics as. subjects not covered well by high schools.

It was decided, rtlaerefore, to begin course development with
a English and Alaska History. English was the obvious selection since it

wag the course perceived by school staff members, students, and
community representatives as being not covered well in high schools
and sorely in need of upgrading. Alaska History was chosen as the
elective subject because it was strongly recommended by an-advisory
.committee of AlasAan teachers, administrators, and school board
members,

Courseware was. based primarily on existing cortespOndence
courses SAlaska History and English) and text books (subsequent
courses) with the CAI /EMI, audio, materials, and teacher guides built
around. them. Further, courseware was aimed at a reading level two
years below that expected in 9th and 10th Grades, an important
decision. that -experience has shown was a good one. The process
throVgh which each course evolved to its final form and then offered to
the Alaskan schodi*system Was the following:
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Early in the course development,select units were tested for a
short period of time at a small number of rural schools
(Exploratory Test);, Based on the results, modifications were
incorporated.

A second field trial (the Pilot Test) lasting a full year was then
conducted at a larger number of schools (20 or more) with the
fully developed course. .

.
1

Where necessary, Project management instituted a Field Test in
whibh any schoo wishing-to participate was involved.

Successful corn letion of the Field Test resulted in a course
being offered for sale to any'school desiring its. use, rural or
urban. -.

It was discovered shortly after development began of the first
course that the written materials were not totally appropriate forthe
intended audience. This was surprisin since the correspondence
courses had ,been successfully used in Alaska for many years. This
illustrated an importank lesson. it should not be taken for granted that
courseware, even with a proven track record, will meet the needg of
specific audiences without some revision. from this experience and
over the period of the production of Alaska History and English,..a
development and ,aaaptation process evolved, as shown in the flow
chart irkFigure 1V-6, that has remained essentially unchanged.

FigiNe067r

,INDIVIDUALIZED STUDY BY TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Screening &
Indepth

I Preview &' Computer Development
Setection: Development Systems of
Candidate of Course Review & Materials
Courses Design Revisions

COURSE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Internal Committee
Review & Review
Revisions

4

Oi

DOE
Review

Final
Revision

Production ',
& Editing
pf Audio
Tapes

Curriculum
Entry

Dulpication Delivery
to DOE

Most of the .cOurseWare developed was constructed by NWREL.
The following descrjption of the Development d Adiptatiort Process
is taken from their report, "Individualized St dy y Telecommunications
Model and Procedures Docurnentat on p October 31, 1980, and
follows jthe,, boxed events in Figure This js of importance to.the
reader because it is a presentation th reduces trial and error:to a
minimum by giving.step-by-step instructions of a methodology that has

..rawava *I la
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,evolved over four years and proven very successful. Although written for
the Alaskan context, it is easily transposed to the reader's situation.

SCREENING, AND SELECTION
OF COURSES- l

This, step c.00sists of intensive screening of commercially
published materials, correspondence study materials, and ,suggested
locally developed courses by a Review and Nomination Committee
comprised ofevelopers, staff, and subject-area consultants selected'
f& their familTatty with the target population and theirknowledge of
the content fi Id. Course materials are screened in light of the
differences in the audience and the format for presentation. The
following preliminary criteria should be met:

The course should be a standard course offered in secondary.
schools in .the U.S.A.

The course should cover tWO complete semesters.

The course shout contain textual materials, an identifiable
scope. and segue e, a student workbook .(or equivalent
materials), and,a teacher guide.

Course materials "Auld be available in large quantities from a
commerciapublisher or other curriculum development project.

The'copyright date of the course should be current.

Eligible Course materials are then reviewed in detail by the
Committee. A Course Summary which addresses the following criteria .

is generated for each set,of course materials:

reading level ormterialsisat or belOW-8th Grade (one to two
years below the level of the intended targegroup);

sufficien1 quantities of supplementaty materials are readily
available;

defined scope andlsequence and atornplete teacher's guide
cdntaining suggested class/student activities and projects are
available;

copyright release license requirements are assured;

course is organized and complete;

course is adaptable for unique requirements of Alaska;

course exhibits usability and flexibility;

Cburse content is complete and of high quality;

course avoids stereotyping or bias; and

course is compatible with4ST software.

91
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After review, a summary, across sets of course materials, is
generated for each subject 'area, under Consideration. The ratings for
each set of materials are compiled and candidate courses are ranked in
order of recommendation, within ''subject areas. Ratings an-d
descriptions of candidate courses are sent to DOE (the sponsor) along
with copies of the course materials as potential candidate courses.
DOE makes the final decision on course materials to beadapted for 1ST.

IN-DEPTH REVIEW AND
. DEVELOPMENT OF COURSE DESIGN

The Preliminary .,Course Design is developed by a committee
comprised of development staff and two subject-area consultants. The
committee analyzes the selected course materials lesson-by-lesson..
During this process; essential concepts and objectives are determined
and potential problems and solutions are Identlfrett. Suggestions are
made for the appropriate use of audio tapes, computer activities,
worksheets, *and projects. Effective teaching strategies are also
recommended. Areas in which supplementary materials would be
appropriate are identified an,d,, when possible,' specific materials are
suggested. A bias and content review is conducted by advisory groups
as the committee proceeds through the materials. All decisions and
recommendations made by the committee are recorded in chart for-mat;
these detailed charts and an accompanying, narrative (serve as the
DeVelopmeht ,Plan for the 1ST course.

.../
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COMPUTER SYSTEM REVIEW
AND REVISiON

'Working from...the Preliminary Course Design, the instructional
team 'identifies the types of computer activities mo t

apRropriate to meet lepsonvbjectives. Sample computer activitieS re
-drafted by the instructional development staff incorporating any r cent
software enhancements. The sample activities are checked y the
computer system specialist(an essential ste0) for appropriateness and
feasibility. It is at this point that the most effective uses of the
computer fora a particular course are determined in terms of available
time, fiscal, and hurnan'resources:Unreistic'useS are deleted from the
Development Plan.

DEVELOPMENT OF -MATERtA-L-S-.-
. e

During this phage, decisions are made as to how b'est to
implement _ ttle recommendations delineated in the. Course
Development Plan.

SECURE COPYRIGHT RELEASES

Copyright permission is obtained, as rieded, for use of published
materitla in alternate format (such as audio tape or computer activity).
In some cases, a fee, is charged for use of rilaterials; usually permissipn
is grantecl without charge because of the educational use of the
material Within a specific state4

COURSE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Course goal:and objectives developed. in the in-depth review
phase are emphasized in the 1ST course version. During development,
objeCtives are put into a form requiring specific_student behaviors so
that mastery can be determinedd. The objectives also identify fOr the
student-the information which will serve as the. basis for each skills
test. Tests-and supplementary materials'are tied to these objectives.

DRAFT OF STUDENT AND TEACHER MATERIALS:

.The draft-i-ng' of student and teacher materials occurs
simultaneously;Much of the emphasis is on filling gaps identified in the
commercial or correspondence-course materials in skill and concept
instruction. In addition, materials aro adapted in such a way that they
are relevant to the target student population.

.. - . -
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COMPUTER ACTIVITIES AND TESTS

Many computer activities, particularly those which provide drill
and practiA or skills, are adapted from exercises in the student text or
workbook. Others are created from suggestions in the teachertuide. A
number are mated to fill gaps. Questions on the computer generally
take the faun of multiple choice or fill-in; some make use of graphics
such as maps or timelines. Modification to exercises or activities, in the
commercial or correspondence-course materials is generally needed to
accomplish a match. with the computer format.

Indtructional computer activities contain synopsis screens which.
summarize the skill or content area covered 'irr the activity, directions
screens, and "help" screens. These are 'adapted from the .text or
developed to meet the requirements of the prticular activity.

Tests on the computer are created or' adapted from existing
materials'.but have no help screens or examples. Objective screens are.'
developed for eArti test; these identify skii-1§-not mastered-and-direct
the student to appropriate supplementary materials, some of which
may have been developed specifically for the 1ST course. The"objectives
are, those identified earlier as being essential to thecCirise.

-'The system developed for`the o9mPuter permits the ,supeNising
teacher to check both test scores and specific objectives missed by
each student. This "Student,Management System" consistent in-ail,
1sT courses.

AUDIO SCRIPTS

The genera& purptises of the taps, are, once again, to .provide
initial instruction, review information, gUide reading of selections, add

,variety and stimulate interest, and repeat in.ora) form the information
which students might have difficulty understandingin reading. Various
formats are used in deVeloping audio script's. The suggested format and
purpose fOr each tape is recommended during the Course Development
PlanningProcess. The majority of tape scripts are newly created, Where
appropriate; .opyrih.t, permission i obtained for pUblished select:ions:,
Experience has shown that commertiallY developed cassette tapes are.usable in only a few in§tancep.

*-;

Listening G,uideg are developed as tape scripts are .writteri:-They
are interactive worksheets which require student response to the, taped

I material. Some Guides-are adapted from existing course 'materiars:
created to fulfill-a specific purpose'fdr the particularlesson., .

,

WORKSHEETS
r , ( I

.,..

Six major types of workSheets 'are developed for use with ,IST
course materials: Listening Guides, Labuides, Challenge Worksheets,
Application , WorkSheets, Review Worksheets, and written 'lestS.

i .
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Decisions regarding inclusion of worksheets in lessons and the type of
worksheet appropriate forma particular lesson are made by the Review
COmmittee during the Course Development Planning Process: Each
worksheet is designed to provide students with written, application
and/or practice in 'a partic,ular set of skills or concepts. Format
decisions, therefore, are influenced by theNmost effectiye presentanon
of the skill or concept.

9

Listening Guides are created for use with the audio tapes; answers'
to all items are given. on the tappg. A _Key for each Listening Guide is

-t-Jalso created for inclusion, in the Teacher Guide.. .4

Lab Guides 'are ,created so that they provide enrichment and
application experiences which parallel regular course activities. As
appppriate, an audio tape is.developed to accompany a Lab Guide. Lab
Guiges provide opportunity for hands-on experience. Materials needed
are either listed (if readily available on-site) or provided through the 1ST-
course.

Challenge Worksheets _are optional , worksheets which are
designed to provide stimulation and enrichment for students of high
ability. Keys are provided for the Teach& Guide.

Application Worksheets, designedto prOvide drill and, practice for
skills emphasized in the 1ST course, are adapted from text or workbook
materials or are crested to parallel computer drill and practice
activities. Worksheets may refer 'to text page numbers for student
reference. Keys _tare developed for each worksheet. 1ST teacher
materials include a suggestion that teachers keep informal track. of,
stvdent activities and any self-checkedmorksheets so that assistance
or`biarifi'Oation,can be readily provided-
.

Review Worksheets are. provided for students who need extra
:practice on specific skills. Worksheets are either created or reproduced
(after copyright release is,obtained, if appropriate). Keys' re supplied or
.developed as needed.

Written tests are Sometimes included in addition to the computer
' tests..4,They are,developed to march the iristructicinal format of the

course.-Keys are proVided.where necessary...

,
,

PROJECTS4AND TEACHING SUGGESTIONS'
.

. ProjeCts are recommended by the Course Development Plan
Cornitittteelorth'e purpose of pro'iding opportunities for application of
nigh-level thinking and wrjting,fkiIrs. Projects suggested in existing.text

.or corresporidence Study materials may be desVated in 1ST

teacher/student InstTudtiona as optional, recommended for omiSsion,,
dr rewritten'as needed. Additional projects are created when essential
c.oncepts are not-covered in other materials. Each project is identifiedin.

95
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the Teacher Guide as to level of iifficUlty. On-site teachers are advised
to.use the stated levelS of difficulty in guiding their studerits in projeth-
selection. Standards for -Written work, which apply to all projects, are
delineated in both student and teacher materials. Specific criteria for
projects and related suggestions for individualizing projects -ate
included in teacher materials, but gradrn and weightof projebts is at
teacher discretion. 4,

SUPPLEMENTAR MATERIALS

Some su
created and/
Supplementary
Guide for site
available from

%have a cOnte

lementary materials are skill-specific and can, be
supplied ,to accompany' the courses. 'Other

materials are identified and listed in the 1ST Teacher.
urchase oroptional,use (sktrat films and video tapes
he Alaska 'State Film,Library). These materials,generally
focus.

\ 4

fp'

PROGRkSS HARTS AND DIRECTION CHARTS
. .

-v

-Progress arts,are developed for each unit or section of the IS
__Ctitrrset-. 'activities lesson-by-lesson and include a space fo

students to record the 'date each activity was begun and completed.,
Progress harts can serve as an informal monitoring sstem of student,
progress. Each ,course is partitioned into lessons and follows an,
establiShed format. Activities are balanced by the instructional.
developers within and across lessons to ensure variety. A lesson, for
example, may consist of a .votabulary 'computer .activitf. preparing

strident s for _a reading assignment, tap to reinforce important
concepts and add informatiOn, worksheet for application of skills'-
overed, and final computer actiVity°,,drill ,ori important facts Ow% the-
'ading and tape. Computer activities are never presented
nsecutivelyithin the same' leAon. This ensures adequate access by.

ther students, to the computer and provides variation in i.nstructior1.

v

. TEACHING STRATEGIES' .., / . ' , . 40'

. '1.

- 9
./..,. r

Effective teaching strategiessfor each course are recommended by'.
,the'thontent speciatiAts during file in-dedth review' process and by the .

instructionadeveloprofient team throughout the course bevelopment. .

Planhing Process,,Jhese suggeStronS, ineluded throughout the. 1ST ..

'Teacher Guide obitdlor-coded pages-, are pro.vided orspecific 'activities ,..1
and 'toPics. ancitare also cited as general recci mendatio,nfor the ,.

-subject area. Where approlpriate,-sdurceS of additi nal ideas .are lis:ted..':
for teacher-reference.

v:%,

,

During course 'development, activities which; wilt, wovide
; sliniulation-and enrictNnemt :for students of hldh ability are developed or

identified for inclusion.' at apPropriateNpointa. In addition, activitioae
which allow for extj-a..drill.andPraetice on'skills and concepts are

...
-7 1.
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identified for students requiring additional assistance. Both enrichment
and extra-practice activities come in a variety of formats: supplemental
reading selections, written projects,- worksheets, -and tapes. Edv,,,h
optional activity is clearly identified as to purpose in the Teacher Guide',_
assignment of the. activity is at teacher discretion. Where needed,
Suggestions on grading, instructional strategies, and level of difficulty
are stated in a Teacher Note accompanying the optiortal activity.

=

t1°

s. *4 4.:^"ttr'""

,
tC

. TEACHER GUIDE, STUDENT MANUAL, AND COMPUTER READINGSif- BOOKLET
°

t
TE:AkHER GUIDE

3

Teacher 6iiides contain an explanation of the format of the
course, copies of all student materials (readings, Projects, direction
sheets), scripts pf audio tapes, printed copies of computer activities,
tests, worksheets; Listenrng Guides, and Lai) Guides. )0\ ft3,11 set of
Answer Keys for all 1Si printed materials is included. For many
activities, special notes are provided tor-the teacher. A reduced-sized

/ copy of the student page is 'made and notes'on grading, level of
difficulty, purpose of the activity and/or t aehing suggestions are typed
in the margin. These pages are pladed i mediately before the full-sized
student page and are color-coded for e syidentification by the teacher.

When an 1ST course has a cemmercial text as its
of

the
Teacher Guide is intended for use ith the teacher edition of that text
and inckides detailed instructions or use of the 1ST course as well as
additional guidelines for use orth published text.

,

A Teacher Folder, contai mg copies of consumable printed
materials, reqUired by certain st dents only, accompanies the Teacher
Guide. This folder also include- a copy of the Student Progress Charts,
an extraset of Answer Keys, nci many other teacher materials for the
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- Orticular course which will be more easily accessible if contained in
the folder rather-than in the Thacher Guide.

,

STUDENT MANUAL

The Student Manual for-each course contains all nonconsumable
printed material, The jnanual, designed to be used with the published -

text or with-informational bookleth whidh Contain reading selections,
includes the course rationale, Objectives, detailed course direction
sheets (color-coded), instructions for using the textual materials,
written intrbduction to reading selections, and instructions for
completing-Course projects, °

1 ,
A Student Folder ccomparLies the Student Manual. This. folder

contains consumable printed materials required by eacTL student and
may be used to store completed 'Work.

COMPUTER READ1NG$ BOOKLET
' 7

Some courses utilize computer activities whibh are accompanied ,
by readings too long to fit, reasonablyon the Apple II. In these cases, the
readings are printed add bound jn a non-conSurriabie Canputer. .
Readings Booklet.

.

INTERNAL REVIEW iND EV.1161IS

. 1ST development staff review,all drafts of materials for accuracy,
thoroughness, and consistency_ Materials' and activities are carefully
checked to ensure that course objectives are properly covered in
instruction and 'testing. Materials are also chebke.d to ensure
compliance wilth the approved Course Development Plan.. Problems
noted during the internal, review process are corrected and any
necessary revisions are made in the course materials.

COMMITTEE REVIEW

In their firStmeeting, the Bias Review and Content Review
Committees considered the available 'course material and determined
the best method for conducting .future reviews. As the courseware
develops, it must be continuallyreviewed. Therefore, it was originally
decided that this on-going process be conducted at face-to-face
-meetings or by mail. Because of the quantity of material, several groups
were fornied-to review different units, with the agreement that the
Chairman woUld, review all materials Material of particular ethnic or
cultural :nature was reviewed by appropriate repreSentatives.-

'98
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,When this procedure was firs, initiated, the riumber problefns
experienced in reviewing the-materials and-inrevieviing comments in a
timely manner mandated a different prsoCedqre.' Therefore, the
screening and selection ,Of candidate, courses and 1n-depth review
referred to in the section, "In-Depth Review and Development of Course
Design,': was instituted early on in the Development Process. This pre-,
screening, carried out by Alaskan educators who are specialists in the
cbotent field, elirninated much of the 'objectionable material prior to
review by the Committees. In its present form, the Committees receive
drafts of the 1$T materials at regular periods throughout the
Development Process. They record their comments and suggest6ns
directly oh the draft materials. Development staff then compile these
notes on "comment sheets." Drafts of the materials are simultaneously
reviewed by,an experiericedeclitorial consultant who is tesponsible for
final editorial clearance of the developed materials. ,.

. , ..
,, ,.. . - DOE REVIEW -

.
., , r - \--,, ,

*. , . ' , - , .1 , .--,,.._, -,. , ,..
° : t . A 2 ' I ° r , , )1 1., ,7. - , .,.., 3, . ...

.* . ..:. .. l'' .,:,;At periodic inferyals establiSheOpy contract, tIraftsof materials..1., ?
,...;4. a ; .. ;:s. c are delivered tb the sponsor,' DOS, I1 this, instance,. for review and ,,... . A .

- .:fr ' :-r., 4 1- ..-' 'approval. prior to fina) reVisicia. ,,,. 4
,

, . ; : ,-
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Recommended changestand suggestions bf the various revit'W-
commitfeeiand thee spoiikr are recorded wild notes Indicating actions
to be taken are made by,,tlie bevetippment stf based on these
comments and 'suggestions. ReviSionsAre made o the basis Of these
notes; correction ,e'additions, or deLelions are made. in 1ST materials
wherever app,tbiiriate.. Sugg.estions; WWII- will .enhance the
effectiveness of the IST model are recorded; thw influence IA
development of subseeluent courses.'

4
4 -5

PRODUQTION AND EFirrING OF,
AUDIO TAI3'ES

;

,r When +sponsor apprOval for tape scripts is received, recording
p-roceeds.. The.process of recording is closely monitored
Development staff to ensure accurate interpretation of scripts,
instructional validity, and appropriateness of the presentation for the
target populationFollowing recording of the narrative, tapes are edited
to incrudeSound effects and,background music.
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CURRICULUM ENTRY

One of the most time-consuming steps in the Qevelopment
Process is the entry of computer activities onto.curriculum disks. This
curriculum entry overlaps many other steps in the -process. To be
prepared for curriCulum'entry, each activity, fiool and question must be
coded to indicate its limits and options. A course header indicating the,
sequential numbei,- lesson number and activity letter, the number of
poolS and type of activity (pre -test, drill, review, orpost-test) is prepared
for 'each computer activity. This information is entered, onto the 1ST

. system disk. s .---

Once an activity, its pools and each question, has been,coded, the
coded inforination as well as all'synopes, direction, pool help, local
help",graphic, aid questi-oh and answer text must be entered directly
onto a curriculum floppy ditketle. £ach.eritry is log:ged. .

.4 -
4

The iirinting, proofing, and editing which follows are extremely_
time-consuming steps in the prooess.:The computer is-connected fo a

. printer and hard (printed) Copy Of. each efrtered activity is run. A member
of the instructional development team proofs the_printed copY f9r-, computer_ and human errors, noting:a4ny required edits. Working from
this marked copy, the pro9fed activities are run-on 1ST. Any additignal
problems are noted for editing. "Typicaf edits include typographical
errors,- overly lengthy question-onsWer text, required pagination,
spacing, placement of graphics, incorrect or incomplete coding.

Tfie print, proof, and edit cYcle is repeateduritil all edits have [Debi;
made and checked on 1ST. As editing takes place, it is.: frequently
necessary to compress the -information on a disk in order to _make
maximum use of the space on each disk.

Bench testing by secondary students is another compOnent of
curriculum entry. Students check each computer activ4ty and all of its
optiond-(pool and focal p&p, objectives, time available, recording of

' goals,: and answers). A bencheSting log is used for any final edits
required...

If

Once the finai% round of editing has been completed and each*
activity has been checkeld on 1ST, a final hard-copy is' run and coding
sheets are updated. Also the status file of the sytem disk oh which the
"students", have been enrolled must be cleared. rot this point the,system
disk and disks are ready .for duplication.

DUPLICATION

Multiple copies of student materials are printed and assembled.
Student Manuals and Computer headirts Booklets are bound; color-

ioo
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coded folders of heavy papa are used for Student Folders; worksheets
and Listening Guides are printed on two-copy NCR paper.

Teacher materials are printed and assembled along with Copies of
all student materials in Teacher Guides contained in three-ring spiral
binders. Tabs are usecrto delineate lesdons or chapters: Color-coded
folders of heavy paper are Used for other teacher materials: Multiple
copies; of other _materials, i.e., .audio cassettes, floppy disks, and
suppleMentary materials, are produced. .

DELIVERY TO DOE
to

Following duplication, all materials are delivered to the
Departmeht of Education for distribution to pilot test sites.

NOTE: Cofries of some of the review sheets, developed for use by the
various committees thaguide development of 1ST courses are included
In Appendix A.

ioi
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TESTING COURSEWARE
IN THE FIELD

.
.

6 THE EXPLORATORY TEST
0

. .
-,.

.
. .

The first. qtep in pr6ving the courseware for Operational use is to
' conduct series of field trials on each.course. In the Spring.of 1979, the

first of such trials, the Eiploratory Test,was conducted. The core of the.
curriculum materiars used was the Centralized Coirespondence Study
(CSC) test, "Alaska. History,'-' Unit 1: Geography (Weeks 1 and 2).
However, since this was the first time 1ST courseware had ever been
used, there were several basic questions to be answered which were
key to the daign of the courseware and not peculiar to "Alaska
History." The fundaMental purposes of the Exploratory Test were:

4

c'

to define an efficient response- criterion level for CAI drill items;

to ascertain student and teachjr acceptance of *the instructional
, materials and procedures;

1 ..
to ascertain whether the hardware and softWlaiewele sufficiently

- reliable for use in rural 'Alaska.' ' .
4 The response criterion refers, to the'number of,successive correct

answers -the student must provide to any given question before the
computer considers that , he/she has mastered the Subjeo9t of the
question:The two response criteria tested were "two successive
correct answers" and "foUr successive correct

4,
answers." Specifically:

Does response criterion have a significant effect on. post-test
scores? . --.. -4..

Is there a significant interaction between response-criterion and
reading-comprehension levels?

me-

.,

ELECTION

e

.1.

. The Exploratory Test involved three sch6ols with 20 students from
each school. The instructional units consitted of the first two weeks of
Alaska History. The testlas,ted three weeks to allow slowerstudents to., ,.

complete their work.

. .
Criteria for school selection were that there be fewer than 100

studerrts in Grades 9-12, that they be of similar racial/ethnic
distributions,. and that4there be relidble telephone service. Student
selection was to be determined by use of a reading comprehension test.
On the basis of the testresults, ten students above and ten students

'"below the.mean at each school were chosen. Five oeach group Were
assigned to the "two succesSively correct" response criterion and the' remaining ten to the "four successively correct", criterion.'

.

i,. . -;
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: *embers of an instructional team visited each site before the test
began to inspect the set -up and operation of,all equipment, to observe
studentlteacherlaide reactions, and to make notes for system revisions.
School board member's, the superintendent, and other interested
persons were briefed, about the. Project and the Exploratory Test.

An intensive one-day training session was held in Juneau one
week before the test for guperyising teachers and aides. The purposesof the traisiing were to:.

specify clearly the skills required by the participants
managerial as well as.educational;

present activities, to develop thOse.skills; .

give educators an understanding of the philosophy and processof course components;

establish a strong rapport between master teacher, supervising'
teacher, aide, and test managers;

identify potential problems and means for dealing With them;
give hands-on training in unpacking and packing the equipment,
equipment set-up and operation, and insight into the
instructional software";

review the student materials.



RESULTS. AND
IMPLICATIONS

r

o

The training turned out to b a vital-component of the 1ST model.
Teachers and aides had few p.roble setting up equipment and Making

o it operatiOnal on-site. Use of color - coding greatly simplified the tasks of
equipment hobk-up.

The4reader should'note that briefing interested persons. at the lOcal
sites and removing supervising teachers and aides, to Juneau for
training were deliberate. During the course of bringing up the
Administrative Communic)itions Network, it was found that on-site
training of the primary training target audience with other interested
parties in attendance was distracting. It resulted in inefficient Use of
time and also required t ontinued-repetition of content.

411DENT,ACHIEVEMENT
7

Like so many other aspects of ETA, the outcome of this
ExplOratory Test has significance beyond the Project. This has '

consistently been the case, because evaluations have dealt, to a very
large ;dent, with bow to match the innovation interface with the
intend d target audiences. Thus, the recommendations, as formulated
in this report°, are of the same value as, guidance to leaders a& they
original y were to IST1 management.

Be re listing the recommendations, however, the results of the
' impact f response criterion on student performance is discussed-

because .f the interesting results obtained and its value to readers.
Table IV-10 lists. the mean scores achieved by the high and low readers
as group and as differentiated by the fesponSe criterion for the
computer est and the written test (essay).

Sever
readers sc
readers; hig
When the e
surprising, t
students wh
each questio
criterion-two
criterion-four
readers (criter
test; Criterion-
four student's.

I results were aneticipated and therefore, not surprising: high
red significantly higher on the computer test than did low

readers scored better on the written test than low readers.
feet of response criterion was taken into account, it Was

t there was no difference on the computer test between
se criterion was two consecutively correct- answers to
and-those whose criterion was four. On the written test,-
ludents, as a group, scored significantly better than did
tudents. There .was a' major differece between low
on two) and low readers (criterion four). on the written

o students scored significantly higher than criterion-

A explanation of this Last phenomenon is that the low
readers who ware required to complete each question correctly four
times, may have progressed more slowly through the computer 'drills.
This may haye interfered with their retention of some material
perhaps the late materials.

I
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Table IV 10

MEAN SCORES FROM UNIT TEST

' .

.
Mean Score,

Computer Test
Mean Score,
WritteriTeit

Mean Score,
' Total

High Re
Two, Tri s (N = 14)

,

55.14 27.71
-

82.86
.

' High Readers .

Four Trials (N = 8) 56.75 27.19 83.94 . 47
. ,

Low Readers ,

TwoTrials (N = 15).' 47,A3 . 26.27 73.6-0.

Low Readers
Four Trials (N = 10) 47.70 19.60

10
67.30

. .
High Readers .
(N = 22) 55.73 27.52. 83.25

Low Readers 1 .

(N "=. 25) 47.48 23.60 71.08

Two frials
(N = 29) 51.10 26.97 . 78.07 .

-4

' Four Trials ,

(N = 18) 51.72 22.97 74.69
.

.

All Students
(N = 47) . 54.34 '25.44 76.78

Total Possiblf Scare 60.00' 30.00 90.00 c

-ImpucATIONS:

All students, low Jasyrell as high readers, can be given, a two-
criterion goal on computer drillg without affecting potential post- '
tqt scores.,

It appears that, for low readers, a minimum-acceptable-correct-
.

resoonse criterion on computer drills will help them retain facts
for essay -type tests That may accompany computer drills.

It affears that too high a response criterion would be detrimental
to low readers in essay-type tests covering the !same subject
area.,

LoWcriterion goals allow for more efficient use of the computer
-10 Since_drill sessions would be shorter; also more drill questions

can be' given for s'set Apnount of time.

98

PARTICIPANTS' REACTIONS
.1 .

-Tne reactions of participant's were garnered by having students
complete a questionnsafre. Teachers were interviewed by phone

, .i. (
,.

.
,.., .
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according to a survey instrument prepared,ahead of time. The response
pattern among the three schools was very similar, indicating that the
responses prObabljt can be made general to small, rural high schools

't like those in Anoon, Hoonah, and Yakutat. , -
ti

IMPLICATIONS:
,

Most Studuts Wili find reading f(om the computer-screen "easy"
or "about,rigtit." . '

.. .1)

tudents w ill be inclined to .prefer properly prepa'red topics
studied via the use of a media mix.fo conventional teaching*

' Although supervising teachers play a lesser role in the actual
teaching process, students will probably ,feel that teacher
support is 'adequate. .

Studeqts will probably prefer, by ,a large margiep, the computer
portion of the learning experience to audio or written materials.

-*Students would probably respond "m" to the question,
whether' they would like to 'take another' course using the
corytputer and tape recorder;

1-

Teachers/administritors will react positively. to the enthusiasm
Of the students.

.
. , ,

. It 4 probable that Students involved in a properly constructed
media .cbtirse will exhibit higher attendance...Than e- in

a ,
. conventionally taught class.. . ,..--- -

, i''
.., It .is general) a good. idea Ato set the read'ng" level of the

' .. .
oinistthruecthatiotnicailpataintegrisatiusdaetntasb.out twp yeaj,'s-b-

. r" .
) 1 * T h e -a u d i o format mustbe carefully considered. It hould not be

taken for granted that drmatizalidn, quit shows, or other exotic
formats aF, moreed or lead to retention of more information`

ow the grade level

than stra' hfnarrative read'i'ng.

S erviting teachers will probably feel.: that their minimal
------ interaction with students could caugt, future problems.. .

Supervising teachers may feel like "monitors" 'father than
"teachers." Means should be taken early on to prepare teach*
to accept their Folekas manager/instrluctor.

Small, teachefrded discussion& included -as.part of the process
would probably help teacher. "morale" and provide guidance for
the students.

4

.

it would probably be advisable for students to have varying entry
points into the lessers to prevent their having to queue up far
access to the -medi4provision should be made for students to
enter at their own level.

Additional activities should be available for students who finish
their lessbns- early. Finishing early will probably be less of a

1n6
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.. problem if students are( permitted to proceed' through the,.courseware at their own rate. .

. .
T,u)nzaround time for worksheets 'forwarded to the master

inStructor cap be a potential problem and may require a larger - ..rolelin the pfocess /for the supervising teacher. A :
If the master teacher is tacorreeworksheets, lessons should not '-be structured so that other work or tests must wait upon the
retifirn of . said' worksheets. Alternatively, such written
assignments must occur early in the units %o that they do not

: \impede sludents' prOgrese. ' - { 1

;

0 7
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,:1-1ARD*ARE AND SOFTWARE ISSUES
° 4

It cannot be emphasized top Often that the technOlogy, if not in
proper working order or maintained poorly; can destroy enthusiaft fOrthe project and. result in failure despite' an excellent instructional
design. This applies whether it is the technology being introduced &the.existing technology that must be used with i3.

r

,r
IMPL4ICATION43:

The quality of the.transmission links must be high if student-written worksheets are to be transmitted to, and returned from,
the-master teacher. Variations in. student handwriting. can result

sirs deterioration of the items received to the point where either the
master teacher's copy or that which is rcjurned to the student, isunreadable.

- In poor, small communities, expense of -transMission of large
numbers of worksheets can be Considered excessive.

1n;'
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In a sictured-lesson format when students should use then
media in a prescribed sequence, it would probably be advisable
to put control of access in the hands of the supervising teacher or.
aide in order to have the-, flexibility to accommodate both fast
students and those who are' trying. fo makeup lessons. Itwould
be unwise to,"lock out" access to the computer, for example, at
the beginning of the period in order to enstire that Students follow
the mandated sequence.

.- When using a.comPutax-screen format that provides the answer
to a wrong question, sufficient time sgould be allowed for a slow
readel-to read both the questiofi and ffie answer; or it may hirtder,
rathethan enhance,the learning-prodess.

.

provided
i

, A manual should be provided which 'identifies mechanical
problems and solutions in grciar toladilifate uninterrupted use 'of
th(i.system. . .

. . . ,.

I

, ,
: As a resultof thG findings of he Exploratory Test, the folloAing
changes irr tht- S-T WereoiMplemented:. ''- r, ... ,

°T`116"format.wor the audio tapes was mpdilied fr4m a somewhat
dramatic tea more traditional style. ,

Facsimile . pies 'of studentl' Worksheets were eliMinated;
automatic carbon wo.7-k.dheets were, utilized tb allow. the gn-site
sup'ervis4 teacher t? correct student work while,forwaoding the-

'cOpy to tYt Mather teacher .
'

A .
d

ii.was decided that problems identified by the master teacher or
"encolinterddi by the supervisir4 teacher were td be resolved by

. teleconfelencing.

Th 'the main, role-of master teacher was chahged to,,pne of
consultant -oh tletiest by thesupervising teacher. r

. The supervising teacher. assumed a greatkr role in contentrfeedback 'to the t-itdent. .
.

-AA cqmpreriensive laardWare/software man, ual was, developed fors i ._

use-On-site. , .
, .

.
- . i

THE. PIL

The'filiding's of ttfe'Explorayory'Test had an _effect on the
.
roles of

'both the master and supervising feather, on some aspects of student
management; acid on Ways in-which the'knedia should be-forrhatted and
usech. e.g., audio tapes. Those factors affecting''the participants' role
and student management were incoporated, into 'the 1ST del
immediately. The media fixes could not ,be accommodated inA
English and Alaska History comes but were influenlial'in structuring
future courses. With the completion of the tull-year,English and Alaska

o
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History courses, attention turned to testing them over an .entire
academic year.

The reader will recall that the Pilot' Test was the mechanism for
conducting a full-year test using'completed courses*. Therefore, in the
school year 1979-1980, both'English and Alaska History were introduced
in sewn schools and involved more than 120tudents. This sample size
was considerably larger than the one used for the Exploratory Test.
Students were selected to represent a broad range of the Native groups
of rural Alaska. In addition, sites were visited to ensure that those
selected to participate were representative of the conditions,
accessiblity, and geography of rural high schools. In broad terms, the
purpose of the Pilot Test was to determine the effectivedess and
potential usefulneSs of these specific courses and; in general, assess
realistiCally the Usefulness of the 1ST instructional- model.

Preparation for the test was extensive and lasted Several months.
The process included choosing proper sites, selecting the'proper
student mix, informing administrators, training supervising teachers
and course coordinators (formerly called master teachers),
indoctrinating students, and ensuring' that equipmbnt and software

-were available and debugged. Careful preparation was essential to the
successful -conduct of such a long test.

The core Courses of the Pilot Test are briefly described as follow's:

EngliSh was designed to be a regular 90 Grade or basic skill
reinforcement course for 10th to 12th Grades. The first-semester units
developed student skills- in grammar and reading comprehension by
focusing on simple;--and complex sentences, punctuation,
capitalization, and other grammar and `.syntax bases. The second=
semester units focused on major toPicein-written expression including
interpre ation of literature, paragraph writing4nd related skills.

. Alaska History was designed as a regular course for 9th to 12th
Grades: The first-semester units covered descriptions of regions of
Alaska and major physical forces that affect'ite 'development, and
detailed the .structure and lifestyle oT the Native groups and the
relationships among them. The second semester focused on the
Russiah heritage of Alaska, detailed events from the time. of tts
purchase by America through statehood in 1959,_ and concluded by
considering present-day issues (e.g.,'Iand and oil resources) and by
speculating on future -developments in the State.

'Training was conducted over acperiod of three dayS in September,
1979, just prior to the beginning of the school term, Itwas carried out by -
the Course Development Contractor, NWREL, and was aimed primarily
at involved supervising, teachers and principals and course

'coordinators (one for each of the two courses). ETA Project personhel
Were also present. Sufficient hardware and courseware were available.

at the training sessions to ensure that ail partibipants had- their own NN

11)9
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equipment/software when working through a 'particular exercise-
together. EquYpment consisted of the microcomputer and its
associated hardware and software, courseware, audio cassette players,
and a number of teleconferencin-9 units.

'V"-

I

Training for supervising teachers and principals consisted of.,

unpacking, assembling and repacking the 1ST .micrOcomputer,
cassette recorder, and the D'arome telecellferencing unit;

understanding the,organization and philosophy of an 1ST course;

properly operating all 'equipment, registering and deleting
student records on the student disks, and calling up summary
student records on the micro;

troubleshooting some common hardware and software problems;

learnjng names of proper DOE/ETA staff members to contact
when any problems arose;

undetancl,Ltag under what conditions to toritact the, appropriate
course coordinator;

learning the rave of roles to be played by the supervisIng
teacher from monitoring and evaluating student progress to
providing guidance and motivational support and communicating
with the coie coordinators;

s learning about the content, organization, and student activities
of the course, for Which they (supervising teachers) were

°responsible;

playing the student's` role by participating in samples of every.
different student activity involved in the coars-eWWritc-Inhey
were responsible;

working out a teleconference schedule/format with the course
coordinators.

Training for course coordinators consisted of:

understanding the philosophy and organization of an 1ST course;

demonstrating in -depth knowledge of the rationale, organization,
and content okthe course for/which they were responsible;

understanding the content, organization, and student° activities
associated with the courses for which they were responsible;

knowing their .role in evaluating student\ progress, providing
feedback to the supervising teachers, and ETA staff, correcting
worksheets 'requiring analysis by the content specialist, and
planning/conducti g weekly teleconferences;

understanding oration of the teleconferencing unit;

becoming familiar with student products;

110
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developing strategies for effective communications With
students via teleconferencing;
_ ,

workind through samples of each type of student activity in the
appropriate 1ST course.

In an attempt to avoid interference of equipmerit"Procedures with
the evaluation of the 1ST, model and courseware, a comprehensive
document was 'prepared by the Design and Implementation, (D & I)
Contractor for use by supervising teachers on-site.

Like all docUments prepared for u4'e by cooperating personnel, the
Manual began with history and philosophy of .the ETA Project
and the purpose of the Pilot Test. In the belief that it was important to
put everyting into its proper context, repetition of these fundarbentals
was important for participants who werenew to the Project and
reinforced the concepts for those who had been involved tiefore. Unlike
Most projects, ETA management believed in involvement of not only
those directly supporting student learning, but also identifying the
responsibility of key administrators even though their roles did not
involve the student directly. This philosophy is believed to be
sufficiently important (one too often neglected) to be included inthis
report., The Manual states:

"The 'principal has 'a key role in the success 4-f the 1ST

implementation. This individual should be supportive to the staff in the
following ways: .

"obtaining all materialioquiprrient, and facilities;

"determining the selection and scheduling of students in
cooperation with the Project staff and the DOE;

"assisting the staff in problem solving;

"observing regularly during the Pilot Test period in order
to analyze the effectiveness 01,the 1ST model in terms of
flow of students and organization of supervising
teachers' Work;

"providing release'time for the supervising teachers- to
Observe_and monitor student progress during the course
of the Pilot Test. (Students were scheduled to carry out
their individualized tasks, on the Apple. computer or
audio cassette, throughout the day rather-than only
"during the class period. This reduced the amount of
hardware required and. greatly improved ,ost,
effebtiveness.); and

"responding tb questions about the 1ST model during
several scheduled interviews ding the test period." .

The Manual -also Jaid out the revised roles of the supervising
teacher for each course as it -related to interaction with the student;
student record management; communication with the principal, course-
coordinator and students; and the type's of information to be entered in
a weekly lOg (e.g., instructional problems and how they were solved).

104' 111
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The role of the course coordinator for the Pilot Test was also
presented in detail and included establishing a schedule of weekly
contact with the seven supervising teachers responsible for the courses
within their ('course coordinators') expertise; providing at least one
presentation per semester to each.Pilot Test site (content to be based
on supervising ,teacherS' suggestions); assisting evaluitors in
determining.critical information to be gathered during interaction with
teachers andfor, students; and discussing- specific problems :and
significant achieVernents during regularly scheduled teleconferences.

,
The majority of the Manual consisted of discussion, illustrated,

with pictureS, on the microcomputer, its set-up and operation, step-by-
step procedures for getting the student started, accessing and
-operating the student management system; the teleconferencing
equipment and how to use, it 'properly; and;the audio cassette player.
Also included was a' short summary,of student activities involved in
each course. It explained the role of reading 'materials and the
relationship of micro and audio cassette activities, worksheets, unit
tests, and special projects. The Manual ended with a brief discussion of
simple problems that could be remedied on-site. In short, the Manual
was a reference crr refresher vehicle,,serving, as a reminder of all the
things that had to be done to successfully operate'on a daily basis at
the individual. sites.

Sites were selected for° participation in the Pilot Test based upon
several simple, but imprtant, criteria: \

,scrool should, have 160 or fewer students in the 9th to 12th
Grades;

student population should: be a cra-s-section of ethnic and
cultural groups;

c6;
school principal must have expressed interest in using the l'ST
courses and willingness to support the school staff;

must,be a reliable source of AC power at the site; and

at least one reliable telephone circuit must be available for useri.,

The sates selected for participation wer`e scattered throughout-the
State rather than concentrated in an "intensive pilot legion"' as
suggesteZ in the original concept proposed to NIE. The decision not to
concentrate4n a singld region was based, primarily, on the importance
the Project Placed on the.desire to have participating schools where
administr4torS were committed to supporting the experiment to the
fullest extent. This criterion outweighed all 'other's. The seven

/-participating high schools were located in Aleknagik, Angoon, Fort
Yukon, Hoonah, McGrath, Nondalton,,and Yakutat.

NWREL staff visited each site shortly after the training,session to,
provide start-up suppor't to personnel. Although one of the selection
criteria was a reliable phone circuit, it was found that N-ondalton could

. .112
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not use the Darome teleconferencing unit because it did not have the
necessary telephone. In additions trIree sites had telephones a short
distance from the dooms; one had a phone in anotherbuilding; and two f,had phones'in the rooms where' activities were to take place, Thus, anadditional, but realistic, variaple was interjected which would influencethe use of teleconferencing by course ,coordinators.

One of the things the site visitors considered very carefully was-the room'set-up for actual student use of the 1ST equipment. and therelative lo :tion of mat 'als to be used 1:with that equipment.SPecific y, questions abou aspects of the facility that are important
to d= ermining whether i rovides a secure and proper w
e ironment, are:

1

the area large-enough for equipment and materials storage?
Wasth area secure?

Was therea where the computer and CRT were to be located outof direct Arnlight (to prevent a glare problem)?
1Could the temp(e15ture be controlled? (Necessary both for

1 student comfort and to keep equipment from, overheating.)
Was the electrical power adequate?,

Was the area used for other Ourposes?

Was the telephohe conveniently located? (Important for ease of
teleconferencing or transmission of data, if used.)
Were the supervising teachers satisfied with the facilities?.

3
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INITIAL
REACTIONS TO THE
PILOT TEST

Additional Reins on the site visitors' checklists Were:.

Had all equipment/materials arrived?

Was the equipment properly i>nstalled?

Wera there problems in scheduling all students' on the
appropriate days ?

'Were the supervising teachers able to operate- the student
management system?

Were the students using the equipment and materia16 properly?

What were the attitudes of staff, administrator, and students?

Were there any problems?

Did the supervising teachers understarid their roles?

Did any of the individuals involved have any suggestions?

Two months after- the Pilot Test was underway, a meeting was
called by the ETA Project Director to review the progress of the seven
sites and to identify any problems that might have surfaced. In
attendance were ETA personnel, all supervising teachers,
representatives from the courseware developer, and two
representatives from the 'South East Regional Resource Center.
(SERRC). The findings greatly influenced the conduct_of the remain_der.._
ok the Pilot Test and, when generalized, are of value to the reader as
well: .\ ,

The 1ST model had evolved to allow varyirigidegrees of teacher
intervention and modification of individualization'to allow for
differing amount of non-IST content and student group activities. .

For example, two sites changed the instructional approach from
an' individualized one with limited superVision/teacher
intervention to one involving grceactivities. (It was the nature of
several of the ethnic/cUltural groups involved to engage in group
activities and decision-making rather than in individual action.)-
At lest five of the sites brought students together as a group on
a weekly basis if not more often.

Many teachers viewed reduqed interaction with students as
undesirable. They felt they were nosing track in terms of progress
and awareness of difficulties, which students were encountering.
This was not an issue where 1ST students met periodically as a
group.

1ST was used to accommodate- students with scheduling
conflicts or those who had missed a subject which was
scheduled ?irralternate years.

'The 1ST courses were utilized by students from the 7th to 12th
Grades, across ability levels from gifted to special-education
students, and with varying amounts of teacher-intervention; this,
despite the fact that the reading lever for the IST courses was set
at the 7th Grade level.

114 .
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*With regard to khe highly, individualized nature of the courses
with limited teacher intervention, teachers felt.that 9th graders
and below functioned less well (below accepted, standards in
some ,cases) than students in the 10th to '12th Grades who
seemed to be °*able to functio'n well . in this situation. (This
reinforced the concept of greater teacher intervention and
varying the amount of individual. help as required.)

The 1ST model created a gre ter workload for the supervising
teacher where traditional gro p delivery and scheduled class
times existed; 'it reduced the orkload where student courses
were individualized.

It was noted that high student accountability 'required by 1ST
courses enhanced teacher-student interaction in some instances
by requiring students to come to teachers with content
questions. (This appeared to apply mainly to the more passive
students in a gioup classroom setting.)

Variation in student progress, perMitted by 1ST, was seen as
. allowing them to work close to their potential. However, some
students appeared to be racing , through the materials, in
competition with their peers, possibly at the expense of
internalizing the content.

Teacher consensus was that the less teacher/aide interaction,
the 'less well students progressed both in number of activities
and quality of work.

It was at this meeting that the shortcomings of the prescribed
teacher /student interaction with course coordinators came to the fore.
It was generally agreed 'that teleconferencing in the existing
environment, as a required activity integral to the learning process, was
not appropriate because of the folloWing factors:

Communication between students and course coordinators was
very limited because thecoordinator6 were npt known to them. (It
is 6g'peially the case that situations requiring continued
interaction-via teleconferencing should be preceded by a face-to-.
face meeting).

. ,

The cost of teleconfer ncing was very high.

Tying uP,the only telep one,tine or ohe of seeral available ones
presented problems to o her users.

4 ..

IndiVidualized schedules made it difficult to assemble a class as
a group.* It,

Varied student progress hirtered group presentations.

Telephones were not usually located to accommo.date a group.

-It was agreed that from then on a change would be made from.
required' weekly teleconferences initiated by course coordinators to
pilot site contacts at- the-supervising teaoher's discretion. It 'was also
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p
agreed that'a technical person would handle technical problems, while
the course coordinators would continue to handle course-related
problems. Furthermore, course coordinators would be consulted on
course Content, student worksheets, and test performance-as needed.
Student data reporting and the ordering of required materials rounded
out the major duties remaining to the course. coordinators.

p
At the end of the first semester, problems relating to hardware

reliability and course content surfaced:

Shident motivation waned when numerous diSk errors occurred
and microcomputers continually malfunctioned.

Some students stated a preference for more reading in the
English course; others stated that it was difficult to see the
relationship between some reading assignments, associated
audio tapes, and computer drills and worksheets.

A number of-students at different schools became upset when
they were asked in the Alaska History course to identify their
cultural background and ,differenticte it from others. (It was
recommended that this be retained in the course but that it be \

5

introduced more slowly.) .

Changes instituted at this point to remedy detected deficiencies
were:

English worksheets were -redesigned to, encourage se f-
expression and to permit lengthy essay answers which focused
on development of writing skills by building on basic. concepts
taught abOut grammar. .

Supervising teachers were encouraged to institute more
procedural checks to ensure that students' had learned the
concepts being taught, thus detecting student difficulties early.

Kits were to be provided for history projects in order to overcome
the lack ofe materials at isolated schools.

.

Teachers were given the flexibility to spread computer tests over
two periods where they found a single period too.Short.

Techtlical problems were referred to-a computer consultant for
quick resolution who ,either told site personnel how to fix the
problem or td, immediately send the parVto the depot for repair.
The intent was to avert the frustrations that arise from chronic
'problems. ,

.
,

A comprehenskfe evatation of the 1979-1980 schoOl year ,was
critical to the survival of th'elST. It was the first fullscaltest wherein
the course materialg were :omplete, all siteequipmerit was available,
and the supervising-teachers and cours,coordinatorswere fully aware
of the 'flexibility and restrictions imposed by the model. Mid-course .
corrections, implemented as a result of the,first semester review,,had

slits
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EVALUATION
PROCEDURES AND
INSTRUMENTS
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' been in place abbut five months. In essence, the 1ST model was ,

complete. Problems, other than minor ones that,' could be easily
corrected, could well cause the demite of this instructional concept --
little tirrie and money remained to initiate, a Major overhaul.' ,

Evaluation information was collected from participants at training
workshops, weekly = Project stair., meetings, site visits, numerous
telephone contacts, and written communications. There were two site
visits by the evaluation staff to each of therseten pilot sites where all
participating staff were interviewed. In -.addition, ,students. were
observed using the equipment and materials, taking exams and filling
out workblieets -- all within their regularly 'Scheduled class and
computer-drill periods. , The data ,colleption' instruments used
throughout the Pilot Test year were the following:.

Inventory for Project Professionals - These data were collected
.at the very start of the school year and thus provicYd baseline
Information about attitudes and perceptions of the 1ST; existing
and anticipated roles under the 1ST; knowledge of the specific
'features incorporated into-the Courses; and, other data.

Training Terminology List if Assesed teacher understanding of
the essential terminology associated`with the equipment under
their responsibility (pre- testlpost. test).

Evaluation of itT Training .Gathered participant't.' perceptions
of the quality of thettraining session and its overall adequacy.

Student Checklist Compleled by studts prior to beginning the
program and also at the end of the academic year. It gathered
information about student altitur, regardirg, primarily, school
and leatning. , ;

Student Pre-test and Post-test Covered materials included\ in
the courses using tems drawn from computer unit tests and
written tests. In addition, three sections of a standardized
English test, the Sequential Test of Educational Prograens
(STEP), involvin4-reading, vocabulary, and writing skills, were

-.administered.

Perceptions of the /§T- Projecl Similar to the Inventory for
Project Professionals but completed-by site administrators and
selected non- IST;staff.

bservation Schedule Used by evaluatio Staff during site
Focus was on student behavior IS the microcomputers,

interaatidri-of students with each other..and with teachers, and
problems encountered- by students and supervising teachers,

Comment Sheet Provided information about equipment,
Scheduling- of students -far computer use, materials, roles,
.communications, and student behavior. s(Completed -by_-,JST
stkervising teachers),

Site:,Contact Record --Recorded hardware, , _content,
nccburseWare problems and.solutio . DOE.

.

,
S.
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to. ...

/nterView"--Ars d by evaldatign staff with supervising teachers
and kles.dur g site visits. .

Stu h.:0 't
gene4 AchitIV
ilite;e in so

..
eh dule.dontained.reports oh student's

rrtotivation, atteridance, 'study habits,
a,1;pducational go'als' .
.Problem card-:-For recording problems encountered by

the supervr.si r.S..in the areas of hardware, software,
coursewareCp nisatig.ns.'

. .

J?
El

4c*orded.data regarding direct and
:.FS,r'...*" ''. . A::. '...

Ccst nal sis
indirect costs o

. . , 4,a t .Unit Evaluati9n p ted by the students for rating units and
features of the Ela irici Alaska' History courtes.A
Computer-Data -.'13 tuts of the students' disk work.
Supervisin Teach Surve - Provided.4assessment of training
witivregard to corp tency lever to operate the Apple, clarity of
Cole definitions, oito mendation for revisions and/or additions
for improved training end-ofryear questionnaire). I

IST Coniponents an Procedures Survey Completed by
supervising teachers t Ahe'end of,he Test to indicate whether
modifications to corn nents and/or procedures were heeded.

EFFEC,TIVENESS OF THE C URSES IN TERMS OF COGNITIVE AND
AFFECTIVE ACHIEVEMENT

Analysis- of the seven Pilot Test school pre-test scores,in both
English and Alaska History showed' no significant differences. Thus it
was concluded that the.IST stthdentyregardless of site, began the Pilot
Test with similar leyels of baseline khOwledge.

8
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. Students, regardless of site, made significant gains intheEnglish
couree.content. The mean for the pre -test was 7.89; the mean for`the
posttest was 10.16. Studerfts, regardless of site, alsO made significant
gain's in vocabulary knowledge (STEP), 423), =

Analysis of studentlperformance in Alaska History showed.that
significant gains were Made, across all sites, in the acquisition of first '
semester History facts, j19) =, 5.12, g<0.5. The mean for the, Alaska
Histoti-Pre-test was 10.1; for the post-test it was 13.95. Unfortunately,
insufficient data prevented analysis of second yemesterresults.

NOsignificant differences in scores occurredamong sites during
N

end -of -year testing except on STEP vocabularySchool Site 4 performed
signific %tly higher ttlan the other four sites that provided post-test
scores, 6(424) = (Two;sites did not forward post-test
data.) A -test run to determine the Proportion of variance in scores.
explainable by differences among schools (Eta2) did indeed show a
moderately ,strong relationship between ;school differences and
variations in STEP vocabulary post-test scores: The differences that
accounted for the variations were, not determinable from the analysis
itself. .

In`Aleika History, two schools ,Showed significantly higher levels
of'knowledge of the first semester materials than the -four others-Who
Submitted data.' School Sites 1 and 6 "surpassed the other schools,.
F(5,14) = 8.04/5,1X.05. The Eta2 of ".74 showedie strong illationship"
between 'school differences and driations'in post -test' scores. Again,
the differences which accounted for these variations could not b,e
determined from the analysis. '1 .

.)
No significant differences in second' semester Alaska History

knowledge levels' were found among the.foursch&ols reportint post-
. test scores.

,,

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE 1ST, MODEL FOR EXPANDING 'COURSE.
OFFERINGS'

Ninety percent of the teacher respondents to this question
regarded 'IST.a.s.an effectikie alternative for expanditg course offerings.
None ot.the teachers disagreed but 10 percent were unsure. Themost
frequently recommended courses for the 1ST approach were
mathematics, scieooe, and social studies. These were the -same
courserthat surveys taken in 1978 had 'Shown were'the least-well-
coVered in rural hi h schools. Therefore, it could be surmised that
teachers.believ hat the 1ST model was, appropriate fo'r any courses_--.
fgt. which t e wasa great need.

-IST.courses werereqardecl by teachers as an effec e method for
providing courses for students in need of a small, nu el.of credits.for

-graduation since the ,credit could be acquired independently within a,
short periOd (depending on the student's ability, and availability of the
course).
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Periodically, after- completion of an individual unit of study,
students, were asked -to express their opinions about those units. In
English, at least 73 percent of the students responded that they were
able to read and understand lessons; that practice exerciVes helped
them learn; that directions were easy to understand without teacher

_______help;_and-thaities, helped in understanding the units. Sixty-to
percent stated that worksheets 'aided in learning the material. Mo ,t of
thp remaining students were uncertain about th 'nions_and-fewer

-yhan 10 percent disagreed with the majority ih any Of he fi Ge areas
surveyed. above. \ 4

-Figure IV-7 presents student reaction to the English nurde format.
Fifty-five percent stated they Were able to use the computer enough; 87
percent were able to finish at their own speed; 61 percent had enough
time to learn before taking the unit test; 55 percent had time to do the
expected-work; and 62 perdent .stated- that grading for work performed
was fair. Thirty percent felt they did not get to use the computer enough.
When coupled with the-fact that the vast majority were able to finish at
their own speed, it can be concluded that students really enjoyed their
time using-the micro and would hive preferred more. Approximately 25
percent felt they did not have enough time to learn before the test -- a
situation that was later rectified by providing more frequent supervising
teacher checks throughout the course.

,1
The overall student evaluation ot-TEnglish showed that 86 percent

were able to get leacher help when requested and 60 percent indicated
they -would like to take other courses taught in the same way. Fewer
than 10 percent felt they could not, get needed help and 20 percent,
definitely would not like to take other_IST-type courses. '

In Alaska History, a total of 29 students responded to questions,
relative tO,.content anti format. Of these, than 66 percent agreed

) that they were able to read and understand the lessons; that practice
exercises helped-them learn; that directions were easy to understand
without teacher help; that activities elped their understanding of the
units; and th worksheets aided th learning of the material. Fewer
than 5 percent disa reed with the mai city except relative to worksheet
usefulness, where about 10 percet di greed;

Reaction of students to the Alaska istorycoase format is shown
in Figure IV,8.: Wide variations were noted in this instance. All students
agreed that they were'able to finish assignments at their own speed.
Sixty-two percent indicated that they had enough tiny to learn before
taking the test; approximately 25 percent were unsure, and 13 percent
disagreed. Almost half, 48 percent, stated that the,workload was not too
heavy but30 percent were -uncertain and more than 20 percent felt the
wOrkload Was top heavy. Grading was considered fair by 48_percent; the
re§t were u,fisure..Qnly 14 percent reported they had been able to use
the computer long enotigh; 35 percent,were unsure, bind 30 percent
definitely felt they did not get enough use -- _agatn_indicating
preference for the computer format.
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Figure IV 7

ENGLISH UNITS COURSE FORMAT EVALUATION
(ALL SCHOOLS RESPONDING)
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A. Get to use computer enough.

Able to finish at own speed.
C. Had enough time to.learn before,test.
D. Expected "work load is not too much.

Grading for my work waq fair.

In the overall Alaska History course evaluation*, 90- percent of the
'ttud'ents fell the, supervising teachers were able to help when needeq
and 52 percent.exptessed interest in taking other courses in the same
way. Twenty-eight percent, were uncertain about-their interest in Other,;,.

, 1ST courses and 20 percent would not like to takesuch courses.

ESTIMATE OF THE PER STUDENT AND PER DISTRICT COSTS OF
PROVIDING1IST INSTRUCTION

The'cost model and the aha) s performed by SEARC ba ed on
data collected during the Pilot Test were lirriited. Certain assum'p ns
were made and a limited number of cat eleinents assumed. A -nu ber
pf the asstimptions required caveats to ensure that e reader
understood the_limitatiOns thianalysis.

In estimating the.1980-81.(the'year 'following the Pilot Test) per-
sttade-Vd-per-course-costs-of-providing-ISTAnstructiOn7five variables,

. ./..
were considered. These varipiSles .were:

, I *..,.-, ''
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gt-- Figure IV 8

ALASKA HISTORY UNITS FORMAT EVALUATION:
(n = 29 FOR,ALL SCHOOLS RESPONDING FOR

rt EACH STATEMENT) .
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(

equipment purchas and maintenance;
. ,

disk purchase, reproduction, and (distribution;
. ., . .

kftware pmdevelo'en1 Maintenance;developm'en't- and

,coursas pecific materials development revision, and purchase;
and ' .: /

. ,

training provided regionally and on -site.
, ,

The Cost Analysis *Mel is shOkrrin Figure IV-9.
0 °

.
4.

T e follAing assumptions-and specific_cost factors providedthe
w

basis ff r the coStfanalysis: ' 4 .

I
',..

,

The number of sites assumed for 1980-81 Was 25, With four
', site,

0
Courses per and an avArar of seven students per site for
each course. ( OTE 1) ,11

The per-Course cost was defir as the per-course cot per site.
.

.

.- 41*
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Figure IV - 9

COST ANALYSIS MODEL

S

'Per Course Cost Per Site/
Per Student Cost . a

Local District
Share

DOE Share =

Local District Share

Equipment
Purchase &

Maintenance

Software.
Development

Course Materials &
Disk Reproduction

Course Material
Development

17rRegional
T airing

On-Site.
Training

Only the cost for the trainer's time for on-site training was
utilized for the cost analysis. (Local supervising teacher costs
were not included.)

Equipment Purchase and Maintenance (NOTE 2)

- it was assumed that the typical school site would have two'
Apple WrnicroComputers and two 'tape players. Each school
district would purchase and-maintain thil equipment. The Apple
II's life expectancy was five years; a tape player could be
expected to last two years:

-The cost of an Apple II computer was $4,000.
- The cost of a tape player was $80.00.

Course Mate.riais and Disk Reproduction

-320.00 per hour was the assumed rate -for Copying disks;, 5,
minutes of copy tihie per disk;

00. .

- 14 disks per English.course at $2.97 per disk;

12 disks per Alaska History course at 2.97 per disk; .

I set of tapes (48 tapes) per English course at $85.68 per set;
-.5 sets of tapes per Alaska HistoN cou'rse for a total cost of
$92.82;

--bp4ks were assigned a life expectanoy Of two years; expendable
Orritten. mated*, one year; o

-$298.00 for written materials (expendable and non - expendable)
: per English course;

1:$540.00 for written materials Per His,tory course;
- 3 disks Per student for an 1ST course..

a '
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Software Development

-$156,000 for total development costs amortized over.a five-year
period (30 courses' assumed for the five-year period);

- maintenance costs based on $12,000 for a one-year period.

DOE Course Material Development/Revision - $120,000 per course
per year. (NOT, 3)

Regional Training (NOTE 4)

two training sessions at three days per session;
- each training session attended by two staff personnel fromeach
school site;

- release time per, staff at $150,00 per day.

On-site Training (NOTE 4)

- three on-site visits per year for each school; two days per visit;
-$200.00 salary cost per day per trainer.

Per Diem for Staff and Teachers
$200.00 per trip f (pr travel costs for each school staff and trdiner.
(NOTE 4)

NOTE' 1: Assumed the 1ST model would be used only with small rural
high schools. Flexibility demonstrated in the application of 1ST
courseware permits wider use.

NOTE 2: The Apple II's projected life expectancy is modest as is that of
the tape player. Other users attempting to estimate prices must
recognize that Apple II computer costs have come down considerably.

NOTE43: This cost has,been revised downward with experience gained
on subsequent courseware.

0

NOTE 4: T he!;,u se of audio teleconferencing for training is being
.consafed by the DOE to substantially reduce this cost factor.

Results of the analy'Sis showeq that the per-student cost of the IST
English course was $268.6? for the school district. The per-student cost
ofIST Alaska History was $315.92 for the school district., For each IST.
studgpt, regardless of course, the DOE share was $519.99, resulting in a
total per-student cost of $788.61 for English and $835.91 for Alaska
History. Table IV-11 presents the cost allotments by category.

The per-course costs for a school district to offer the 1ST English
Program at one,,,school site (seven students) were calculated-to be
$1,856.87 and the 1ST Alaska History course cost to a school district
was $2,188.04 for one school site, The DOE share for one course at one
school site was $3,640.00. Table IV-12 presents the cost allotment by
category.
- a
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Table iV - 11

1ST PER STUDENT COST, 1980-81

' Cost Category

'ool District Share DOE Share

.-English Alaska History

.

i Equipment

Soft Waie

Course
Materials

0

Training

$ 91.82

58.23

118.57

i

$ 91.82

....

'105.53

118.57

$

45.71

165.71

308.57

Totals \ \ ,$268.62
.

$315.92 $519.99

Table IV 12

1ST COURSE COST PER SITE, 1980-81

Cost Category

SchOol District Share DOE Share

English Alaska History

. , I.

Equipment $ 69.67 i' $ 642.67 $ ---`

Software
.

....
.

.... 320.00

..., Course , . ,
Material 384.20 715.37 \ 1,160.00

e. Training 830.00 830.00 2,160.00

--,

Totals $1,856.87 __\ $2,188.04 $3,640.00

.

'If we recognize that.trairling costsill be essentfalljr eliminated in
a fully,operational system totbe supported on an as-needed-basis by
audio teleconferencing, the cost othe 1ST English.course then drops to

25
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$361.47 and Alaska Higfory to $408.77. (Both figures represent DOE plus
district costs.) This compares favorably with the present State
expenditicre of $668.20 per-course, per-student

,
PERCEPTIONS REGARDING THE EFFECTIVENESS AND DESIR-
ABILITY. OF 1ST INSTRUCTION

Some of the findings, noted here have not changed froth those
expressed at mid-year aid described earlier. However, to present a
complete picture, all findings of the Pilot Test evaluation are presented;
thus, some repetition will be noted.

Teachers viewed the 1ST model as appropriate for those students
who have, and are able to develop, the maturity necessary for assuming
the self-direCtiOn required. The majority of teachers believed in open
enrollMent (student &elf- selection) as they knew of no valid screening
mechanisms,. for identifying students who could not achieve at least
average success.

Teachers reported that 1ST tended to enhance accountability
which they viewed favorably,. Seventy percent ot them reported that the
student's level of self-direction increased over the year. It Was noted
that thoae students who needed, more supervision preferred the
traditional classroom environment. Ninety percent of the teachers felt
IST improved instruction and 10 percent were unsure. This hi.gtk regard
was based on the fact that 1ST saccommodated student differences.
Teachers also viewed as favorable °attributes: (1) the variety' and
organization of the courses which'would be very difficult for individual
teachers fo duplicate; (2) the more favorable student response to the
essential drills/practice on the computer than to conventional
classroom methods; (3) student motivation and increased
concentration through a variety of media experientes; and (4) continuity
of instrucfion for studentd who were frequently absent (in many cases,
for extended periods during work and hunting/fishing seasons).

In summary, at the completion of the Pilot TeStlear, all responding
supervising teachers recommended continuation and expapsion of the
use of the`IST model. It istelieved,that this unanimity resulted from the
flexibility permitted the teaching staff. In spite of the fact that the direct
instructional role was greatly reduced, and the rhanager role enhanctd,,
the fact that supervising teachers were permitted to control the degree
and tnanner of participation madadvocates of them all.

1ST CONTRIBUTION TO HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULA

The contribution of IST-type courses was a furiction of the size of
the school and staffing provida In one schootAlaska History, replaced
a course normally offered to the 8th Grade. In other schools, it was a

. new two - semester offering.

) 26
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The use of 1ST English varied from all students using it as the only
course offered to situations where students were split between .

traditional and ISTcourses covering similar material. In one instance,
the (ST course supplemented an on-going class for all 9th Grade
students. It was also used as a remedial course for upper grade levelss
and for Special Education students where individual 'help was given by
an aide. 44V

the conclusion was that 1ST course's could be. used both to
increase course offeiings and/or to replace existing courses with,many
variations in-between.

IS THERE AN WEAL STUDENT-TO-MICROCOMPUTER RATIO?

N It was concluded that there was no such thing as an "ideal ratio."
The most common ratio in the participating schools was four students
to two,micros. However, the realizable student-to-micro ratio depends
on the ability to schedule students (a strong function °tithe rigidity of
the individual school class schedules), physical space availabfb, type of
supervision provided, the number of simultaneous IST courses being
offered, the characteristids of the student body tmaturity, cultural*
background, etc.), cost factors, and micro reliability and maintenance.

AN

,

HOW EXISTING AND FUTURE 1ST COURSE MATERIALS AND
PROCEDURES SHOULD BE MODIFIED

_

The responses of the supervising teaobers are summarized here,
although some of them are repetitions of pievious findings. There are,
however, several new ones and there is Merit in compiling a single
listing to. which the reader may refer Mien considering his/her own
situation and environment.Therefore;qhe entire list is presented:with
explanation associatpd 'with ,those'notpreviously recorded:

Select students by an open -entry process.
«

iMake provision in course forMat for urrent group discussions
and activities.

Allow for varying degrees of teacher inteeyention, modification of
indiVidualization, and varying amounts of non-IST content and
student activities.

Incorporate more procedural checks.

Re-design fhe student record keeping system to reflect the
changes required by, the roles= assumed by the supervising

- teachers at the end orthe Pilot Test.

Periodically monitor reading level and difficulty of content.

Design worksheets so that some parts are not.weighted too
heavily with respect to other parts. An example was that, in an
English test where: written 'answers were required for
comprehension, students were not yet ready to write

12,
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comprehensive or structurally complete sentences and
paragraphs.

Provide sufficient applied practice with the concepts. It was
suggested that model sentences and/or paragraphs be presented
early. in the course and that there be a focuon the develOpment
of writing skills before students are asked to answer questions-
requiring an essay.

Be aware that Inductive reasoning requires a thought process
new to most students. Thus, it was recommended that it be
introduded giadually to eliminate frustration on the part of some
students.

Re-design worksheets to make them less boring; include artwork,
crossword puzzles, riddles, etc.

Place questions relating to a student's culture and its values
compared to others at the end of the unit so that it can be dealt
with after exposure to concepts and discussions about culture.

Include guidelines to limit bias in grading; e.g., (1) all statements
of opinion must be supported; (2) students should be consistent
with a viewpoint; and (3) accuracy of facts must be supported.4.

Supply the schools with kits for projects to ensure that all
schools have the required marials.

Design projects ,for as little teacher assistance as is
commensurate with in individualized program.

Allow the option to spread computer tests over two time peri&ls
at the teacher's discretion.

°Design unit-review items to be different from computer drills. ,

Practice in writing,essays should precede unit written tests.

Make the computer tests different from computer drills so that
students cannot pass.simply by memorizing answers.

ADEQUACY OF _TRAINING PROVIDED PARTICIPATING PILOT TEST
STAFF c

4

The importance that Project management plated upon proper
training prior to the use of the 1ST system was pointed out earlier.
Therefore, the resultsof participants' evaivatiOn of the training after
their one year of experience was considered extremely valuable in order
to provide guidance for improvements prior to the Field Test and prior to
the system's becoming operational.

At the end of training (prior to the Pilot Test), pre- and post-tests
were administered to determine participants' familiarity with 1ST terms.
The data showed a significant increase in the mean number of terms
acquired. during the worltshop: six before, and 16 after. To ascertain
whether the level of familiarity with the equipment terminology prior to
training determined the degree of-familiarity reported after training, a

$0.
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correlation was performed between pre- and posI-tests. The correlation
was 0.24, thereby suggesting that participants' familiarity prior to
training did pot determine the amount acquired by the end of training.

Sixty percent of the participants felt 'that the supervising teachers
could be effective with a low level of expertise and that the
responsibilities of the course coordinatois and persons to contact
about problems were clearly explained. Only about 45 percent felt that
the responsibilities of school staff and role of the principal were
explained very well; most others rated them fair. The trainers did a
mediocre job in explaining the .role of the D I COntractor and
evaluation staff (40 percent felt excellent, 60 percent only fair).

Figure IV-10 shows participants' rating oh. the clarity- of
explanations relative to key aspects Of the training. Participants were
most comfortable about the program philosophy (78 percent excellent),
procedures for operating the Apple (87 percent excellent) and how and
when to contact course coordinators (75 percent excellent). Forty-five
percent rated the explanation of the student grading procedures as
excellent and the remainder as fair. Itwas,felt that the remaining areas
were not handled very well, in some instances because they required
some technical knowledge (how to locate problem sources) or it was
impossible to predict the problems discussed (how to handle-student
difficulties). Of the remaining areas that were handled in a mddiocre
manner, it is important that the reader take-note that those areas should
receive special care in preparing for the audience in order to raise their
level of understanding (procedures for keeping-a log on problems, how
to keep student records, procedures for collecting students' course
evaluations).

At the end of the Pilot Test year, participants were again given the
opportunity to rate the adequacyeof training received with regard to: (1)
obtaining the competency level needed to operate the Apple computer
and (2) clarity of supervising teachiar role responsibilities. Twenty-nine
percent felt that the, training' received was adequate for operating the
computer, 43 percent were unsure, sand 28 percent said -training was
inadequate.:Fifty-seven percent.felt that the role responsibilities of the
sktpervising teacher were clearly defined, 14 percent were unsure, and
29 percent disagreed. These results were consistent with those of the.
evaluation immediately following the training sessions.

The respondents recommended that more time be given to
problem-solving with regard to hardWare procedures and malfunctions,
that school staffs be better informed as to the flexibility permitted in
program format, and that Pilot Tedileachers should be used for trqining
new users. As a result of these `recommendations and in tight of
findingsie*ting from the training, workshops themselves, changes
were instituted to 'strengthen specific modules of the training package
in dreparation for the Field Test.
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Figure IV -.10

CLARITY OF WORKSHOP EXPLANATIONS ABOUT PROGRAM(
LOGISTICS:(n- = 15)
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND HOW RESOLVED

. To gain gNance for the future as to how to avoid potential
technical and non-technical problems or as to how best to solve them,

.

monthly frequency counts of all difficulties were compiled. Among the
non - technical ..problems, teleconferencing with course coordinatorS
wal at the top of the list: Difficulties involqed time of day scheduled for
the teleconferences (inability to gather all students or inability, for class
'and coordinator to get together at the same time were examples 'cited)
and inability to get telephone connectiok(bUsy° signajs, for instance):

.0n-site supervision of student progress and written course content
provided the next largest categories of'problems. (These were resolved
by theicourse coordinators.) Stait-up ,procedures (at the beginning of
the .school year) and scheduling were next, followed by grading of

. students' work (resolved by the course coordinators) and History
projects (lack bf materials at very small schools).
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ATTIttifiES-OFPARTICIPANTS TOWARD NEW ROLES AND BEHAVIOR
.

All supeniiting-teachers responding stated that they would like to
be 1ST teachers in the coming year. They all believed that, because of
their experience, things would run more smoothly. Ma* wer
interested in assisting in expanding the model and applying what was
learnedin their courses.

- At the end of the Pilot .Test year, nine of the ten responding
teachers viewed the 1ST courses as requiring less direct instructional
and non-direct staff time than a regular kurse -- a distinct change in
perception from -the mid-year interviews:The stated reasons for-their
changed views ,were: -(1) the teacher was not the .primary source of
information or direCtion; (2) all core materials as. well as numerous
supplementary materials were supplied;-(3) the grading guidelines had
been made efficient and- easy to follow; (4) once students became
familiar with -1ST procedures, the teacher was free to spendAme on.
other responsibilities or with students needigag help;and (5) frexibility 4
which allowed supervising teachers to-- convene group meetings with
students if perceived necessary, the ability to integrate non-1ST
material,.and the option of merging 1ST materials into existing courses.

Student reaction to 1ST courses was Positive. At least 80 percent
enjoyed the computer drills in both English andAlaska History; more so
than drills in 'the traditional classroom. It was felt that the computer
provided excitement, thus motivating student j to achieve. Reading
assignments were perceived as interesting by 56.percent of students in

. English, with 19 percent unsure. Thirty-four percent of lhe students
found Alaska History readings, interesting; 24 percent were unsure.
Work with audio cassettes' was found enjoyable by 50 percent' of
students in bothcourses; an iddilional 31 percent in Alaska History and
22 percent in English felt uncertain. In subsequent courses developed
for 1ST, both -the reading assidnments an assette materials were
modified to increase their student appea and to, proyide greater
motivation.
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NEW ROLES AND BEHAVIORS REQUIREb.IN IMPLEMENTING 1ST,.

Asa sult of all the data collected and analyzed, it was possible to
compil mplete picture of the participants roles required by the 1ST
model in the Alaskan'environmeht. The reader has no doubt been struck
by the degree to which changes were necessitated by the weather and
geography of the States Although the following is probably.not optimum
in all situations, it 'may well represent asconservative and workable
model for most conditions,and certainly for the developing world. The
philosophy. of designing-in the ability to function, schould one or-even'
several components-fail, ensures-- a highly reliable ifistructiorial model
with a minimum of User frustration.

Principal or, Designee
.U.

Functional area remain basically' unchanged underIST. However,
the specific tasks are somewhat different. The Tole requires ..the
Principal or Designee to ensure that materials and equipment axe
received and shipped in -a)imely manner; to provide adequate staff; to
provide facilities and eqd-Oment to accommodateto the space, power,
and storage- needs imposed by '1ST; to coordinate the selection and
scheduling of courses and students -(a. most important item); and to
assist staff in-solving set-up problems.

Supervising Teacher n.

4he role involves the basic fuTictions.of classroom management,
collaboration with course coordinators, and operation and maintenance

. of computer and other peripheral ,equipments. The teacher must be
willing to adapt 'the' 1ST to his /her teaching style and instructional
program and, where deemed necessary, to adapt himself/herself to the
procedures of the IST mina

ClaSstoohirriariagerfieht -under 1ST ls the primary r le as opposed
to the traditional supervising teacher's roleof direct i ruction. 1ST:
synthesizes. the course content -and provides the structional

. materials, tests, add -course -form=at. ,ThuS, the teacher-student
intervention role is to: (1) orient the the goals and objectives
of the course; (2) familiarize the student wth computer operation and
use of the'software and hardware; (3) establish student routine. (which
will vary from situation to situation)r (4) provide guidarice and

. encouragement to achieve at a pace:commensuratg with the individual
student's potential; (&) clarify problems encountered by students with
content or equipmentrand (6) provide achievement ation methods
for and in conjunctio with the-students.

..
1

Collaboration with course coordinators provides the supervising
teacher" with a source ',of expertise On 'problems associated with
content, format, and grading:of student work.

OW.
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PROBLEM
EVALUATION
RECOMMENRA-
TIONS

4-41-,111-

*

Operation and upkeep of equipment is an entirely new role. It
requires time and hands-on experience to work this into a routine
function so that it becorhes as natural as Other functions the
supervising teacher performs.

Course Coordinators

The amount of contact between schools and trie course
"coordinators is left open teibe negotiated between them. Major support
areas include: (1) consultation with schools on course content, student

r14`worksheets, and test performance; (2) cslorclination of stude t data
reporting and (3) keeping irweory of course materials and
orderingMational materials for sites when necessary.

Continuatinvolvement in system evaluation is an_important effort
independent of school sites.

Technical Assistance

It would be rare indeed if the course coordinator were also
technically capable of assisting sites in the repair of equipment
malfunctions. ThRrefor , it is essential, at least in the preliminary
phases, to have a technical consultant continually on-call to assist in
solving hardware/software problems that arise.

As has-been the practice in the Past; a workshop was held toward
the end of the Pijot Test year to review identified problems and to.--.,
recommend means, for correcting`therrCThe recommendations took ontwo forms. The first consisted of recomMendations specific 'to theEnglish and Alska History courses. The second consisted of
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recommendations for improving the development of future courses as
well as_imprOAting procedure& for the Field Test and operational years.
Participants consisted of ETA Project personnel, PilOt Test supervising
teachers, members of the evaluation team, and' educational
consultants to,the Project. r.

Workshop issues were:

What could be done at the school level to make 1ST more
effettive for students?

WtTat could DOE do to imprbve its support for 1ST instruction?

-What specifics corrections or improvemeMslcould be made to the
Alaska History and English courses prior to the upcoming school

, .

Year?

What general revisions should be made- to the existing courses
over the long run?

. What changes should be incorporated fdr future 1ST courses? ,

A detailed report on this meeting is included in the document, "1ST
Planning Workshop," compiled by the DOE. _Included here are, the
recommendations of the Working Group. that were relevant to futhre
course development and which may also be.used as guidelines for
readers invalved, and/or interested "in implementing educational
systems of their own.

COURSE-RELATED

-The point system designed for grading worksheets and tests
must not weight portionS too heavily..tt May be appropriate fo
allow supervising teachers to score or provide no point value at
his/herldiscretion.

- Models of sentences and paragraphs shotild* presented early
in an English course, prior to the student bey g required to write
an essay answer.

- Models and examples should -b-elised w.idEyly to help students
learn what is expected of them, not only in wat is td be learned,
but also the form their responses. are expected to take.

=Worksheets should be Made more interesting through the use of
artwork, puzzles, games, etc.

- Where 'inductive reasoning is required of the stOdellts, a
-iv transition should be provided to expose_Pae'm gradually to the-

thought processes involved.

Definitions of "unknown" wortts4ehould,be provided.
J."

COMPUTER- RELATED

#fr, -Computer test scores may not be as valid as written test scores
if students are not graded on computer exercises. The students
could develop's nonchalant attitude toward the ,computer.
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Too short a.time limit on exercises performed on the computer
could result in signifiCantly lower student performance than
those writtop- on paper.

-The computer should use the student's name as often as
possible in drills and other,exercises.

-The computer should.' use ;"phrases of encouragement in
, providing feedback to students -- this promotes student

°success.

Graphics, possibly color, and movement on the screen hold
student attention.

Student performance should key the computer-tranchjo an
appropriate instrudtion or practice example),
Upper and lower case letters provide, valuable 'learning
experiende.

PUBLIC IMAGE

Evaluation data shbuld be made available to sites so that
teachers can:make presentations to they* communities, school
boards, etc. However, premature data, egi, data collected prior to ,
the "bugs" being worked out, can be detrimental.

15
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L MATHEMATICS AND
MENTAL= BEADING

Concurrent With ca?rying out the Hp 'oratory and Pilot Tfists of
English. and Alaska History, two addilional course's were selected for
development based. on needs determined by the educational
community-The courses selected were of high priority to the special
concerns of rural high schdblt: Development of these courses followed
the detailed procedure ;discussed in the section, "Courseware

../brelooment Process," taking, into account the fkndings of the field
trials conducted!. on English' and Alaska. History and the
recommendations of the Student, Diagnostic Testing Conference. of
June, 1978. As a result, diagnostic testing was incorporated as an
integral part df both the General Mathematics and Developmental
Reading courses. -Many probjems encountererin English 4,nd Alaska
History Were als.o.corrected.

GENERAL MATHEMATICS ,. 0.-

.

This course Was dpvelOped as a full-year course, apprbpriately
divicied'Ov'er two semesters. It.was built,arouridatXts and tables already
published and in use: It was also,designed to be compatible with the 1ST

i software developed for Alaska History and English with only minor
revisions. Compatibility was a given for alFdou'rees so that costs and
complexity of use'in the field rcOuld be, kept td a minimum. It is an
important consideration where extensive,individualized struitionis to
be introduced into a school System. , A 0 ' : i

r, -) A
,.'t

:.. .

The prirnari-4bjectiVes"ofGenerar Matinivere to iribreasetheability
,a of students: (1) to a witte*riety, -of 'calculations and- (2) to;,,L

perform basic'problem-solvinVskill's4effectiVely. -' . .\ \ , , - ...
.

A new feature was introduced
,

into this course: the.optiOnal useOf
peer tutoring. This was instituted in direct response to, the -greatly
reduced role of tie course coordinatoti which resulted from the field. ..

testing of Alaska,History and -E,nglish: Any .stlident actiieving 100
,percent on a given pretest associated with a given skill area received a /
tutoring-certificate and was eligiblefOr desi-gnatin by thp supervising
teacher to assist other students. Students who sucbessfully completed
lessons centered around a given% skill area and-who achieved 100
percentAn the,post-test were also given a.thtoring certificate.

.
1 -

Durinql the review of how best t0 use the comPuter,.analySts'
redommended that the:following important software modifications be
implernented based do experience with other IST..courses and. the
delfrands,of the mathematics materials:,
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question- specific help text;

display of objectives for the supervising teachers;

underlining (for emphasis);

recall of screens;

pre- and post:testing Capability;

a atudent-seldcted option for additional time to work problems;

special graphics for displaying math symbols and problems;
y

capability of the computer tothdok student pre-tests for success
level of 100 percent (identifidation of peer tutor); and

capability to direct the student to, skip, several exercises without
teacher intervention.

Studenf and teacher materials were developed simultaneously.
The CAI' component contained: (1) drill and practice of skills; (2)
Vocabulary drills (response to a problem detected during the
ExploratOry Test); (3) development of problem-solving skills (word
problems); (4) pre-tests; (5) reviews; (6)skiil po.st-tests; ar07) student
record system (for teacher use° pr.trrrarily). Two to four computer
activities were provided for per week.

Worksheets were of aix types: (1) listening guides (requiring
student resifibnse- to the taped materials); (2) math and lab guided (to
provide hands-on .experiences with math concepts); (3) ,challenge:
worksheets ,(to provide enrichment for students of high ability); (4)
special forms .(for use in aPplication, topics, e.g., bookkeeping); (5)
reviews (to provide sufficient opportunity for review of .skills prior to
testing); and (6) chapter tests.

,.4Z

Audio tapes were used to: (1) reinforce important- concept's; (2)
suppldment certain portion's of,the-text; (3) prOvide ew information; (4)
further explain potentially difficult information; -add variety; and:(6)
repeat verbally certain material students might have difficulfy in
reading. All-items in the listening guide were answered,on the tapeS,
this in response to a major criticism noted during the Exploratory Test.

. The "Teacher Guide" included ani,exOlanation of the course formal-
and detailed instructions for the supervising teacher. These incigded:
(1) additional guidelines for using the published text; -(2) Copies of
Materialsfrom the Student Manual; (3) hard copy of computer activities;
(4) scripts''and listening guides; (5) worrcSheets; (6) math labs; (7) tests
and reviews; and (8) keys for all 1ST print micierfals.

0

The "Student Manual" was developed for use with the published
student edition of the text and included: '(1). objectives; (2) course
rationale; (3j d,etailed course direCtion sheets; (4) instructions for using ;-
the text; and (5) Supplementary,materials. \

r 0,
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DEVELOPMENTAL READING

This two - semester course constituted a full year of instruction. It
was divided into four sections; each section included nine skill
sequences for a, total of 36 lessons. -

Considerations' in selection of an existing'' course to be
implemented as the Developmehtal Reading course included that it be:

geared to those whose:reading levels test low, but who can work
fairly independently with computer and audio assistance under a
supervising teacher;

developmental in nature and not designed to deal with severe
learning problems;

organized so that multiple entry points are possibld (another
finding of the Exploratory Test) teincrease individualization;

made up, with a high percentage of Sustained silent reading plus
brief ,comprehension checks,

Each of the 36 lessons'consisted of a combination of activities.
The general sequence was as follows:

INTRODUCTION AND DRILL OF THE SKILL/CONCEPT

- introductory audio tape with listening guide;
-,coMputer activity skill drill:

``N
3

APPLICATION OF THE SKILL/CONCEPT TO LITERATURE

- computer activity-vocabulary drill;
.- motivational tape or written introduction/discussion questions

for the reading selection;
- literature reading; " . --
-worksheet or written project on the reading selection':

4,REINFORCEMENT AND ASSESSMENT OF THE SKILL/CONCEPT

- practiCe compUter activity and/or-workbook exercises;
- supplementary worksheets (if needed);

-lesson-skills test Cornputer exercises'

--...--bonus-se,jections--frorn text (when provided);.,

- extra practice workbook exercises.

'
At therd of.each,of the four sections (nine lessons), additional

-review, assesSment,,and,,enrichntent of presented skill/concepts were
provided:
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1.

ENRICHMENT OF SKILLS/CONCEPTS AND.ASSESSMENT OF
UNDERSTANDING

,
-section review (text);

-section supplementaiy'activities (if needed);
-"gold medal", selections from text (for the sifted);
- section test - computer activity.

As with the General Math course, important software
modifications to'the basic Alaska History and English were added and
included:

`question- specific help texts;

system for identifying and displayitig objectives for the
supervising teacher;

-*underlining;

ability to recall screens.

Student and teacher materials were deVeloped along the following
lines:

Worksheets were provided for applicatibo of skills and to check
for comprehension of reading selections.

Audio tapes were used. to provide: '(1) guided reading of skills
features. in the twit' to give- additional instruction on the
skill/concept introduced; and (2) literature selections,
babkground and motivation for the reading assignments.
Listening guides were provided foc many of the tapes to provide
for application of skills. Answers were checked,with the tapes to
ensure that students' received immediate, feedback and.. .

explanations. -
Computer activities provided drill and pract4ce for skills, to
introduce vocabulary, and for lesson anti end-of-section (nine
lessons)"tests. Alaska examples Were used whenever possible.
Help screens were provided is reminders or explanations. _

Failure ina test resulted in an objective'screen which identified
the skill missed and directed the student' to a supplementary
worksht for review of, that skirl. Record keeping was provided
for the supervising teacher to check student progress .and to. .
provide a guide ior individual help. - r

Written projects were provided for application and expansion of,,,
skillsad concepts. Sevefac.chbices were given for each Project
to allbw greater individualization-through teacher guidance.

As in all 1ST courses,Student and Teacher Manuals-vi/ere provided.

1 :?9
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OPEFATIO'NAL FIELD TEST

In the initial stages of ETA Project planning, a protocol was
, established that called for field trials of courseware and 1ST'procedures
to ensure a smooth transition to the user-supported operational system.

*The prototol suggested three levels of field trials; Exploratory Test,
Pilot Test, and Field Test (if deemed necessary by Project
management). It was detided that the 1ST model and courseware were a
sufficient departure from the norm to warrant the implementation of a
comprehensive Feld Test, at least at this stage of development.

COURTESY OF ALASCOM

The Field Test involved 25 schools in Southeast, SOuthcentral, and
Northern regions of the State. All four courses, English, Alaska History,
Developmental Reading, and General Mathematics, were 'offered to
participating schools. The number of courses accepted by a given high
schOol.varied from ooe to four and had no relationship to thesize of the
school's enrollment. A supervising teacher handled one or two courses,
not necessarily related to his/her area of expertise. Teaching aides were
used on occasion, but only in those schools where such assistants
already existed. The great majority of supei'viSing teachers had,other
responsibilities that occupied them, simultaneously when their 1ST
students were working. The number of students taking a particular

I 1 133
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course ranged from one to more than 20. Approximately 384 student-
courSes were involved in this evaluation. However, ts should not be
interpreted as' meaning 3(34, students participated; some students
enrolled in more than one course.

Because of the pre-operational status of the Field, Test, an
evaluation was prepared and conducted that was more comprehensive
than the ones in previous instances. lrwas designed to be sensitive to
the complex pattern of interlocking relationships between courseware,
proceduresiicultural values, social and environmental contexts, local
facilities, Community perspectives, students'_characteristics, teachers'
attitudes, and others. An attempt was made to provide explanations for
the level of effectiveness achieved by 1ST as'well as cedommendations
for changing or improving the approach and/or mAterialt. Details of the
evaluation are included in the four-volume report, "Final Report
Evaluation of 1ST Courses FY-81 Pilot Study," conducted Educational
Skills Development, Inc. The highlights of the evaluation are presented
here.

In commissioning the evaluation, the DOE identified three basic
questions to b'e answered:

What can be done to assist in the successful implementation of
IST? .

What can be done to improve 1ST for the coming year?

ft,Generaily,.how successful was the 1ST program, and what level of
State'supportzfor the program is desirable for the followingifear?

Orr the basis of these general questions, 27 specificAuestions
were developed for the'evaluation to address. The design was,such that
Most of. the specific questidns (20 of 27) had several potential
information sources from which to develop more complete
perspectives.- The specific questions covered five broad areas: student,
teacher, settings, courses, and costs. To understand the interaction of
variables, four site visits were made by the evaluation -staff during
which detailed observations were made of the interaction of important
components -of.the community. (The site visits are detailed in Part I of
the study.)

The answers to the 27 spqcific questions are contained in Part 11.
How6cer, as mentioned previouSly, only the highlights are presented
here.

,

THE ST DENT
.

What,are the.studekts' entry levels and skills?
,

In answering ,the question o'i how effective thKIIST model 'was, it
,was first important to establish the level of the students participating to
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determine if they were the Ones for which 1ST was primarily designed.
The answer to the subject question was based upon test scores from
students who, -,prior to beginning the 1ST course(s), completed the
Alaska Statewide Achievement Test (ASAT) and a -pre-test for each
course in which they were enrolled.

The ASAT scores indicated that,the mean performance of students
enrolled in the 1ST courses was below the State norms of the 1979 8th
grade ASAT standardization group (Table IV-13). There was, however,
considerable variability in scores between sites. The site with the
lowest total composite score of the four ASAT sUbtests had means of
12, 15, 15, and 22,"\yhile the best had means, of 27, 43, -31, .and 30,
respectively. In addition, the pre-course test scores indicated that the
content of the 1ST course had generally not been mastered by the
students prior to enrollment in these courses. The conclusion reached
was that there was considerable evidence-that the students taking the
1ST courses were the kind of rural students for whom the courses were \
primarily designed.

Table IV -

COMPARATIVE ASAT PERFORMANCE
.

Mean Scores
-

ASAT 1979
Number Standardization ASAT 1979

of Group Rural ASAT 1980
Ite/is (All Studenis) Students IS Students..

. t..
. ..

Math Computation 36 23 15 18

Math, Application 66 40 29' 33

Reading
Comprehension 45 30 , 19 - 24

Reading Word
Identification 39 29 24 - 28

\ . .
, .

What charactei.istics of the student population contribute most and
least to successful performance in_IST courses?

Tables IV-14, 15, 16,' and 17 indicate that overall student
perfOrma,nce imprbved, significantly in all four 1ST courses; however,
this was not consisjeht aorots,all units/chapters.
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It sh/Oulci, be noted here that:

Z.of.
%/klain = Mean % Differencei(100 - Pre-course Mean %). .

Table IV :14 .

ALASKA HISTORY PRE- COURSE AND POST-COURSE
PAPER-ANDPENC1L TESTS SUMMARY STATISTICS

Nfil of No. of Pre-Course PostCourse Mean %
Items Students 'Mean% Mean% Differ

Unit

4 43 44.2 / 71:5

II °4 43' 26.2 35.0

III 8 43 28. 51.5

IV 4 43 37.8 46.5

V 4 43 52.2 64!5

Overall 24 43 36.3 53.4

ence 4/ Gain tValue

27.3 48.9 5.14***

8 11.9 1.83

22.7 '31.8 5.97***

8.7 .14.1 1.83
o

12.3 25.7 2.97".
S

17.1 ' .26.8 8:03***o.

*P <:05
"P < .01

***P <.001

ln the Alaska History course, performance of the students
improVed -significantly- in Units I, Ill; And V. This improvement was
generally consistent with student progress since most students
completed Units I and-111, but few attempted II and IV. The significant
improvernent in Unit V may be due partially to the-fact that this unit
Concerned Alaska's natural resource's and is general to the.
students as can be noted from the students' pre-coutse Unit V test
performance..

In English, student performande improVed significantly in Units I,
IV, V, VIII, and XII, butcfecreased significantly, in Unit VII. Most-students
completed'Units I through VI and significant improvement would ha've'
been expected in at least thesareas. Therefore, the reason for thelack'
of significant gain in II, Ill, and yi is unclear, nor is it possible to explain
the notable gains in Units VIII and XII.

In Developmental Reading, tfie performance of studepts., improved
significantly_ over all course units. Therefore, it can be opncluded,Oat,

0
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-) In General Mathematics,i performance improved signifidacitlY in
ChaptersC C.11, Ill, and IV. *This'was consistent with student progress--
through the course since most of them completed Chapters fl, and III, ii

o some Completed CAapters-Vi and VII, but none Offiplet9d-Chipter6 VIII
and IX. .

.

., 0... . t..
... In -all courses, the entry levels of the studtnts contributed..

significantly to post-course test perfoimince. Table IV-18 indicates that

Table IV 15

ENGLISH PRECOURSE AND POSTCOURSE
PAPERAND-PENCIL TESTS SUMMARY STATISTICS

No. of No. of Pre-Course PostCourse Mean%
Items Students Mean% Mean% Differ -

Unit ence %Gain 1Value

I 7

II 3

III , 3

IV 3-
V 3

VI 3

43 59.9

43 ' 79.0
..

43
1

53.3

43 58.0.
.

43 5Z.3.
43 53.3-

Semester 1: 22 . 43 60.1

VII 3 43 41.0

VIII 3 43 45.0

IX 3 43 78.3

X 3 45.7
V

3 43 38.0

XII 8 43 - 32.0

.
0

Semester 2: 23 43 43.5
t

Overall 45 43 51.6 1
.:, . .
. ` P <.05

13<.01
P <.001
.. .

.

77.7 17.8 44.8 3.87
80.0 1.0 3.2 0,20

52.6 -0.7 -1.4 -0.18

69.0 11.0 26.2 2.39'4'

77.7 20.4 46.9 4.05*

57.3 4.0 8.6 0.90

70.6 10.5 26.2 5.01
33.3 -7.7 -13.0 -2.23*

58.0 13,0 24.2 2.52

76.1 -1.6 .-7.7 -d.42

51.0 5.3 9.8 1.10'

37.3 -0.7- -1.1 -0.21

45.0 13.0 19.3 4.00 0

49.1 . 5.6 10.0 3.23 r

59.6 8.0 16.5 ' 6.34**
,

. 4,

as students progressed. through the lessons, th6ir general reading
ability improved signifiCantly.

z,-. ttie re-course test score correlated at least .60 with -post- course test
scores in each course. Additionally, ASAT _subtest scores_ also-.
correlated significantly with IST performance. The Math Appliction
subtest showed the Rost consistently high partial Correlations in all:

X. courses. Findings in this Table also indicate that age and grade level,
did not significantly correlate with performance in,any course.

r )-.. -,
. * ,

i
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-Table IV - 16

DEVELOPMENTAL READING PRE-COUBSE AND POT-COURSE
. PAPER-AND-PENCIL:TESTS SUMMARY STATISTICS

. .
No.of No. of Pre-Course Post-Course Mean%

Items Students Itlean°/0 Mean% Differ
Subtbst ence %Gain I:Value
Word
Identification 55 10 77.8 85.5 7.7 34.2 3.17**

. .
Comprehension 55 \ 40 46.4 55.6 , 9.2 17.2

Study &
Research - 52 . 40 60.7 72.2 114 29.3 6.31*"

Literary .
Understanding
& Appreciotion 52

_

10 41.0 57.3 16.30 -27.6 4.531i**

Overall 52 100 54.8 64.0 10.1 22.4 7:06***

Table IV 17

GENERAL MATH PRECIRSE AND PQSTCoURSE
PAPERANDPENCIL TES 'SUMMARY STATISTICS

4

.$

.

, .

41

r

I
,,0

..:.,

,

,.

. .rn't

No. .of No. of PreCouise Post-Course Mean%
' Items Students Mean% Mean% Differ-

Chapter 'ence %Gain tValue
...

I' i2

II 7

III 7

IV 9

77 65.9

77. 0.58.4

77 , 35.3
$.

74 (39.3

70.6

64.4

50.3. .

.48.8

$.z' 4.7

6.0

15.0

9.5

- 13.7

14.4

23.2

15.6

2.13!

2.2e
\

4.81*"

' 3.05"

Semester 1:35 74 -44****'51.7 59.3 7.6 15.7 4.27t
V 8

VI 7

VII 7

VIII 8

IX A. 5
".

68 29.8

68 24.9

'468 17.9

65. ** 32.2

65 .- 31.4

36.0

27.7

20.4

32.1

30.8

6.2

2.8

2,5

-0.1

-0.6

8.9

4.0

3.1

-0.4

-0.9,

11.69,

0.90

0.80

-0.05

-0.17
. ,

Semester 2: 35 65 , 27.3 29.7 2.4 33 1.08

Overall 70 65 39.2 44.6 5.4 8.9 3.67"
P .05

1:1 -4 .01

"13 .00f,

- 14'5.



Table IV - 18

z-
CORRELATIONS OF PRE:COURiE TEST SCO ES

c, WITH POST:COURSE TEST SCORES, AO FIRST ORD R PART,IAL
CORRELATIONS OF ASAT SUBTEST SCORES, A. E, AND

GRADE LEVEL WITH POSTCOURSE TEST SCOR WITH
PRECQURSE TEST SCORES PARTIALED4

Alb

-.

. .

Post-Course Test e ,, '
History English DeVelopittn-

. . tatS ROding

.
x.'.

denval
Math

_02eroOrder
Correlations* With
PreCourse Tests

. $ . t
.698 ' .823 .797';

- 4,,
/

:` -0uu:**

First -Order Partial Correlatiobs,WithPrePoope T§st

1
, Partialed Out Vi.e`

Scores

. -.

ASAT + Subtests

Math Computation
Math Application
Reading
Comprehension

Reading Word
Identification

Age
Grade Level " .

"

.356 .265 .1i2

.472" .567 .406
..

.446;* - .574 .005

.312 .425* .065 ,
.064 .079 .206.

, :.047 .022 --'.-- .182

., .321
-.. .394"

.335*

".401"
, .004
.058

+ASAT mAlaska Statewide AchirvementiTesi
))

P

-,12

sooi

r ti eft it--May bd. concluded that:

Student entry -levels `contribute to a large extent to how well
students' will perform ir41ST cdtirges. Rerefore, the use of
educatiOnal diagnostic criteria for plabsentent of Students in 1ST
courses appear6 apprOprta,te.

C In diagnosing basic skills, mathematics applicat and reading
comprehension should bq,,emphisize,d..

What are students' 'attitUles toward-IST courses, and instructional
modes?

Most students preferred computer exercises (74 Oercent)`and at
least en third preferred workbooks/worksheets (45 percent): and
teachers (85.percent). The modes liked least were the audio tapes (1.0
per +t) AM other classmates as teachers (16 percent). It appears that
peettitors.were not-- looked uppnIayorably.- However, the reasons. for-------
thisor how this. coulb-belmpiovedmere not ascertained at the time.

,) Sixty-eight percent of the students found reading and written
instructional components to,be-somewhat dr very intermting. Unit tests
were most preferred, but the published texts, workfAlliR materials, Tilt

139
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outside readings were also highly regarded. Projects were liked the
least, but were still liked very much by more students than not at all.

The audio tapes' were liked least of the 1ST components of,
instruction; 20 percent considered them boring or uninteresting. No
students found the computer component uninteresting or boring, while
only 4 percent viewed the reading-and written components in that way.
However, none of the components was rated poorly, EVen audio tapes
were viewed as at least interesting by 75 percent of the students.

Seventy-one percent of the students considered ttt difficulty...12f
the courses to be about right. The majority, 53 percent, dicated they
almost always understood what had to be done .and could work by
therriselves. However, Alaska History and English had considerably
loiter percentages, 32 percent and 25 percent respectively: than
General Math (58 percent) and Developmental Reading (54 percent).
Perhaps, this was because theSe were the -first destgned,courses and
could not be totally corrected without major re-design. No students in
any course indicated that they rarely or never knew what to do .and'
needed teacher help. Eighty-six percent of the students indicated they
could finish their lessonst,when working on IV exercises and q10 percent
stated they could finish their lessons while working at their bwn pace.

,

Student self-perception was highly positive, viewing themselves as-
hardworking and competent. Thirty-twO percent expected to do well and
get high grades on new assignments. Sixty-two percent tried to do well
but did not necessarily expect to get high grades at all, times. Only 6
percent indicated an expectation of 'rarely, or never, getting glood
grades. (1) --'---

0
i

In summary, 1ST students were much like otherstudents in More
accessible or larger schools and seemed capable of working
indeperidentTy, at least part of the time. . ,

Who are the students Wh&-tdok courses (in *terms of demographic
variables)? .

Students were randomly selected. Most were of Native originfand
their families tended to depend onlishing and hunting for subsistence.'
Their major academic interests,were staled to be math and :reading.
'Their major social interests were sports. The grade levels ranged from 5
to 12. Student. age ranged from 10 to 20 years. Median grade level of
students enrolled-in English; DevlbififrTentalReaeing and Math was 9th.
Students enrolled in Alaska Hirory had 0 median grade level of 11.

In Sumary, it appeared that the courses were usable acros a
wide range'

m
of grades and ages, depending on the level of student

achievement going in.

1 4 7
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What is the relationship between attendance and1ST performance?

There was evidence that the number of l'essons completed was
rel4f,d significantly to the number Of days a student attended class.
The -relationship between the "nuMber of lessons completed and post-
test scores was only moderate before and after pre-co,urse test scores
w re removed in English and General Math. There was no significant
relationship for Alaska History and De opmental Reading. This lack of
significant relationships might be sult of the individualization
fostered by 1ST in that the students c.: n pick where they leave off and
continue until they catch up afte returnin , even if the' break is
substantial.

: (... Ni
In summary, analysis of data suggests that 1ST has met one of its

primary goals, that'of, helping students whose attendance in-class is
erratic. This bodes well for additional courses based on.the 1ST model

lip d could mean that many students who would ordinarily drop out of
'school could be satisfactorily educated.

THE TEACHERS

What are supervising leachers' atlitudestowardiiST?-

Seventy-four percent considered the 1ST courses/program to be
well-designed for their classrooms and 68 Percent viewed the amount of
work required of them as generally less than that required using
traditional courses. The remaining 32 percent viewed the courses as
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requiring a reasonable amourit of work. None onsidered the courses to
be.,"too muchwork" or "not .worth the bother." This was. a significant
change from earlier field trials indicating that much had been learned
from those experiences. Fifty-eightpercent of the teachers preferred to
use the course intact. The remaining 42 percent preferred to use parts
and everyone-state.d they would keep the computerized portions as well
as the workbooks and exercises. The components most compatible
with their teaching styles were the.computer activities and textbooks;
the least "compatible were conpidered to be the audio tapes and
projects. Although audio tapes were the least preferred component of
the courSe, most teachersielt they were'impOrtant for some students.

,
What pre.service training and other services should bed p
supervising teadhers?

ovided

Data collected indicated That training provided s adequate for
teachers to get started. HoWeVer, additional meeti rys would be helpful
.whey 4 teachers could attend If they left necessary. Sane
reconimendations made were:

Spring ;.Workshop for administra rs and teachers. It should give
an overview of the courses d details of ordering: Forms for
ordering should be comple d.there if possible.

.:A Late Summer - Worksh for the newly designated teachers and
those wishing a rev w. Content of workshop should cover an
overview the I model and details on organizing, managing,
and ad tnistep g thecourses.

MI6-year - For experienced teachers. Topics shaild include
maintenance and new products. The worksho ,should

z/also b'e a :users' seminar for exchanging ideas and inf rmation.

A visit should be made to each site early in the sc ool year to
help with set-up problems and to provide general assistance to
supervising teachers./'

The User's Manual should be expanded. to include guidelines for
setting up the classroom, administering the course, motivating
students, managing student learningy,and record keeping.

, How much supervjsion is required by 1ST students?.

In general it was found that supervising teachers need not provide
constant, supervision; but they should be '?eadily available owhen
assistance was needed. Assistance at the outset could be as much as
in a traditicinal courseibut, as the Students bec4me more familiar with
the routine, the time reqUired could usually decrease to less than that

`required in traditional courses. Supervising teacher's could be involved
in instructing other students or grading papers while providing needed
supervision.

1r "
Although the sjudent-tb-teacher ratio- was not critical (wiqrhin,,

liMits); it was "(Kind that teachers or aides could superviSe up to sever
14(2'
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1ST. tudents While attending to other responsibilities. This'number is
not hard, and Could be adjusted up or down depending on the local
`situ flan.

Who characteristicS of the supervising teacher, contribute most to Their
suc es a? 3

'

& teachers averaged oversix. years of teaching experience, with ,

more than three years in the school districts where they taught the4iST
courses. Sixty-four percent had Bachelor degrees. Theleachers' major
areas of study were very diverse. None of the'above attributes showed .

significant correlation. with student success,. Further, familiarity with
computers did notappear important to teaching success.but there was
evidence that prior experience with the course materials did. Teacher6,,
whb felt better prepared to handle classrooms in which there weire-
several different kinds of ongoind activities simullaneouSly and those
who reported prio( experience with audio tapes, appeared to get better
results on post-course test student performance. This appears to verify
Pilot Test results indicating that teachers capable df functioning
outside the bounds 'of 'traditional classroom procedure- were more
capable Of working with the 1ST students. .

, -

In summary, it would appear that classroom-managemerit training :
for itidividualizing education, functioning within eclassroom in which
diverse, large and small grouji activities go on, and'expdrience in the
use.of audio tapes would be' worth emphasis in the pre-service training
of 1ST teacher* it may well be that, in selecting 1ST teachers in the first
place, the above characteristics should be sought..
THE COURSES, I.

What were the most effective and least effective compopentt .in 1ST?

Prior evaluations tended to answer this question based on\survey,s
of teacher atid .student 'Views. In this instance, a more scientific
'inferential proach was adopted based on ,observations of 'site
Visitors, student test scores, anthequipment reliability.

Hardware/software effectiveness was considered in term's of/
'availability, Le., whether the amounof time the components Were down ,

for repair had an impact on their UsefVlness to students and supeivising
teachers. Although the average down tine foroitardware malfunctions
was 25'days, the number of malfunctions was few over the life of the
Field Test. .Software and diskette problems Seemed.to occur at the
same rates as hardware problems: The average waiting time for
replacement of diskettes was somewhat longer than`for hardware
Thus, it wasfcpncluded that the-- hardware and software were very
reliable considering local, site conditions and the prior experience, or
lack thereof, of site personnel.
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Site visitors reported that 1ST students were usually engaged in
some 1ST activity during the observation periods.. Most obServations
included studenfs working with printed materials or "the ,e computers
Fewest observations were recorded for students using audio tapes
'This is, of course,' compatible with teacher reports suggesting less
abce. plance of this component by the students: -

tyidence 'that the .components were considered effective .

edUcational tools was that, in only four out of- 25 site 'visits, did
observers report components being used for- purposes other than the,
intended ones. Farther, observers reported that at 23 oft the 25 sites,

t teachers did not.seem to have difficulty managing the courses in the
classroOm. This was considered a remarkably high proportion of
teachers able to.:deatVIV:so innovative and complex an educational'
intervention.

6

The quality of the 1ST components in instruction could be inferred
by noting that, as previously reported, student pbrformance
significantly improved in all four courses. It is interesting to, note,
however, that, although audio tapes were considered the' ldast liked
component, classrooms using audio tapes tended.tohave students with
better performance, particularly in Developmental Reading and General
Math. Further, audit trail analysis of Alaska History Students 'showed
that presentation of course content With audio tapes prior to interacting
with a computer actiyity corresponded to- signifiOntly enhanced
student performance in the computer activity.

In summary, as noted throughout the life of the ETAtProject,
emphasis must be placed on replacement of malfunctioning hardware.' ,,
Interruption of ,an adtivityfor upo three months .waS encounteredsin_
on'e,eommunity,in the Northern Region.

me

Review and revision of audio tapes to ma them highly interesting:.
and accepted,should be a high pridrity fort se seeking to use a yariety
of stimuli for student learning. It was th only component that showed
significant correlation with student erformance, especially-for poor
readers. it would. appear that increased attention to teacher training in
classroom use of this compondnt is warranted. :

Did the components and units in 1ST courses mesh well into integrated
courses?

. The evaluators found that

. The length of an instructional activity should be monitored: It
may be more appropriate to reduce lengthy session6.to several

§hoiter activities with greater useof media, options and less
passive learning in order to achieve better attention' rates.

.,',., ,:s.,, Cognitive levels being-addressed by the instruction, activities,
.

-, ,, and tests should match the level of cognitive skills called for. by
the obleVives. ..-

14,.4'
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It is good practice to develop the various formats in such a way
that each media option exercises various cognitive levels.

Are cognitive levels of ItT materials and tests appropriate for the target
population?

Cognitive level for this evaluation was divided into three parts:
Level 1, knowledge. that could be recognized and_ recalled; Level 2,
knowledge that required some degree of comprehension or
understanding, requiring that the new knowledge be placed, in the
broader context of what was already known; and Level 3, involving
application of knowledge creatively, in new formats, or in problem-
solving.

Most computer activities were considered Level 1 for all co,urses,
som-e-wer_e-in Level 2, but none was found in Level 3.

Level 1 was prevalent in most print materials in Alaska History and
Engiistand in many of the tape exercises, while Level 3 was absent or
rarely included in lessons. Howe,ver, outside readings and the standard

\ text books Often included problem-solving or other kinds ofhigher level
activities as did many of the workbook, activities and activity sheets.

In summary, it was 'found that there was a need fOr higher level
cognitive patterns to, be built into the courses, especially the computer
exercises. It would appear that "drill and practice" was taken too
literally, as it is in much courseware designed for this grade level and
lower. It was recommended that.a way to overcome this bias would be
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to use experts in the cultures of the °target audience, education,
instructional design, and cognitive psychology, to recommend how to
irr6O-rporate the appropriate cognitive levels.

What is the instructional desigq for 1ST?

It was concluded that the 1ST. course construction had a more
empirical than.conceptual base. That is, a variety of media options was
used to develop lessons based on instructional objectives and well-
documented needs. However; the reasons for choosing one medium
over another for a,particular instructional element. seemed not to be
considered. It was felVhowever, that the media design was well
constructed and the addition ofsome visual components would Make, it
even more effective. Further, the media design should have supported
an instructional design rather than replacing it.

any revision of the 1ST courses, or courses in general, if was .
recommended that the linguistic, psycholinguistic, and sociolinguistic
conception, of the learner be used for the language arts and that
cognitive psychology provide the conceptions, of'the learner applied to
mathematics and 'science. This lack of an overall model for
conceptualizing what and how to teach.may have contributed to some
of the problems. encountered, e.g., lack of higher cognitive-level tasks,
the 'very high levels of reading difficulty of Alaska History, and the
problems with the audio tapes.

cIn summary, it was recommended that future instructional deSign
of courses should specify the purpose for the use of each medium and
should include a guide for correspondence between objectives, learning
processes, learning outcomes, and selected media options.

COSTS

This discussion concerns the material drawn from the 1ST Cost
Report by Dr. Emanuel Masonbf Educational Skills Development, Inc.,
performed as part of the Field Test evaluation. The models developed
and assumptions made 'are included in Appendix B.

What were the per student costs of iST and its components?

Using the model established in the IST Cost Reports the actual per-
student cbsts allocable site and DOE for 'Fiscal Year 1981 are
shown in Table 'IV-19. These figures Were obtained by spreading the
costs`per course Over the number of students liSted in the last column
of the table. Since most DOE model costs were related to development,
evaluation, and field testing, such numbers will be widely spread out in
the operational confiburation. Further, as the number of students
increases, the per-student Costs will reduce. If the same four courses,
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were used with 600 students at 100'sites, the per-studert costs would
be as shoiin in Table IV-20.

Table IV 1,9

FY-81° COSTS

.
Cost to

DOE ,

Cost to
Sites

Total Number of
Students/

.

Alaska History $1751 $ 202 - $1953 75
. -

English 2027 - f' 130. 2157

General Math 1047 141 1188 1 7

-Developmental
Reading 1056 - -. 127 1083 116

Total $ 5881 ,$ 600' $6381 . 367
.

Table IV - 20

ESTIMATED PER STUDENT COSTFOli 600 STUDENTS, 100 SITES

Cost to
DOE

Cost to
Sites ,

.

Total Cost

.
,

.

.
,

.

Alaska History $ 219 $ 261 $ 480

English 199 -182 -;381

General Math 204 195 399

Developmental
Reading 204 201 405 ..

Total $ 826 $ 839 $1665
. ,

A student taking a full day of 1ST courses (Srrat the cost\ noted in
Table IV-20 would require $2,498 from DOE and the local sites. (The cost
is derived by taking the average cost of-the four coursde,to both DOE

w. and, the site and multiplying by six.) From the site alone, $1,260 would be
requfred. This is well within the average daily membership (ADM) of
approximately $6;919 per,:rural student .provided to cover Fiscal Year
1981. The ADM is an amount', paid to schools based on a complex .
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formula devised by the State to support education of students K-12. It
varies from site to site depending on local conditions, size of school,
degree of isolation, etc. The remaining' ADM, approximately
$5,659/student (average), could be used for other local' site educational
needs. Should these figures be borne out over an extended period of
operation, substantial savings would be realized and could result in
:greatly upgraded educational opportunities in rural communities -- the
primary ,aim of the ETA Project.

Hovy does the per-student cost of 1ST compare to Conventional-
courses?

The cost comparison was derived by first considering thalthe co
of .print materials were common to both the traditional teaefiing an
multimedia approaches. To that3, cost was added the cost of
teaching staff required -7 to arrive at an overall cost for the traditional
approach, and the various media components to arrive at the 1ST cost.
The costs per student kir print materials alone for FY-81 are shown in
Table IV -21.

Table IV 21

COST PER ST6DENT.FOR PRINT MATERIALS FOR' FY-81

\
Cost-to

DOE
Cost to
Sites

Total Number of
Students

Alaska History $ 832 $ 1D7 $ 939 . k.,5

English 946 , 65 1011 59

General Math 491 75 565 - 117

Developmental \

Reading 495 . 66 561 116

Total $ 2764 $ 313. $ 3076 367

*.4
This can be compared to the total FY-81 1ST course costs derived

previc54§1y and shown in Table IV -19 of the immediately preceding
section: This shows that, for the small number-of students in the Field
Test, the-media options increased costs by about a factor of two. To get
a fair picture ofcomparatiye cost, how Over, it must be considered that
the mason additional courses are not talight now_in rural schools is that
the number'of teaching staff is inadequate. Therefor-60o the cost of
print materials must be added'the cost of at least one teacher (the exact
number cannot bt estimated without some' idea of

that
number of

additional-,9ourseg to be offered). Assuming, however; that 80 percentof
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25- sites (25 sites responded to the survey instruments required to
perform the evaluart6n) would have td add a teacher if 1ST were not
available, the cost of 20 new certified teadhefs must be added to the
site totals. The model assumed that a teacher cost approximately
$40,000 per year including,salary, benefits, and travel. This increases
the total cost' for non-IST courses by $800,000. to $1,055,274 (from Cost
Analysis Report). The cost of offering the courses with the audio and,
computer portions was $550,022. The 'resulting cost ratio for the total
25 sites (including DOE and site costs) is: -

Traditional Courses $1,055,274
1.86

Complete 1ST Courstit 550,022

These approximations cannot be applied to .any specific s\te.
However, there is a substantial potential for cost reduction as the

cawnumber of schools and studeOts involved r,i s, even fOr the model as
presently implemented. It shouldr.be'kept i mind that the incremental
cost of adding students is_loAf, baSically involving additional course
materials. Further, the DOE costs are essentially one -time development
costs plus some administrative expenses. As the number of students
grows, these costs are spread- over a larger and larger population,
resulting in substantial reduction over the cpst per stuxl, ent of the Field
Test. Extrapplating several years into the future and using an
amortization schedule of two to four years for various development and
equipment costs,4000 students would spread the DOE inveStment 'so.

. . that it averaged approximately $120 per student per course. Site costs
would be about $180 per student per course. ThUs, for the four courses
used in the Field TestIthe per-student overall cost would 'be $1,200 as
Compared with $6,382 for the Field Test and $1,665 for the hypothetical
600-student case cited earlier.

In summary, it would appear that large-scale use of the IST model
is warranted and that the mar& goal of the Project, cost reduction for
quality education, is'achievable. As in all projects of this kind, cost is
not everything, and the differential in learning effected by the model
over traditional methods should also be investigated. It may well be that
1ST offers additional bonuses. ,'

What are the teacher training dosts?

For the FY-81 Field Test, transportation for teae`hers\to the training
site and salaries for their substituteS were borne by the local district:All
pother costs were paid for by DOE. In the future, however, all costs will

be borne by the local School districts. Further, the training costs cover
the pre-session training rneeting and amid -year meeting to discuss and
resolve problems that appeared at the end of the first semester. The
costs, estimated in the Cost Report, assumed an average of 1.5
teachers trained per site Op the'average length of stay pet teacher was
2.5 years. This, is consisterilwith the sUpervising teacher demographic
data ,reported earlier showing aPPrOximately three years for the
teacheLsinvolved at 1ST Cites. Table IV-22 shoals the calculated costs.
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Table IV - 22

SUPERVISING TEACHER' TRAINING COSTS FOR FY-81
rt

DOE

Local Sites

Total
FY81 Costs

(NonAmortized)

FY81
Per Teacher
(Amortized)

FY81
Per Student.
(n = 367)

(Amortized)

$ 75,000

7. '65,280
',, :.

$ 833

725

$ 82

71
r

Total $ 140,280 $1,558 $ 153 °

-
If the cost, of regional_ supervisors' visits are accounted for, i.e.,

visits to sites made to assist in setting up facilities at the beginning of
the 1ST year, an additional five dollars would then be added to the $153%
shown. This is still a email contribution to the per-student 'cost of the

,FY-81 Field Test anchiery well worth it. ;

,

\ In. future years, as the number of 1ST sites, courses, andetudente
grow, the absolute contribution to the per-student cost would be less,
somewhat, but would becoMe a substantial fraction of it. For example,

$150/$1,200 approximates 12.5%

for the 1,000-stydent situation. Further, if the desires of the supervising
teachers for a Spring workshop,-followed by a pre-course workshop in
summer, one in mid-year, and a "refresher"-in the second year were to
be instituted using the pre'sent approach AD' training, training ,costs
could' rise substantially. 'Therefore, looking into ways of using
teleconferencing for at least two of these workshops would contain
-dosts and perhaps reducd them further, ,depending on how many
workshops required the teachers' presence at a specific location.
Another approach to cost containment would be to develop a training
package including instructional computer disks and support materials
to hAdle a large part of the training load.

RECOMMENDATIONS

4 .4)10$:-
The fihdings of the Pilot Test evaluation added n ew insights into

the desighand implementation of an individualized student learning
system. Therefore, the major findings have been generalized and are
presented here for considdration and utilization by readerswherethey
suitthe context of their environment:
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STUDENTS

Since student entry levels contributed to a large extent to how
well they performed, the use of educational diagnostic criteria for
placement iniST-typwcourses may-well be appropriate.

Mathematics applications and reading comprehension'shoulci be.
emphasized in diagnosing basic student skills.

'1

Peer tutoring should be used with caution as it may cause.
resentment in otheilstudents

Properly handled, the majority of studenth who by nature and/or
--,,., cultural background care More comfortable in group'sitUations,

,.

can achjeVe a high degree of self-sufficiency over times

There is considerable evidence that breaks informal learning,
even on the order of weeks, do not negatively, affect student
performance if they have becdme comfortable with working
independently -- individualization allows them to "catch, up" if
they are sufficiently Motivated.

Assignments should probably be given to students who will be
away ftom the classroom for ,any extended period in order to
ensure that a specified number of lessons ere completed by the
end of the school year.

TEACHERS'

There is a great deal of evidence to show that, when involved at a
sufficiently early stage and after receiving proper training,
teachers will readily accept their altered roles in the teaching
process.

As students become more comfortable with individualized study,
the amount of work required of the supervising leachers usual y
decreases below that required in the traditional classroom.

Teachers find that the components most compatible w their
teaching style are the computer exercises and textbooks. The
least compatible appears to' be the audio tapes and projects.

Teachers prefer the option of occasional training workshops -to
maintain and/or sharpen their skills.

Every new site preparing to use the 1ST-type model should be
4,` visited early in the school year by a knowledgeable person to

assist the supervising teach *th classioom set-up problems
and to act as a resource. .

Supervising teachers should be available in the same room to
assist 1ST students; however, teachers can be involved with other
activities' simultaneously without detriment to the 1ST students,

There is evidence that teachers, who had prior experience with
the course material, who were comfortable with non-traditio41
teaching, i.e., multiple simultaneous activities in the same

X58
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classroom, and those who had prior experience with the use of
audio tapes, fostered better student performance.
Training workshopsO should prepare teachers to work in
classrooms where diverse activities are going on and to use

saudio tapes properly.

4.

The most appropriate use of aides appears to be to perform
record keeping functions" grading, land monitoring of student
progress and equipment usage.

COURSES

There is substantial evidence to indicate that the presentation of
course' content with audio tapes "r'esults in better, student'
performance. Where audio tapes preceded compbter interaction,
significantly enhanced compUter-actiVity performance wasachievet

On development of multimedia -courses', emphasiS should be
placed on the content and its presentation' on audio tapes.
Supplementary audio learning experiences, "mathematical-
logical" teaching methods, and computer graphics should .be
used for students with poor reading-comprehension skills.
Lengthy instructional activities should be broken down into
several activities using several media options to stimulate more
active learning and to achieVe better attention rates.'
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Cognitive levels called for by lesson objectives should be present
in the instruction, a9tivities, and tests. ..

.Each medium should exercise'Various:,cognitive levels.
c .

The instructional design of individualized study courses should,
specify/the purpose for the LISQ of each medium and should
include a guide for correspondence between objectives, learning
process; desired learning outcomes, and media options.4.

, .
Since much. instruction in'academic subjects is cumulative And

a;

based on the student's ttainm'ent of prior skills and knoWledge,
guiddice should be given in the lessons/activitieithnits most
essential for student completion if they are to study more
advanced topics.

The interactive nature of instructional computer frarrL should
.

1 1

1}4 be emphasized.

A "cognitive informatidn-processing, instructional-design model'
appears appropriate f r computerized instruction and a causal
attribution approach fo the affective and motivational aspects.

COSTS

The 1ST model becomes more cost-effective as the number of-
students and courses increases since the addition of students
requires only an incremental investment over the basic cost of
installing the system at a school in the first place.

STeice teacherStraining will become a sizable portion of an
type operational system; techniques for reducing the cost of this
element should be considered and' could involvelLise
telecommuniqattartsf-drr-effeShrrie-rit, "fibt line, and, some
instruction; (2) use of experienced'Iocal site people as resources;
and.,(3) training package including instructional diskettes.,
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INSTUTIONALIZATION'

ORGANIZING FOR THE FUTURE

With the evaluation-Of-the Pilot Test, development of the 1ST was
essentially completed. What remained was for the DOE to define the on-
going role of the ETA Project Office in the institutionalization of 1ST
throughout Alaska. However, many changes had occurred in the four-
and-One-half-ylar period that 1ST was under development; and these
factors had to be taken into account for the operational system. The
factors that appear most likely to impact 1ST are:

The Alaska State Legislature has authorized funds to develop
and implement a statewide television network via satellite to
provide life-long learning opportunities-to Alaskans in small as
well. as large cities andcommunities (Learn/Alaska Network).

The State authorized implementation of an audio
teleconferencing network covering MY fillages and cities (also
part of Learn/Alaska).

The ' Department of Administ;ation has been given the
respor(bility to study and eventually combine into a
comprehensive network the large number of ,separates data,
electronicimail, and other sistems existing and being generated
within the public sector.;

It is pare fiat the DOE has a great deal to gain by being .an
active member in the process of evolving Alaska's comprehensive
public communications network. In order to do so effectively, it was
necessary to consolidate ell,leclanologically supported educational
programS under a ingle-brganizatioh that ,,could represent DOE's
interests.

In July, 19811, the Office of Educational Technology and
° Telecommunications (OET&T) was formed combining under a single

organization both the ETA Project and Learn/Alaska Program; the major
teleconimunications/techriology activities of ,the, DOE. The stated

epurpose of OET4T is "to develop and implement appropriate
applications of electronic technologies to the process of instruction,
Management of instruction and the administration of educational
systems in the State of Alas a."

The OET&T c3pals are:
, fZ)

to prOvide department-wide planning, coordination, and
integrated use of a broad variety of electronic technolbgies for
service to public schools and selected education agencies;
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to develop and implement methods to improve the administration
of public education in *the State through -the use of the lull
spectrum of electronic technologies ;?

to assist the Staters public school educators in effectively using
appropriate educational technologies to supplement local
curriculum and address educational needs. The Office will
provide assistance, wf4re indicated, including research and
development, dissemination of inTormati , training, and other
assistance as may bvequested by loca -e95ucation agencies;

tr)ork with other State agencies in the development of policy,
system delsign, and, maintenance of integrated
telecommuniCations networks for the support of public
education in the State;

to monitor the deielopment of emerging electronic technologies
and determine their sole or combined feasibility for use in public
education in the State;

to continue to operate currently utilized DOE technology and
telecommunicatiohs systems, as necessary, for the continued
effective utilization by public schools; ,

to assess the broad impact of electronic technologies on
Alaskan education and incorporate the results in ongoing
management decision's.

moo

The immediate effect of forming,OET&T was to integrate the staffs
of ETA and Learn/Alaska.(Appendix C). Although each will service its
Own client populations for the present steps have been taken to
integrate all technOlogies into a comprehensive educational system.
Steps beirig taken to accomplish this integration are:

the design and implementation of, a -sing le fully integrated
program of services and-training involving a match between user
needs and the full communications bandwidth, i.e.; from data to
voice and full-motion video; A
a redefinition of existing policies an'd agreements with other

. agencies and individuals to accommodate the new structure.

To further strengthen education's voice in the planning and --
implementation of statewide networks, the DOE is working even more
closely with the Uni4rsity of- Alaska (U of A), ,ifs iiargier. in the
Learn/Alaska Network. Cooperaticd b'etweerrOET,T and the U of A
provides a combined voice that ,Speaks for the educational community
representing GradeS K-12 and higher education.

-L

INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
t-

The importance ''of keeping all interested and involved parties
curreint on the nature of 1ST, advantages and 4ilitations, and its

`..\ 1.
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successes was recognized when the ETA Project was'initiated in 1977.
At that time institutionalization was a goal designed into the Project by
Project management and theNIE program Office.

Dissemination initially concentrated on a planned program
involving presentation, of papers at State and national Conferences,
information 'flyers and other publications, attendance at statewide
meetings of teachers' adrrtinistrAtors; and 'talks and flyers to the
State Legislature and SchoolBoards. These activities wiil be continued,
However, several important steps were taken in-Calendar Year 1981 to
formalize 'and expand.the dissemination activity. The most important
were: k.

The commitment by DOE/ETA to sponsor, on a yearly basis, a
cptifetence on the use of computers for education. Although
primarily aimed at Alaskan educators, attendance by 'anyone in
the countryiis encouraged. The first cpnference, "Computers for
Learning," was held in- Anchorage in March, 11981. Though
budgets were tight; about 150 Alaskan teachers and
administrators attended, paid for by.their :local school districts.
This demonstrated thM **crest was much higher than expected:.

The "ETA Newsletter;" a publication Issued by the DOE every
.month and circulated to all Alaskan school districts. Its purpose

is to inform educators of the latest happenings of the Prbject,.;
but also to make them aware of useful new software that has
-become. available and technology advancements involving
computers, Videodisc and others.

Alaskan Association for Computers fn Education is a new
professional -.associatiop formed after' the conference on
"COmputers for Learning" because of the tremendous interest.
that is .groWing in the Alakan educational community. Initial
funding for the Association- was provided by the DOE., At this
writing plans are underway for the Association to produce its
own newsletter. The secodcl computer conference, held in April,
1982, was attended by 35d participants'.'

7` iearn/Alaska," originally a publication associatedl with the/
program of the same name, will include information about,audio
and computer happenings. This is a professionally produced
publication similar in quality to commercially produced multi-
color publications.

I

;*,

/

NEW -COURSES

COURSEWARE

Two stiJects were identified in FY-81 to be develdped into full- year,.
1ST courses -- General ScienCe and-U.S. History. This brOught to a total
of six the number of lull-year courses sponsored by the ETA Project. M
with General Math and Developmental Reading, these ware based- on
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available texts since a search of existing correspondence- courses
failed to come up with any of comparable quality. An outline of each of
the courses appears in Appendix D.

In FY/1982, two' additional subjects were! identified for
development into 1ST courses; Consumer

was
nd Health

Education. The RFP for their development was issued just prior to the
end of the.111E sponsorship, October 1981. A brief description of these
courses also appears in Appendix D.

NEW APPROACH With the completion of Consumer Education, and Health
Education, ,eight full-year courses will have been completed. Using ,the
English ,ancl Alaska History Courses as a guide, each such/course will
take abodtwo-and-one-h.alf years to develop, field test, and release for
general use. The process is a relatively long one. However, in the period
since the ETA Project began, the number dquality of computer
educational units (programs addressing singl nd multiple objectives,
but not course length) had grown trem do.usly.---ETA Project
management recognized this and made the decision to investigate the
most 'promising bf them to determine their usefUlnesS in the Alaskan r-.`"

environment. The purpose,was to identify as many as possible, and to
recommend to the schools those that Were appropriate. In this way,'
school would ggri access to many individualized units that could be
incorporated into The classroom in a shorttime. These units could not
fill the role of. The full - length courses, nor was that the intention. Their
introduction would make, available a wide range of excellent learning
modules in areas where full-length courses were notwarranted or would
bolster others until new courseware becam* availble. The library of

1
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computer- programs at the Minnesota Educational Computing
Consortiurri (MECC) was stUdiecl to ,estimate, the feasibility of
converting their computer programs to run on 'the, ETA Apple II
computers. It was found that no conversion was necessary and thatthe
MECC`programs were compatible with the Apple !omputerd in the field..,

,Expanding upon the concept of making as much'good courseware
available t'o the schools as qUickly as possible,190E his consummated ,
an agreement. with MECO whereby the State pays a yearly fee for
access lo their probraM library. At a Small additional 'dollar cast,
schools and,col.leges have the right to use the:prograrrih:fdr a full year.
Also, under this agreement, schodls and c011eges may purch se ME)2,\C
materials at 50 percent of the liSt cost.

,
A library has been established at DOE where computer programs

'-in the public domain and commercially produced progr re stored,e
. . -and used for demonstration puTdOses. The materials ar'dnot :available ,.

for loan because-there are not enough to provide fort-Frculating library
and because the damage and lbss,Rotenti41 could be excessive.

: 7-, .

S
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USER AND INSTITUTIONAL
RESPONSIBILITIES. / 4

From the very outset, the,ETA Project designed intolts plans the "
seedi of its own demise; i:e., to hand over to State operating divisions
and the user community the responsibility fot the futiallt and
management of the-operational components that proved .t'o `be cost-
effective and affordable; The strategy that was implemented involved:

,

Careful design; development,: and testing. were conducted" with
Major costs. bOr'ne Liy the Project.° ti ''

System elements were developed Which addressed the' genefdl

Tatfiterlhan ocu,sea` on The driving function was
Oufational freds'of all levels, 'from administrators to students,

priority needs regardless of where in the hierarchy thrfse needs
existed. ,

Participants were informed, at the outset that the burden of
suppOrting,,ail elements would ultimately be borne by the ustors,-
starting with .communication - usage.' -costs 'When field

- implementation 'began. An increasing. percentage of direct',
'utilization: charges was aSSigned...to local districts for system
usage as it matured and prOgressedfoward operational status.

A Concerted and-continuing effOrt 'was made to keep the State
Administration, State Legislature, and educators at levels .

informed about-the Project.

*ETA project would' continue' support for, only thos'e'elementS
which had nOtSaen-pr9ven by field trials, using State fundsalone
after NIE 'support ceased,

.0140...,



USER.
RESPONSIBILITIES .

J
4 O

With the initiationof field trials in 1978, some of the burden of the
Project cost was shifted to the user distriCts. In the Pilot Test, where
most schools Were involved in the ISTIor the first time, only the cost of
teleconferencing with 'the course coordinators and calls toDOE forr assistance were charbed to the users. Of course, there were the costs
associated with providing the supervising teachers and aides (at those
sites where aides were ,used) as Well.

In the Field Test conducted in FY-81, the Alaska History and
English courses were considered to be sufficiently developed so' that
new schools, those that had not participated in the Pilot Test, paid for
the cost of reproduction of the diskettes, audio tapei, written materials,
and associated worksheets. General Math and DevelopMental Readirig
were as yet unproven and were-thus supplied free by DOE. In addition,
all sites were responsible for the repair and maintenance of the
Computer and its associated equipment and the audio cassette players.

By September, 1981, 95 schools had applied to participate in the
fieldArials for the 1981-1982 school year. The new scho4 would, have to
purchase materials associated with foLm, courses -- Developmental
Reading and*General Math having joined English and Alaska History as
approved courseware. In addition, U.S. History and General Science.
would be fielded for the first 'time. The costs to the schools for the
materials associated with each approved course are as f011ows:

,

Alaska History

,,\,1 complete set of classroorrirriaterials* $356.67
1 set of stude'n't mateiials**. $ 49.43

EngliSh

1'complete set of-classroom materials* $284.82
1 set of studeptmaterials** $ 25.58

Developmental Reading

1 complete set of Classroom materials* , $313.15
1 set of student materials** $ 37.94

General Math

1 complete set of classroom materials* $2301j6
1 set of student rriaterialS** .$-34 11

* = i Set required per class;
** = set required per student

.
As in the Field Test of FY:81, all sites will be respopsiblelor repair

and maintenance of site equipment; Qne additional cost will be borne
by the,sites frOm here on in: the cost of teacher training, including travel
and boa*. \
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INSTITUTIONAL By the time of the Pilot-fest; Management, Law and Finance (DOE)
fiESPONSIBILITIES had taken over\ the responsibilty for the :Reimbursable Service

Agreement (RSA) wittythe Division of Data Processing (Department of
Administration). ThiS Division was responsiblelfor computer hardware

<and softWare. Similarly, the Division .cif ftCommunicatibris was
responsible for all the.telecommunications components used by the
ETA Project. Starting in July, i982, ETA will no longer fund this network;
it will be turned over to an operating organization of DOE. Thus, by the
end of .1981, Project management retained responsibility only for
courseware development, training of supervising teachers, field trial
evaluations, identification of Alaska-suited 'computes software, and
-some'diAemination functions.

Operational responsibilities had beep effectively transferred to the
operating divisions within DOE and other Departments and to the-
users!" -

0".
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CONCLUDING'REMAKS

This document was inter-tionally written as .a. history of. the 1ST'
model. It represents a step-by-step account of the introduction of a
technologically supported educational innovation on a large scale. The'
lessons contained here have meaning. to all educators interested in,
bringing about a change in traditioial patterns of teaching and -
learning. indeed; the lessons learned araof value, not only in rural areas,
and in education, but anyWhere and in any field where innovation is ,

contemplated. All people are reluctant to change unless they can be.
shown that the change has associated with it the rewards
commensurate with the "sacrifices': of established norms with'which
they,have grown corrIfortable.

Throughouti,this volume, recommendations haVe.peen included
and\ put in such a form not only to snow their value in the contextin
which they were born,,but also-to provide guidance to the many readers
Who will look-to this volume for assistance in their own situations. It is'
because the sponsors of -this Projecy the National Institute of
EducatiOn and the State of Alaska, wanted a living4document, one that
could be used by others to provide guideposts along thrpath to change,
that this volume. has taken its format. In this way, the reader can see
What necessitated these recommendations and relate them to his/her
own situation. If the situation is similar, the recommendations have a
large measure of validity in their context; if the situation is radically
different the suspect recommendation's should be- avoided or modified
to conform to the reader's needs. In any event, all recommendations are
;flags" identifying for,,the reader areas to be aware of, even if not
Cfirebtly applicable.

-

in, his presentation, "Introduction of a Successful Educational
Innovation -"The Educationacrelecommunidations for Alaska Project
(ETA)" it the, Rutgers University Conference, "Telecommuhications in
the Year, 2000"'(qoverribei\ 19, 1981), Mr. Albeit Feiner,, former NIE
Program Manadet, summarized 'the Alaskan experience into 16 key
points (Table IV-23) that are rules to folldW when introducing change. All .
the "guidelines" are self-explanatory; however,- some deserve to be
stressed again,

Items 2 and 3:-

it is essential that:all inyolved realize that the acceptance' of
innovation is a personal thing. Until the users internalize the.
vdfue of the innovation, in'their own context, it Will not be utilized.
This is not accomplished in the course of one year and-May take
more than. five.

Items 8 and 91.

Over 'the past t-Wenty 'years, demonstrations of educational
Technology have, in the mainf failed to foster institUtionat

161
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change. A mechanism must-be built in from the beginning to
transition the innoyatibn to user support should acceptancelx
noted and expectations raised. We have found that by building
upon the origigal model, each'new addition receives support from
those already receiving satisfactory service.

Table IV 23

GUIDELINES FOR A PROJECT DESIGNED' o INTRODUCE
INNOVATION

Use the technology to enhance the solution of the problem rather
than as an opportunity to apply a favored technology.

All involved must make a long-term commitment.
Funding mechanism must by established to at least create a

"critical mass."
Be flexible -- be able to adapt to the unanticipated.

Inititutionalization begins at the planning stage.
An information dissemination plan must be developed at the very

beginning.
Pre-selling of the concepts to those who will be impacted is
essential.

The project should be designed as the "nucleus" of the eventual
large-scale implementation.

The "nucleus" should be composed of "Enth.usedSupporters"
and represent a microcosm of the full-scale environment.

Uncontrollable variables must be identified to the greatest extent
possible.
Evaluation must be built-in as an on-going management decision
making tool.
Users must have a meaningful and continuing role.
Plan from the outset the gradual hand-over of respihisibility and
fuhding,for the operational system.

A training program is key to institutionalization.
Allow users to innovate within their local environment.
Beware of the existing technologies.

1tem 11:
. 6

Short, but meaningful, evaluations must be designed from the
outlet to test critical stages of the innovation introduction.
These can be as short as one or two months, but are essential in
guiding management. Do not be afraid to make radical changes if-
the situation demands.

Item 14:

The interface of people with technology, especially those
unaccustomed to that interface, is very important. They must be
made comfortable 'in the presence of flashing light's and
machine's that "talk back." Further, all levels of users must be
made to understand what is going on. In the introduction of the
EMS, for \ '

example although there were trained operators who

1R9



actually used the on-site microcomputers, superintendents and
administrators were give'n talks and even took part in the
operator training sessron,§. There were no surprises for them.

Item 15:

Internalization of the usefulness of the technology is essential to
acceptance, as mentioned earlier: There is no better way to build
strong grassroots support than to allow local persohnel to
the technology as it best fills their needs. One of the gre
successes enjoyed by the ETA Project has been the innovative
ways school administrators and`staff have used,the intelligent
terminals for their own local uses, e.g., for keeping student tiles
and for financial record keeping. These users are among ETA's
strongest supporter.

Item 16:-

The technologies introduced in the Project were in all instances
well-studied and understood. Their strength§ and weaknesses
were knoWn ehead of time. However, when these technologies
must interface with existing, and in many cases, "primitive"
ones, BEWARE! It can be unreliable and unreg,ulated local power
sources or noisy local telephone loops, etc. that destroy the
effectiveness of the system concept. These must be accounted
for before monies are spent to install the new technology.

"/,
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APPENDIX A

VERIFICATION THAT COURSE SHOULD BE REVIEWED

COURSE:

Any course to be reviewed must meet these preliminary requirements, therefore answers to all of these,
questions should be "Yes." If any questions must be answered ",No," please check with Alaska
Telecommunications Program staff before proceeding.

1. Is this course a standard course offering in secondary schools in the U.t.A.?

jNO_

Comments:

YES

2. Does the course cover two complete semesters?,

YES NO

Comments:

9e

3. Are the following materials part of the course?-

First Semester Second Semester

Text_ \ YES NO Text, .YES NO
Scope' and Scope and ---

Sequence , YES NO. Sequence YES NO"''
Student

A Student
Workbook -, YES NO . Workbook YES NO

,Teacher .1 Teacher
Guide YES NO Guide YES NO

Comments:
4 0

/
4: Is the course available in large quantities from a commercial publisher or other curriculdm

development ,project?

Comments:

YES NO
.1*

5. Is the copyright date for the co-urs 1975 or later? YES NO
;

Specify the copyright date:

Comments:

165..
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SUBJECT:
t.

MATERIALS-

PUBLISHER:

CANDIDATE COURSE MATERIALS
SUMMARY RATING SHEET

AREA RATING

1. Reading level of materials is 'at or below 8th
grade.

.

2. Sufficient quantities of supplementary
..materials are readily available.

3. Defnied scope and sequence is available.,

Complete teacher's guide containing
suggested class/student activities and p. .

YES ` NO

1,

YES .. NO

YES NO
.

YES NO

projects is available.'

4. Copyright release license requirements
assured. . %

5. Course is organized and complete.

i
t

6.. Course is adaptable for unique requirements
of Alaska (within project constraints).

.

7. Course exhibits usability and fle
I, >

1. lity.

8. Cqurse content is complete and of high
t quality.

9. Course avoids inappropriate stereotyping or
bias.

10. Course is compatible with IgT Software
(Version II)

Summary and Recommendations:
f. ,

166

YES NO

,Low High,

i 2 3 *4

Low

1 2 3 4

Low

1 2 3 4

Low

'1 2 3 4
Y

.

Low

.1 2 .3 4

4..

Low

1 2 3 4

1 72

5

High

5

High

5

High

5

High

- .
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i CANDIDATE COURSE
REVIEW WORKSHEET

SUBJECT:

MATERIALS.

PUBLISHER.

Area 1: Establish that course reading level is at or below 8th grade (publisher data, use of readability
formula, other data).

Questions to Consider in Your Review:

Is publisher data on reading level complete?

Are publisher claims data-based or are they opinions?

Do claims appear to be borne out in Your review of the materials?

Is the reading level for supplementary materials the same as for the toxt(s)?

'lf not, is the teacher alerted to variations andlor provided with alternatives?

Are provisions made for teaching specialized vocabulary?

Strong Points:

Weaknesses:

Ss.

9

o

READABILITY. REQUIREMENT MET: YES NO

/1

is

1 73
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CANDIDATE COURSE
° REVIEW WORKSHEET)

SUBJECT

MATERIALS:

PUBLISHER

Area 2. Establish that sufficient quantities of supplementary materials are readily available.

Questions to Consider in Your Review:

Are the'reco2mended supplementary materials (accompanying or referenced in the course
materials) generally available, or would they have to be developed or adapted?

Does the course rely extensively on the teacher to identifydentify and provide, supplementary

.

,Materials?
. ..

iAre problems,in obtaining, providing or using supplementary materials evident?'"

Is there an over - reliance on the use (Sf supplementary materials? . .
1

Are existing supplementary materials consistent with course materials?

Strang POints:i

Weaknes.ses:

,REQUIREMENT FORA AVAILABILITY OF SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS MET: YES' . NO

'68 4



CA-NDIDATE COURSE
REVIEW WORKSHEET

SUBJECT:

MATERIALS.

PUBLISHER:

Area 3: Establish the availability.of. _

3.1 a definedsCope and sequence stlatemern
3.2 a complete teacher's guide containing suggestions for class/student activities and

projects

Questions 'to Considerin Your Review:

Is the scope and secruendeValement clear, comprehensive and easy to follow?

Are the teacher materials comprehensive?

idquld a teacher whose specialty is not the specialty of the course find enough information in
the teacher materials to teach the course comfortably and competently?

Does the teacher's guide provide adequate guidance for using course materials?

Are suggestions for activities/projects adequate? Could they be implemented in rural Alaska
villages?

Strong Points:

Weaknesses:

REQUIREMENTS MET Fw:! AVAILABILITY OF SCOPE AND SEQUENCE YES
COMPREHENSIVE TEACHER'S, GUIDE YES'

17 .169
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CANDIDATE COURSE
REVIEW WORKSHEET

SUBJECT-

MATERIALS:-

PUBLISHER:'

Area 4: Establish that copyright release license reqPrements needed would be assured.

Questi6ns td Consider,in Your Review:

Is copyrighted material used extensively'in the course?
-

Do the course materials include the necessary releases? Are sources appropriately
acknowledged?

,Could computer activities and audio materials-be created without requiring that numerous',
co-pyright-releases be-secured?._,__

(

Strong Point'S:

.

Li

C

7,

W6aknesseS:.
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COPYRIGHT RELEASE REQUIREMENT MET: YES NO
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CANDIDATE COURSE
REVIEW WORKSHEET

SUBJECT:

MATERIALS:

PUBLISHER:

40 .
. ; . ,

Area 5: Assess the nature and extent of the course'.s orbanization and completeness.
....1,40

, l -b.Questions to Consider in Your Review:

Roes the table of contents 'provide a clear overview of the contents of the course?

Do chapter headings `clearly deflne.the content of the chapter? '
I , ,

Is /there a glossary? An index? Does the glossary cqntain all the technical terms -used in the
textbook? , Ja

/Are graphs and charts clear and supportive of the textual materials?

Are instrations well done and: appropriate for the student population ?_

Is there any use of advance organizers or other guided reading format?
._.

Do end-of.chapter questions include literal,, interpretive and applied levels of comprehension?
'..,

How well do the, "pieces" of the course fit together?

Do materials cioMplement and reinforce each other?

Strong,Points:

-Wea esses;

Y

' $ 1

"RATIN6'FOR THE-COURSE IN, THIS1 AREA: Low
J.*. ' ' I -

t at /

. )

2

I

Hig.h
.5
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SUBJECT;

MATERIALS.

. PUBLISHER.

CANDIDATE COURSE'
REVIEW WORKSHEET.

a

Area 6: Assess the adaptability of the course in terms of meeting the unique requirements of Alaska
.

taking into consideration the Project constraints of time, staff and budget..

Questions to COnsider in Your Review:

1-How easily can audio and computer activities be developed that will cover appropriate content( and reflect the unique aspects of Alaska?

How well does the course lend itself to the use of Alaska "examples"?
Is the course designed in such a way thiat Alaskan examples would fit in with and reinforce the
content? (Would they compete with or detract from the'content?) .

0

.
vs

4..!Woulici Alaskan students be able to relate to and understand. the manner in which the course
content is presented?

Would adaptations require deletion of materials, extensive time.or money, or additional staff?

Strong Potnts:

I
Weaknesses:

RATING FOR TrHE COURSE IN THIS AREA: - 2 3 4 °

.
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CANDIDATE COURSE
REVIEW WORKSHEET

SUBJECT

.MATERIALS:

PUBLISHER..

Area 7: Assess the, usability of the course.

Questions to Consider in Your Review:
ti

. Does the course represent an organized system of learning?
t ..----

` Is the course organized in such a way that the text must. be folIctWAKI exactly or is the
1 organization .fleXible so that it permits variations in use?

\ ..
Does the course, require training or extra information for the teaches before it cart

-*
be taught?.

. ,

w,.does..this relateWhat Was the assessment of organization and completeness (Area 5) and ho.

.' .. to usability? , .. :. ,

,
iiNfe materials -durable,, attractive, easy touse?

: ,
, ,

RATING FOR TH COURSE IN THIS AREA: 1
..

s.

P

I

C

O

5
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t ) CANDIDATE COURSE
- REVIEW WORKSHEET

lt

.SUBJECT:
4

MATERIALS:

PUBLISHER:'

Area 8: Assethe quality and completeness of course content.

Questions to Consider in Your Review:

- Does the content challenge students to think andfind solutions?
Is the Concept level for the student population?

Does the content reflect valid and current knowledge?

Does the content address basic educational objectives?
111,-

What kind Of educational need does the content address?

Does die material make proyision for both proces(skill) and knowledge (content) development?
Is content organization logical?

Strong Poirrti:

rs

1.1Veal<pesses:

,

1. RATING-MR THE COURE 'IN THIS AREA: . -1 c 2' 4



CANDIDATE COURSE
REVIEW WORKSHEET

49. #

..

t

. SUBJ,RCT:

MATERIALS:
.re

. PUBLISHER:

Area 9: Assess the -nature and extent of bias in the course.

Questions to Consider in Your Review:
. 0

Doeetheourse reflect the cultural and ethnic diyersity of our society?

Are minority and ethnic'groups.treatednaturally and nowledgeabr

Is Ihejnaterialtree of. inaccurate and/or offengive information?

'Does the material avoid reinforcing stereotypes?

? Are individuals,groups and families. presented in diverse and representative manner?

Are mates, females and minorities adequately and appropriately represented ?'

What kinds of- role models are presented?

Strong Points:

\

Weaknesses:.

,

_RATING POR THE COURSE.IN THIS AREA:- 1

Q4

2 3 4

S

5 r.
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CANDIDATE COURSE'
REVIEW WORKSHEET

SUBJECT:

MATERIALS-

PUBLISHER:

n
;.-

Ares 191 Assess the Compatibility of the course with IST-.Software Version II.
fit,

Questions 0 Consider in Your Review:

p

r

'Wlat kinds of computer activities could be appr,opriatelideveloped for this 'course?

Will the format available for computer activities in VerSion II permit the development of
activities appropriate to? the course content?

Are there logical places in the'course where computer activities would be approalate?
Are there course requirements in terms of coottent that cannot be,handled via theiST software?

If so, are such requirements adequately addressed by existing,materials?

Strong Points:

Weaknesses:

..

r

.
t

.

- e , .
- -;. g . .

15 , .

1
..

..-. I4,

. ,. .
1. ,..

.

'RATING FOR THE COURSE IN THIS AREA: 2 ( 4. .. ., ,4

4
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APPENDIXB

COST MODELS FOR 'FY-81 FIELD TEST

With three-and-one-half years of experience and three field trials under its belt, ETA management
authorized development of cost models for the 1ST in order to systematize th4 parameters of cost
estimation for implementation of the 1ST at participating sites and for future statewide
implementation. The cost. models contain both circles and rectangular boxes. The factors that
represent fairly Constant costs, e.g., cost of classroom sets,. are shown as rectangles; while more
variable costs, e.g., number of students at a site, are represented by circles, The assumptions used in
constructing the models are the following: \

. Since some of the development-costs were not available as separate items for each coripdhenf,
e.g., print materials, audio tapes, and compute? exercises, the folloWing weighting factors were
used:

- Print materials -.57 percent of total program,

- Audio component -10 percent of total Program

- Computer component -.33 percent of. total program

Amortizationbschedules assumed four-year usable life,of all course components and equipment,
_except tapes and diskettes (for which a two-year life was assumed).

In the projection of costs for 600 students per course, it was assumed that typically about six
students would be taking each cot..useat a site. Therefore, all computations were based on six
students per course at each of 100 sites.

!Since over head costs would be present for physical plant, heating, phones, etc., only those,
costs that were 'uniquely attributable to the 1ST program were included in the present study.

One-half the cost of each cassette tape recorder-was attributed to 1ST since tape recorders are
widely used in the classroom.

Teacher costs (including salaries, benefits, travel al4owancesetc.) were not included in the cost
models except those related to teacher-training. This was done because it was assumed that
6uCh costs-are part of overhead costs.

Inflation was not considered as. a post factor. Therefore, the present models reflect a constant
dollar yalue for amornzation of costs.

1. COST MODEL FOR ONE 1ST COURSE AT ONE SITE (FIGURE B-1)

The cost of offering each course in a rural sites based on the following factors:`®

number of 1ST courses to be offered;

equipment costs TOprchase and mairitenancf);
. s

le -a-cher training;.

*number of students enr011ed in the cOurse;

software costs;
.

costs of donsurriable and non:consumable classroom materials.
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Figure B 1

COST MODEL FOR ONE 1ST COURSE AT ONE SITE

Where: .

C E

ti

G

A = Number of courses at the site.
B = Cost of hardware & equipment maintenance at the site*.
C = Teacher training cost per site-.
D = Students registered for the course.
E = Cost per student set of materials.
F = Cost of diskettes per course.
G = Cost of classroom set of materials per course (non-

consumable).
H A= Cost of classroom set of consumables per course.

Note: *Subjecl to the number of courses & students/course. Ad-
ditional computer may be required for more than three courses &
6.8 students per course.

2. TOTAL COST OF PRINTED- COURSEWARE FOR EACH COURSE (FIGURE B-2).

The model used for computing the costs ofthe printed portion of each course that are attributable
to DOE and eh site is shown in Figure B-2. The printed portion' of the courses- consisted of all
manuals, texts, workbooks, supplementary readings, teachers; guides, unit tests, etc. These materials
alone would represent a fairly complete set of course materials in traditional classroom settings-.
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Figure B 240:

MODEL FOR THE TOTAL COST OR PRINTPD COMPON-ENT OF
AN INDIVIDUAL 1ST COURSE

B

IMI
C

pm.m...

Doe Costs
I

+H)
Site Cost

H

Where:

- A = All DOE costs' excluding audio & computer component
costs. .

B = Number.of courses (e.g., for in FY-81).
C = Development costs for each course. /D = NUmber of sites involved.

° E = COst to train average number of teachers per site.
F Cost of average number of classroom sets of materials (con-,

sunrable & non-consumable)' per site. -
j G = total number of students enrolled per course.

11 i= Cosi &'a' student set of materials for each course.
x

.A

4.
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3. COST OF PRINTED AND AUDIO COMPONENTS FOR ONE 1ST COURSE

Figure -3 shows the cost model depicting the addition of the audio component to the printed
component'f 1ST. Basically, what is added to the DOE portion is the, additional cost of ,producing the
audtq cassette tapes. Additional costs to the local sites include the portion of the classroom materials
covered by the audio component:the tapes, and the tape recorder. Tape costs are to be spread over a
two-year period of assumed useful life. Tape recorders and other audio component expenses are to be
amortized over four years.

Figure B 3

TOTAL COST Of AN 1ST COURSE WITH AUDIO COMPONENT
AND PRINT MATERIALS

A B C

I .

DOE Costs

E

Site Costs

Where:

A = DOE costs from Figure B. 2 for each course.
a = .17 * A = Estimated cost of developing audio components

for each course.
C = 1.17 x site costs for each. course inFigure B 2.

D = Amortized cost of tapes.
E = Amortized cost of tape recorder/player.

4, COST OF ONE FULL MEDIA 1ST COURSE (PRINT, AUDIO, AND COMPUTER COMPONENTS)
.'6'

Figure B-4 shows the cost model,depictrng the addition of the computer component-to the printed
and audio ,cornponents. Basically, what is added to the DOE portion is the additional cost of
developing computerized instruction. Additional costs to the local sites included the hardware and
software need9d to implement the computer component. Diskette costs are-to be spread over a two
year period *assumed usefueklife. Computers and other component expfnses are to be amortized over
four years.

Figure B - 4

COST MODEL FOR A CQMPLETT2:011ST C'OURSE FOR FY-81

12
B +F.1+1-1;1)x-11S +1(.5X

4

'DOE Costs
I

Where:

E F

' Site Costs
V

4

A = DOE costs from Figure B 3.

, B = Hard and software consultation.
C = Version 1.0 + enhancement.
D = Diskette a6sts.
E. = Site costs; from Figure
F = Diskellbosts.
G = Copfputer hardware costs.
H = ,Aierage number of 1ST courses per site (for FY-81 = 2.8).
I ,5/Cost- of additional diskettes.

Number of students enrolled x.2. ,
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APPENDIX C

LEARN/ALASKA NETWORK

The following material about the Learn/Alaska Network ha's been developed from oarti.cles
contained in the "Learn/Alaska Instructional Telecommunications Network" magazine published by,
the Alaska Department of Edgcation and the Uniyersity of Alaska.'

Daytime instructional TV program's have been broadcast via satellite since 1977. However,
exploitation of long-range communications full vido bandwidth had not been explored and. its
potential not fully understood.

In 1979, the Legislature rbquested a study of the feasibility of using teleyision for instruction on a
statewide basis The DOE and U of A undertook such a study in cooperation with local and regional
public educlation agencies and the State's public broadcasters. The resulting document, -A Report on
the Feasibility of Telecommunications in the State of Alaska' was submitted to the Legislatiye
Council in February, 1980, and recommended, in part, that:

Instruction requires interaction, or two-way- communication, as a vital part of the learning
.

process.

?Instructional television can be effective for Learning, provided that:

- programs are relevant to Alaska;

- students haye opportunity to (spond.i,
- teachers are trained in selecting ITV -program mifir
- programs are available16ihe classroom when needed.

Televisionbroadcasts can provide timely access to instructional programs, live. courses or
special events, and teleconferencing.

VAudio corferencing provides a cost- effective way to permit interaction, either with a televisionpermit
broadcast course, or using audio alone when visual materials are not 'required.

, 1
-

Instructional TV/audi for Al ska should be established on a regional basis; since
the heaviest Use could be e pected withir regions and districts.

,

.

.Rinding'should permit local and regional program productions, and support for projects most
relevant to local needs.

Any development of this technology should be coordinated for shared use by all age and grade
levels of education. -

In the 1980 legislative session, Governor Hamrriond received and signed a bill NI' $8.6 million to
cove costs necessay to initiate the majority' of the !TV/audio conferencing recommendations.

. .
1. AUDIO CONFERENCING $ERVICES ,

.1
4

Installation of this network began in March, ?Ai. A commun ty I' on contains a terminal
(portable) with up to six microphones, Audio conferencing provic a means for groups located at
different loCationstO interaqt with each other over phone lines/satellite, ircuits..By using the portable
terminals andmicrophones, groups of students and educators, in different Alaskan communitids could
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simultaneously pa'rticipate in instructional courses or teachers and other school staff could receive
training in the'use of 1ST courses without having to physically locate at a central site.

Costs for the terminals, installation, and use of the system will be paid by the network, unlike the
1ST model which requires such t upport from the local sites. Larger communities may be served by.
several conferencing locations.

To use the conferencing network, uses will request time through local coordinators, indicating
their first and second priority times for the Conference. The local coordinator will forward their request
to the network seheduler, and will receive verbal, then written, confirmation. Coordinators at eh site
participating in any audio conference will notify participants in each community of the time and place
for the conference pn the day of the confetende, participants meet at the designated locations. When
the session is ready to start, the network o rator.calls each site. When all sal are connected, the
session begins.

2. INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION (ITV)

inBeginning n the 1981-1982 school year, ITV have been expanded. Rather than five days
per week, educational programming is broadcast seven days per week and up.to 18 hours on particular
days. In many communities, 10watt translators (mini- V transmitters) are, orwill be, installed so that
the educational programming -can be received dire tly in the schools and homes. Many of the
broadcast programs are available for off-ttie-air recordin locally. In addition to origination at a central .

location, regional uplinks are planned to permit broadcasts from a number of communities. .

;
o

6
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APPENDIX D

-NEW,COURSES SPONSORED BYTHE ETA PROJECT

GENERAL SCIENCE -,FY-1981

'Unit 1 - What Makes Up Our World,

Mafter
-Atoms
Energy
Chemical Change,

Unit2 - How Does Energy Affect Matter?

6Heat and Temperature
Forces and Motion
Waves-and Sound
Light

Unit 3 - How Do We Make and Use Energy?

Electricity and Magnetism
Energy for Everyday Use
Sourdes of Energy

Unit 4 - How.ls Our Planet Changing?

Changes Happening Now"
Changes in ;the Rock's ,

Changes Through Time
Changes in the Atmosphere
'Our Changing Frontiers

Unit 5% What MakeS Up/Our Changing World?

Life on Earth
All Living Things Are Siinilar
Community Relationships
Continuing the Species
The guman Organism
The uality of our Environ ent

U.S. HISTORY - FY-1981

Unit

Digging U America
Native Am rican Cultures
Woodland Indiani.

*Er
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Unit 2 The New World 900-1750

Explorers and Exploration
New World Attractions
Pe`rmanent Enblish Colonies
Immigrants and Immi6ration

'. Colonial Ways-of Life'

unit 3 - Be oming A Nation -,1750-1800

English or Am man
Colonial 'Conflicts
An Attempt at Union
A More Perfect Union
Political Parties Begih I er

Unit 4 - The Great West 1500-1840

Spanish Borderlands
Indians of the Great West
Louisiana and Beyond .

Conflict Inside and Out

Uni,t 5A- The Early National Period - 1815-1850e:
Di'fferenlWaYS Of Life

' Government and the People
);1/4 Period of Reform.

I

a

From Sea to,Shining Sea

Unit 6 - The Union in Crisis 1850-1.677

The Slavery Culture
Steps to War.
The Home Fronts
Fighting the Civil War
the Aftermath

Unit 7 - An Industrial-Nation

Inventors and Inventions
Railroads and Factories --
Workers:and the-Lalbor Moyement -

'llnit 8 --Cities Comei of Age 1865 -1900

Peopling the ttieS
Life-in the NeW Cities
GoVerning, the,City

*

1876-14011

'Unit 9 - Expansion n-and Conflict:1865:1900.

The-End of a-1AA'y of-Life- -- --
The Mining Frontier
Ranchers and Cowboys

-Southerners and Sharecroppers

tai
i
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Unit 10 itics And Foreign Policy.- 1876-1920

Post-Reconstruction Politics
Expansion ane:lingoism
,The Progressive Movement,
The Great Crusade

,Unit11 =Good Times and Bad - 1920-1940

A New Lifestyle
-The' Great Crash,
IA Time of Isolation

Unit 12 - The World At War - 1940.1960

A New Global Conflict
Postwar America
The Cold War
Left Out of the An'ieritan Dream

Unit - The Price of Power,

Struggling fjor the Dream
At Home and AbiZad

1

CONSUMER EDUCATION.- FY-1982

.s

s o

°

2

T

7 _

This course is designed to develop a variety of skills alid attitudes forsuccesSful management of
personal and financial resOur es Intelligent and rational decision-making is a key concept underlyingpersonal , .

all content areas. Contents a e t16 include-at least the following areas: .

l' : -
. ..

.
Personal or family deci ion-making (goal settingvalue clarification, personal resources 'time;

I- .skills, money) \ -
, r-. ,

,
.

..,

Gatherinb and evaluati g consumeriilformation (pdvertisind, pub-4ations)
--,

Shopping skills (source , quality and se ice comparisons, methods of_paymentr
. -

Credit (advantages vs. disadvantages, sourcbS, loanresp&niibilitieS, costs)

Banking services (savings, checking,loans)./- _...

Consumer responsibilities and protection (confracts, effectiv complaints, regularii agencie-.
1

s)to
/

I

Taxes (types, how to file)

Budgeting (developing, irnplemen tinig, evaluating)

HEALTH EDUCATION FY-1982

This course is designed primarily for small rural and isolated.cornmeitie'S :, the interrelationship
of physical, emotional, and environmental health is to be stressed. Content Will include at least the
following areas: . .

4ii- '
i
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/, .

Personal Health'(e$cercise,,,sleep, rest, relaxOtion. , posture, cleanliness)

Human GroWth and Development (all major.b,odysysterns, 0ropth during major stages life,
biological and emotional maturation, human reptdducticin) i

Diseases and Disorders (chronic and coFnmunicable) .1

OrarHealth, Vision and Hearing (caring for and treating teeth, eyes endears)! ......-.-.. .._,..

-,- utrition (relatiOnship of heath to adequate food intake?, , - .

E otional Health (understanding and eccdptirrg oneself and others, hand ling stress, adjusted
and maladjusted behaviors)

Substance Use and-NlisUse (tobacco, alcohol and other drugs)
, . /,.Environmental Health; Safety andiSupvival Skills'(air, noise, and water pollution; fire, .vehicle,

homeand school salety;,first aid) t.

Colisumer Health (Choosin&and using apprOpriate health personnel and products)r
_

Health. Careers A

ro

°:

1
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' ABBREVIATIONS. ,..
...

__ ---H- PREFACE
r S .

AL S
.

Alasj<a CoimuniCation System
AEBO ., Alaska, Educational Broadcasting Commission
AETC i Alaska Eduq'ational Telecommunications ConsortiuM ;
Alascqm RCA Alaska CoMmunications
APBC° . ;Alaska Public Broadcasting Commission
ASOSS - . Alaska State-Operated 8choal System

d ATS Advanced_ Technology Satellite
AVEC- * Alaska Village Eleciric Go-op . ,

BIA Bureau of Iwilan Affairs

DHEW Department of Health,- Education and Welfare
DOE Alaska Department of Education

ERIC Edu,cational Resources Information Center
ESCD Education Satellite Communication Demonsfration
ETA Educational Telecommunications for Alaska Project

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Adrdinistration
NEA National Education Association
NIE National Institute of Education .. t .

, .
. . - . ..

, Office of TelecommUnications in the Governor's OfficeOT
.

RCA Radio Corporation of Amerioa --.
REAA . RegiOnal Educational Attendance Area . , . .

"RRC. Regional Resource-Center
.

-

- SPAN Systematic Planning Around Needs,
. .

UNESCO United Nations Educational,.Scientific,-and Cultural Organization
. ..,.

_I
`WAGS =White Alice Communications System

,

,

,..., INDIVIDUALIZED -STUDY BY TELECOMMUNICATIONS"(IST)

ADM . Average Daily Membership
APR Alaska Public Radio,
ASAT -.. Alaska Statewide Achievement Test

CAI Computer:Assisted Instruction
GCS Centralized Correspondence 'Study

.CMI. Computer-Managed InstructiOn
CSEY 'Aiaska Center for Staff Development

D& I
'I DOE

Design and Implementation ,Contractor
AlaskaDepartment of Education .

EMS ElectroniC'Mail System
ETA . . Educational Telecommunications for Alaska

FTE

1ST

Full-Tim'e Equivalent

Individualized Study by Telecommunications

31*
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*

MECC Minnesota Educational 'Computing Consortium.

1,\I EA, National Education Association
NIE National Institute of Education t

NWREL Northwest Regional EducationaltLabor-atory
1 t .

' OET&T Office to Educational Technology and Telecommunication b

FIRC . - Regionl Resburce banter
SERRC . .,

.
South East Regiorial Resource Center -

'STEP , SeqUential Test of Educationar Progress

U .of A ' University of Alaska '
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